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Abstract

The BDI model is a widely accepted model for situated, resource-bounded agents.

Intentions are a key component of the BDI model, and constrain the agent’s

commitment to achieving its desires, and execution of behaviours. These behaviours

are fulfilled via plans, which are an abstract representation for behaviours. Plans

specify a course of action in a given context to achieve a particular goal. Acquiring

plans is a complex problem, which is due to the complex relationships between the

plan goal/context and the presence of multiple action steps in a plan. The BDI

model does not feature a plan acquisition, or more generally, a knowledge acquisition,

capability. Acquiring atomic knowledge is comparatively more straightforward, as

reinforcement and management of the knowledge is less complex than plans.

This thesis presents an approach to plan acquisition for agents based on the BDI

model and combined with a ‘bottom-level’ learner. The system, which we call PGS

(plan generation system), essentially transforms knowledge from the bottom-level into

the BDI-based top-level. PGS manages the top-level and bottom-level interactions

whilst managing action execution. These processes all occur during run-time.

We will firstly explain concepts that are central to the thesis, and then describe

related work that goes towards achieving the thesis aims. We then describe the PGS

architecture, the results from case study experiments that have been conducted, and

a discussion of these results and the main thesis outcomes.
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Preface

There are parts of this thesis that are related to work presented in published

conference papers. We mention these papers here, and the chapters which they

are related to. Although the essential thesis contributions were presented in these

publications, the work presented in the ensuing chapters goes beyond these conference

papers.

Early work in implementing an agent-based mission management system for

an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) was presented by Karim, Heinze, and Dunn

(2004) and Karim and Heinze (2005). This work provided some background for

our discussions about plan communication and human understandable knowledge

representations in chapter 3.

Preliminary work on developing our proposed hybrid plan acquisition architecture,

PGS, was conducted by Karim, Sonenberg, and Tan (2006a). In this paper, the

architecture and empirical work with an early implementation of PGS was presented.

Empirical analysis of a reinforcement learning engine called FALCON (Tan, 2004),

and a BDI solution based on the JACK agent programming language (AOS, 2003)

presented by Karim, Sonenberg, and Tan (2006a), is compared to the results from

empirical analysis of PGS. From these comparisons, observations were made about

the characteristics of PGS, both regarding its execution cycle and architecture, and

the type of domain that PGS can be applied to. The areas that required further work

were also highlighted. The architectural developments in chapters 3 and 4 are based

on this paper, as is the empirical work on the minefield navigation domain presented

v
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in section 5.2.

The PGS architecture was further refined by Karim, Subagdja, and Sonenberg

(2006b)1. In this paper the focus was on plan acquisition in general, and PGS is

presented as an approach that achieves plan acquisition. The experimental domain

that was used to demonstrate PGS in this paper is the pursuit domain. A multiagent

approach to acquiring plans was explored in these experiments in which one PGS

module is used to acquire a shared plan for all four agents in the multiagent

system. Another approach called intentional learning (Subagdja and Sonenberg,

2005; Subagdja, 2007; Subagdja et al., 2009) that achieves plan acquisition is also

presented and juxtaposed with PGS in this publication (Karim et al., 2006b). The

results and discussions from these publications are present in this thesis. The

refined architecture definition is present in chapter 4, and the experiments in the

pursuit domain presented by Karim, Subagdja, and Sonenberg (2006b) are presented

in section 5.3.

In parallel with work in this thesis, Pfau, Karim, Kirley, and Sonenberg (2008)

have worked on developing improvements to the PGS implementation, in particular:

plan abstraction, plan library management, plan reinforcement, additional plan

library priming configurations, and configurations in the pursuit domain case study

(section 5.3). In his master’s thesis, Pfau (2008) also applies the PGS architecture to

another grid-world domain—the Taxi domain.

1This paper received the “best paper award” in the IAT 2006 conference held in Hong Kong.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

To introduce this thesis, we begin by providing a brief background followed by a

problem statement, aim and scope, and finally an overview of the study. The brief

background serves as a primer for the following research questions and problem

statements in subsequent sections. A more detailed background is given in chapters

2 and 3 where we will describe concepts and review related work.

1.1 Brief Background

Agents are autonomous, intelligent software entities. They have been deployed in

a diverse array of domains, particularly in open, complex systems. According to

Wooldridge and Jennings, agents are defined as follows:

An agent is a computer system that is situated in some environment, and

that is capable of autonomous action in this environment in order to meet

its design objectives (Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995).

Intelligence can manifest as proactive, autonomous behaviour, and can also

require the ability to adapt behaviours through the acquisition of new knowledge

(Russell and Norvig, 2003). In fact, agents often require an adaptive capability to

1
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acquire knowledge about its environment and required behaviours depending on its

objectives, particularly in dynamic environments (Kaelbling et al., 1996).

In this thesis, we focus on situated, resource-bounded agents, and specifically

an approach for acquiring plans in such agents. A situated agent is one that is

embedded in its environment (Hendriks-Jansen, 1996). In such agents, actions affect

the behaviour it executes within its environment. A resource-bounded agent is one

that has limited computational resources, limited time for deliberation and action

execution, and perhaps limited breadth of capabilities such as actions, perception and

even deliberation. For example, the mobile robots that Brooks (1985) experimented

with are considered as situated, resource-bounded agents. They are situated in a real-

world environment requiring real-time behaviour1, and have limited computational

bandwidth and sensori-motor capabilities2.

A knowledge representation is an abstraction of one or more pieces of information,

with the purpose of expressing the information in a way that helps agents perform

well (Russell and Norvig, 2003). In a situated agent, a knowledge representation

would typically be an abstraction of real-world objects that are part of the agent’s

environment. For example, an agent navigating a maze could have a knowledge

representation that would create abstractions such as ‘wall’, ‘corner’ and ‘doorway’

from low-level perceptions. Davis et al. (1993) have suggested a set of roles of

knowledge representation for defining and characterising them, which we discuss

in detail in the following chapter. These roles essentially stipulate that no one

1Real-time behaviour requires agents to act within a specific time-frame, which is limited in most
real-world applications.

2These limitations in resources are a result of the agent being situated in a real-world environment
in which the agent must react in real-time. The available technology also limited the agent’s
computational capabilities. However Brooks reasoned that such limitations were not necessarily
a hinderance. The subsumption architecture that Brooks developed actually leverages on these
limitations to produce efficient and effective agents (Brooks, 1985, 1990, 1991).
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representation is universally applicable to all problems, domains, or environments.

An agent, including a situated agent, may require: low-level adaptation, reasoning at

an abstract level, and communication with other agents in a heterogeneous multiagent

system. What Davis et al. are saying is that rather than choosing one representation

for all problems, or even one representation for a particular problem, it may be

appropriate to choose one or more specific representations that are appropriate for

the specific problem. Hence, the use of multiple representations within an agent may

be required.

Learning is a problem that is intrinsically linked to the problem of representing

knowledge. It involves the acquisition and development of memories and behaviours,

including skills, knowledge, understanding, values, and wisdom. In situated agents,

learning focusses mainly on adaptation of behaviours to perform actions in the

environment to achieve a particular goal. There are numerous categories of learning

techniques. For instance, Langley (1995) defines five broad categories3. These

categories come from different schools of thought, different conceptions of how

knowledge should be represented, and how specific knowledge acquisition heuristics

should be applied in a particular type of domain or context. Indeed, the breadth

of knowledge representations across the different learning approaches (Langley, 1995;

Kaelbling et al., 1996) reinforces the notion put forward by Davis et al. that not one

representation can solve all problems.

Agent reasoning heuristics and architectures generally fall into two categories:

top-down and bottom-up4 (Sun, 2002; Hoare, 1999). In top-down categories, agents

view the reasoning task from higher level directives such as overall goals and sub-

3These categories are: neural networks, case-based reasoning, genetic algorithms, rule induction
(inductive learning), and “analytical” (logical) learning.

4We expand on the notions of ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ later in section 2.1.1.
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goals. This type of reasoning is also referred to as deliberative reasoning. One of

the more prominent and early examples of this type of reasoning is the STRIPS

planner (Fikes and Nilsson, 1971), which views the planning task from first principles

and where knowledge is represented symbolically. The planning process essentially

generates plans based on logical reasoning principles. The inputs to planning are

the desired goal state of the agent, and facts about the environment and the agent

itself. From these inputs, the planner generates a plan to achieve the goal. The

STRIPS planner reasons over first-order logic to achieve its planning outcomes. It

is an example of ‘good old fashioned AI’, or GOFAI. The term was first coined

by Haugeland (1985), which claims that all intelligent behaviour can be captured

by a system that reasons logically from a set of facts and rules describing the

domain (Russell and Norvig, 2003). GOFAI approaches have been criticised for

being inadequate for situated, resource-bounded agents because they take excessive

amounts of computation time, and are thus unable to respond to rapidly changing

environments, such as those faced by situated and resources-bounded agents (Brooks,

1985; Bratman et al., 1991).

The BDI model (Rao and Georgeff, 1995; Bratman, 1987) is a top-down model

that deliberates on high-level goals in order to generate behaviours, which is similar

to GOFAI approaches. However, BDI promises better performance than older GOFAI

approaches by reasoning over high-level behaviours, rather than over fine-grained

behaviours, and thereby reducing the number of required deliberations5. It is a

pragmatic, folk psychologically inspired framework, which bases representations and

processes on the cognitively plausible mental states of beliefs, desires and intentions.

BDI agents pursue goals (desires), adopting and committing to one of these goals

(intentions) according to their current set of data about the state of the world

5We discuss the BDI deliberation process in more detail in section 2.2.2.
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(beliefs). Deliberative behaviour is manifested in the decision making processes of

selecting appropriate desires (or goals), and committing to intentions. Plans are

‘recipes’ of execution that are means to fulfil these committed intentions (Bratman,

1987; Pollack, 1992). These plans are human domain expert6 specified that define the

agent’s behaviours (actions), which go toward achieving a given goal. This results

in a pragmatic model where deliberation only occurs up to an intermediate level,

after which the plans, which contain knowledge about achieving a particular goal, are

executed to achieve the goal7. As an example consider a mobile agent that must move

from point A to point B. Instead of reasoning about every step of the journey (e.g.

move straight, then right, then left, etc.), the deliberation process would determine

that it intends to move from point A to point B, and then would select a plan within

its plan library that fulfils this intention and attempts to achieve the goal of reaching

point B. One of the earliest implementations of BDI is PRS (procedural reasoning

system, Georgeff and Ingrand, 1989; Ingrand et al., 1992). We discuss the BDI model

in more detail in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.

Bottom-up models of reasoning are fine grained processes where intentional

or deliberative reasoning processes are not normally utilised. Rather, bottom-up

processes employ reactive reasoning, and are tightly coupled to low-level, sensori-

motor processes. The agent’s goals are not explicitly encoded in the reasoning

process itself, but are achieved through the emergence of these reactive behaviours. A

prime example of this reasoning paradigm is Brooks’ philosophy that stipulates that

reactive representations and heuristics are sufficient to specify an agent’s behaviour.

6A human domain expert (or simply, domain expert) is someone who has intimate knowledge
about, and familiarity with, the domain and problem. They are able to assess the agent’s
performance and have knowledge about what is required, either at a high-level or detailed level,
to solve the problem at hand. They may also be able to suggest the agent’s behaviours in some
situations.

7This type of deliberation is also known as means-ends reasoning (Newell and Simon, 1972).
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The idea is realised in his ground-breaking subsumption architecture (Brooks, 1985,

1990, 1991), in which behaviours are specified at a low level of abstraction using a

minimalist philosophy that aims to reduce computations and maximise efficiency and

performance.

Both top-down and bottom-up approaches have their advantages. For instance,

top-down approaches are able to manage the overall, high-level objectives of an agent,

whilst bottom-up approaches are able to operate over fine-grained, low level objectives

that are based on sensori-motor modalities in situated agents. Both approaches may

be useful in an agent that requires top-down, high-level reasoning and bottom-up,

find-grained behaviours. Researchers in hybrid intelligent systems have recognised

this. Medsker (1995), a noted researcher in the area of hybrid intelligent systems

who we will refer to in later chapters, is credited for raising this idea. He, and

other researchers, have endeavoured to combine these approaches in order to achieve

better outcomes for knowledge acquisition, and intelligent systems in general. They

have highlighted that there is ‘tension’ between top-down and bottom-up approaches,

where bottom-up approaches are suitable for one subset of problems, and top-down

approaches for another subset of problems. Hence, there is a need for some kind of

reconciliation between top-down and bottom-up approaches in order to complement

the strengths and weaknesses of each approach. Figure 1.1 illustrates the idea.

One way to reconcile top-down and bottom-up approaches is to combine them

into a hybrid architecture. Hybrid architectures have been developed for diverse

domains. In many cases, the inspiration or motivation behind these architectures is

based on different points of view about how agents can best reason. Also, there are

cases where the hybridisation of different techniques and approaches is motivated by

particular characteristics in, or experiences with, concrete applications, where either

the combination is apparent through the specific needs of the application, or through

the designer’s intimate familiarity of the system elements and the problem being
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Figure 1.1: Top-down and Bottom-up processes within an agent both affect
behaviours, and must therefore be carefully coordinated to ensure effective actuation
of these behaviours.

solved (Medsker, 1995). Medsker defines hybrid architectures as follows:

[Hybrid architectures are] systems that consist of two or more integrated

subsystems, each of which may have a different representation language

and inference technique. The subsystems are assumed to be tied together

semantically and influence each other. The coupling can be [to such

a high] degree that any given operation may be difficult to classify as

symbolic or sub-symbolic. On the other hand, loose, [low degree] couplings

join distinct components that regulate flow of information between them.

(Medsker, 1995)

We will delve into hybrid architectures in more detail in chapters 2 and 3. However,

we briefly discuss them here. Hybrid architectures consist of multiple subsystems that

each have strengths in certain aspects of reasoning and knowledge representation. The

combination of these subsystems into a hybrid configuration aims to complement these

strengths. There are two general approaches to hybridisation:
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1. Balancing reactivity and deliberation. This approach ‘balances’ the

different types of reasoning—reactivity and deliberation.

2. Balancing low-level and high-level representations. Hybrid approaches

can potentially separate different representations into the constituent modules.

This division most often occurs over degrees of abstraction: namely low-level

and high-level.

With respect to the second approach above, Sun (2002) is one researcher who

has recognised the possible interactions between representations of different levels of

abstraction. In particular he categorises these representations as implicit or explicit,

and suggests that these representations exist in the human mind. Furthermore,

Sun also shows how low-level and high-level representations are related to top-down

and bottom-up deliberation and knowledge acquisition processes. In the following

chapters we will refer to Sun’s work, and particularly his cognitive architecture,

CLARION, which demonstrates the separation between representations of differing

levels of abstraction. We also describe the top-down and bottom-up processes

that enable interactions between low-level and high-level knowledge representations

within CLARION. From these discussions, we will firstly settle on the second hybrid

approach above (i.e. “balancing low-level and high-level representations”), and take

cues from CLARION itself to inform the design of our own hybrid architecture.

Plans can be effectively understood by a human operator/designer, and there

are also possibilities that each plan can be treated as knowledge that can be

communicated to other agents within a multiagent system. There are also some

performance benefits that plans afford. They are a space-efficient representation of

knowledge, and require fewer deliberations than single-action representations, such

as rules (Pollack, 1992; Sun and Sessions, 2000). These advantages have particular

relevance to situated, resource-bounded agents.
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Although it may be possible in a diverse range of domains, there are certain

domains where the use of plans, and a plan acquisition capability, might be

particularly useful. The two motivations of using plans are, (i) increased human

understandability of the agent’s knowledge base, and (ii) efficient reasoning and

execution in situated, resource-bounded agents. Domains in which the agent is

situated in its environment, and is resource-bounded, are suitable for the use of the

plan representation (Bratman, 1987), which is relevant to the second motivation, and

in cases where a human operator/designer is required to analyse the agent’s knowledge

base, is also relevant to the first motivation. We discuss the properties and virtues

of plans, and elaborate on these motivations, in chapter 2. A brief overview of the

motivations is given below:

• Regarding the first motivation (i), the use of plans and an acquisition capability

would be most suited to complex situated domains. The benefit in acquiring

understandable knowledge is to allow a human operator or designer to be able

to interpret the agent’s knowledge and thereby analyse the behaviours it would

execute as a result of this knowledge. If the agent is faced with a diverse array

of situations, which are difficult to understand using simpler representations,

then by representing knowledge as plans with goals, a human that interacts

with the agent will be able to comprehend the knowledge more effectively. The

presence of goal information will allow the human operator/designer to identify

behaviours that lead to specific goals, in addition to merely behaviours that are

executed in specific states.

• Regarding the second motivation (ii), efficient behaviours are most relevant

if either reasoning and/or perceptions are costly in the domain. The use

of plans (that are either acquired during execution or predefined) in certain
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circumstances can reduce these costs8. Domains that require an agent to

fulfil multiple goals would be candidates for the use of plans. Furthermore,

temporal knowledge about the agent’s behaviour may be of interest, particularly

in domains where the agent must execute contiguous actions relating to one

behaviour9. We will bring these motivations to bear in chapter 5 where we

discuss the choices for domains used in the case studies.

Plan acquisition is the process of acquiring plans into the agent’s knowledge base

that can be executed to achieve its goals. The source of the plan acquisition can be

diverse: it can be from an external process; and it can be received from other agents,

including humans, both during or prior to execution. We choose to explore a hybrid

approach to plan acquisition in this thesis. Specifically, our hybrid approach combines

a ‘top-level’ plan acquisition and execution capability, and a ‘bottom-level’ module

that acquires data through its own internal processes. In particular, we focus on

using different knowledge representations within our architecture in order to produce

a system that can acquire plans as well as behave effectively in situated, resource-

bounded agents. The top-level in our architecture is based on the BDI execution

model (Rao and Georgeff, 1992, 1995), which is an effective and appropriate model

for situated, resource-bounded agents (Wooldridge, 2001). As such, there is a strong

justification for basing our own architecture on the BDI model.

Plans, as defined by Bratman et al. (1991), Pollack (1992), Rao and Georgeff

(1992, 1995) and Rao (1997), have the following properties: (i) they are abstract,

8An example domain would be robotic agents operating in a mission-critical domain, such as the
Mars rover missions from NASA (Bresina et al., 1998; Laubach et al., 1998; Matthies, 1995). Due to
the limited communication opportunities, computational resources and sensori-motor capabilities,
these systems utilise plans to improve performance in this resource-bounded domain.

9For example, consider a situated agent navigating in a maze domain. There may be many
behaviours consisting of more than one action, that may also occur very often. For instance, the
behaviour of turning a corner could have multiple, fine-grained steps.
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meaning they are applicable to diverse situations and are instantiated differently for

a given situation, (ii) they are hierarchical, such that they may spawn subgoals during

their execution, and (iii) they are complex in structure, containing loops, conditional

branches, etc. However, for the purpose of exploring plan acquisition in this thesis,

we specify plans with a reduced set of these properties: (i) the plan is not abstract in

the sense that it is instantiated to specific situations, but is abstract in the semantic

sense where it explicitly encapsulates a sequence of actions and is associated to a

goal, (ii) plans are not hierarchical, i.e. they do not spawn subgoals, and (iii) they

do not have complex structures, and consist of a simple sequence of actions.

The BDI model assumes that plans, developed at design time by a human

knowledgeable about the domain, are stored in the agent’s knowledge base to be

accessed during execution—we refer to these as a priori plans. BDI lacks a capability

that can acquire new plans during execution, and relies on these a priori plans to

execute behaviours. Basing our architecture on the BDI model constitutes an initial

step towards achieving a plan acquisition capability in the BDI model. Although

we do not adhere to the complete specification of plans or the BDI model in our

architecture, the ultimate aim of the ideas put forward in this thesis is to achieve

plan acquisition within a complete specification of the BDI model, as well as acquiring

plans according to the complete specification. The challenge faced by researchers in

BDI plan acquisition is that the task is not easily achieved. Furthermore, since

BDI agents aim to fulfil multiple goals (or subgoals), the learning process should

recognise this segregation of objectives. Machine learning techniques normally reduce

a learning process to a single value optimisation problem: maximising this single value

amounts to maximising the agent’s overall performance. This approach to knowledge

acquisition does not directly map to BDI agents that strive to maximise performance

over multiple, individual goals.
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Knowledge acquisition can be executed over training examples collected from past

experiences or through hand crafted knowledge, occurring off-line (i.e. when the

agent is not interacting real-time with the environment). It can also occur online

while the agent interacts with its environment, using data collected through real-time

experiences. Online knowledge acquisition is suitable for situated agents because

it may not be sufficient, or possible, to acquire knowledge off-line from past data,

particularly in complex, dynamic environments because either this training data is

not available, or is difficult to process for the purposes of off-line training. In the

architecture we present in this thesis, we take the online approach to knowledge

acquisition where real-time executions in the environment are processed in order to

acquire plans.

The motivation of a hybrid plan acquisition capability goes beyond simply

introducing knowledge dynamically into a BDI-based agent. Within a hybrid system,

multiple representations exist and hence there are other advantages to be gained

from this approach. The process of acquiring knowledge via a transformation process

from one representation to another results in a system with knowledge represented

differently across the two representations. The acquired knowledge may produce

behaviours that yield higher levels of performance than the original, less abstract

knowledge. The advantage of having knowledge represented as plans at the top BDI-

based level may extend beyond the agent’s performance. Representing knowledge at

a more abstract level allows humans operating with the system to readily understand

the underlying knowledge. We elaborate on these advantages in chapter 2.

We aim to develop a plan acquisition capability that acquires plans in a BDI-based

architecture. As such, the BDI model will be a subject of focus throughout the thesis.

Applications for the hybrid architecture we propose in this thesis will be described in

detail, and will be implemented and demonstrated through selected experimentation

work. Furthermore, detailed motivations for the adopted approach will be presented,
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some of which are consistent with those of existing work, in addition to those that

are consistent with our research aims described in the following section.

1.2 Problem Statement and Research Questions

There is a need for acquiring plans on-the-run within the BDI model. Despite

some work in the area of BDI agent adaptation (e.g. Guerra-Hernandez et al., 2001),

there is scope for further work in this area. In this thesis, we will develop a plan

acquisition architecture based on the BDI model. Within the architecture, various

aforementioned simplifications are made. The thesis presents what can be considered

the initial steps towards acquiring plans consistent with the complete definition of

plans and the BDI model. The simplifications made with respect to the BDI model

and definition of plans is made to facilitate exploration of the proposed architecture.

Furthermore, in order to meet the challenges of plan acquisition, we choose to explore

a two-level hybrid architecture consisting of a BDI-based module and a separate

learning module. The hybrid architecture acquires plans from the learning outcomes

of this separate module, which has its own internal learning, reasoning and execution

processes. The hybrid architecture acquires abstract plans at the top-level, from data

collected through direct environmental interactions at the bottom-level.

In order to provide motivation for the thesis aims, there will be an initial study

involving exploration of the various properties and advantages of plans in resource-

bounded, situated agents. We lead towards a reasoned justification for choosing

to adopt a two-level, hybrid approach for our plan acquisition architecture. The

plan acquisition architecture requires predefined domain knowledge that facilitates

and informs the processes used for acquiring plans from the bottom-level. In

order to explore the architecture’s properties and performance characteristics, we

conduct extensive empirical analysis through simulations where the plan acquisition
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architecture is implemented in a situated agent in a grid-world environment. Both

single and multiagent configurations are explored, as well as communication of

knowledge for the purpose of knowledge sharing between agents in multiagent settings.

The performance of the agent, and the processes of acquiring and utilising the plans,

will be explored and discussed.

The following research questions are addressed in this thesis:

1. How can plans be automatically acquired on-the-run by a situated, resource-

bounded agent based on the BDI model, and what type of architecture can

achieve this objective?

2. What are the advantages of plan acquisition in this BDI-based architecture?

3. What characteristics of the plan acquisition architecture, the domain, the

environment and agent goals affect performance?

The first question is addressed through the presentation and discussion of the

PGS architecture. We provide a description of the hybrid architecture at a high-

level (chapter 3), and then expand on high-level architectural specification through a

detailed presentation of the architecture heuristics (chapter 4). These heuristics form

the execution model of PGS, which essentially integrates the top and bottom levels

of PGS, and involves the plan acquisition algorithm and the process of switching

execution between the top-level plans and bottom-level single actions. There are

challenges in managing the execution of plans and single actions at the top and bottom

levels, respectively. Firstly, there are challenges in developing a utility function that

effectively compares a macro-level behaviour specification, in plans, with atomic,

single actions. We developed an aggregate utility function that computes the overall,

or ‘end result’ utility of plans, which has shown to be effective. Secondly, how

the plans are executed, and specifically whether they are executed to completion

or are able to be interrupted before they are executed to completion, are important
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considerations. We chose to allow plans to execute to completion to manage the

complexities and computational overheads associated with the alternative of allowing

plan execution interruption. The design choices of the PGS architecture, and the

implications of these design choices, are covered in chapters 3 and 4.

The second and third questions are addressed through the empirical investigation

presented in case studies involving two experimental domains (chapter 5). The first

domain, a minefield navigation domain, explores the basic ideas of the architecture

and involves a single agent (section 5.2). This domain is used as a feasibility study

of the architectural concept, and sets the scene for a more in-depth analysis through

a second, more complex domain. This second domain, the pursuit, or predator-prey

domain, involves multiple coordinating agents that can also potentially communicate

with each other (section 5.3). In this domain, we explore a larger set of properties of

the PGS architecture, and a greater variety of related issues.

1.3 Thesis claims and outcomes

The investigations reported in this thesis demonstrate that plan acquisition, using

the implemented architecture, can yield performance improvements as measured by

the results from the case study experiments in the minefield navigation and pursuit

domains. In these experiments, we made the following measurements from which we

drew our inferences:

• Overall effectiveness is indicated by the success rates of the agent(s) over the

course of multiple experiment runs/trials (e.g. 70% success rate over 500 trials).

• The level of contribution of plans to the agents’ behaviours and performance

is indicated by the proportion of plans used, compared to bottom-level single

actions. In addition, the usage distribution of plans within the acquired plan

library shows the spread of plans that contribute to performance.
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• The effectiveness of the plan acquisition process is measured by the plan size (i.e.

number of steps), as measured in some of the experiments. Large plans indicate

a more effective plan acquisition process that acquires plans that encapsulate

more actions related to a specific goal.

In these experiments, we implemented three basic configurations:

1. Learning and behaviour execution performed exclusively by a reinforcement

learner called FALCON (developed by Tan, 2004).

2. Learning and behaviour execution performed by a hybrid configuration that

combines FALCON and our plan acquisition and execution engine PGS, which

we call FALCON-PGS.

3. Behaviour execution performed exclusively by a BDI execution engine that

utilises a priori plans.

To illustrate these configurations, consider Figure 1.1. Configuration (1) involves

only the bottom level, configuration (2) involves both top and bottom levels, and

configuration (3) involves only the top level.

We now describe some inferences from the experiments involving these configura-

tions and various other domain and agent configurations. We start with the minefield

navigation domain:

• We demonstrated comparable performance with the FALCON-PGS configura-

tion when compared to the FALCON configuration. The added advantage of the

FALCON-PGS configuration is that the acquired plans can potentially reduce

deliberations, and provide a more understandable knowledge representation for

analysis by humans, as we explain in the following chapter.

• We were able to implement a BDI configuration which outperformed both the

FALCON and FALCON-PGS configurations.
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In the pursuit domain, we demonstrated the following in various experiments using

the FALCON-PGS base configuration,

• Priming the plan base prior to execution with predefined plans can yield

performance improvement, but is a non-trivial exercise that must be done

carefully.

• Communication of plans between agents yields the most benefit in heterogenous

multiagent systems where agents have varying levels of knowledge acquisition

ability Some benefits were also observed in homogeneous multiagent systems,

although at a lower degree.

• When deterministic elements are part of the environment (such as repetitive

behaviours of the prey), performance improvements were observed in the

FALCON-PGS configuration compared to the FALCON configuration. In fact,

the FALCON-PGS yielded much higher performance, which lead us to infer that

PGS has produced superior performance to the single-action based FALCON

configuration when deterministic elements are present in the environment.

The challenges faced in our experiments, which we discuss in detail in chapter 6,

were:

• Plan library management. The processes that manage the plans that exist

in the library, and their confidence values.

• Context generalisation. The process of generating the context of plans that

allow them to be applicable to a more diverse range of situations.

• Behaviour discrepancy. The observation that behaviours generated as a

result of executing plans from the top, PGS level and behaviours generated as a

result of executing single actions from the bottom level was a phenomenon that
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we did not predict would occur. However, we were able to explain it through

investigation of the characteristics of PGS and how plans are acquired, selected

and executed and the differences with the bottom level, which in the case of

our case studies was FALCON.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The thesis outline is as follows:

Chapter 1: “Introduction” describes the motivations and research questions of

the thesis, as well as a brief background.

Chapter 2: “Knowledge, knowledge acquisition and plans” discusses the

main concepts of the thesis, and develops the motivations for using plans and

a plan acquisition capability. Related work in knowledge acquisition that are

relevant to the thesis aims are discussed and analysed, which sets the scene for

the presentation of our proposed architecture in the following chapters.

Chapter 3: “Towards a plan acquisition architecture” presents focussed back-

ground work that provides reasonable arguments for our choice of a two-level

architecture, which is then presented at a high-level. The implications of this

high-level architecture will be discussed through assumptions that are made in

the plan representation and BDI model.

Chapter 4: “PGS: A hybrid plan acquisition architecture” details the plan

generation system (PGS) architecture. The detailed heuristics, assumptions

and a comprehensive definition of the architecture are presented. Furthermore,

various design choices to the architecture are also presented.

Chapter 5: “Case studies” details the case studies in the minefield navigation

and pursuit domains. These case studies aim to demonstrate the feasibility of
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PGS, explore the properties of the PGS architecture, and relate them to the

domains in which we have implemented PGS.

Chapter 6: “Discussions and Conclusions” presents discussion of the empirical

work conducted in chapter 5, as well as the PGS architecture and various ideas

explored in the previous chapters. These discussions are geared towards arriving

to the thesis conclusions, and addresses the thesis research questions. We also

present possible areas for improvement of PGS, and possible directions for future

research. Finally, we describe the thesis conclusions based on these discussions

in terms of the research questions presented at the beginning of the thesis in

chapter 1.



Chapter 2

Knowledge, knowledge acquisition,

and plans

In this chapter, we will firstly present detailed discussions of relevant concepts in

the light of our previously stated research aims, namely the acquisition of knowledge

in the form of plans within situated, resource-bounded agents. We cover various

general concepts centred on knowledge and knowledge acquisition. We then describe

some attributes of knowledge and knowledge acquisition processes that we see as

requirements in a solution that could potentially fulfil our research aims. We finally

present a critical review of various works that can potentially inform the fulfilment of

our research aims, from the fields of agent and cognitive architectures. The objective

of this review is to layout the limitations of current solutions that exist in the literature

that fulfil our stated research aims. From this analysis, we then provide a platform

for suggesting our architecture that achieves our research aims, which we present in

subsequent chapters.

20
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2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Knowledge and knowledge acquisition

Pollack (1992) believes that an intelligent agent’s ability to act is as centrally

important as its ability to deliberate. Of equal importance is an agent’s ability to

acquire knowledge for the purposes of acting in the environment and reasoning over

possible behaviours (Langley, 1995; Russell and Norvig, 2003). This is particularly

relevant for agents that do not have access to predefined knowledge, for whatever

reason, and must acquire this knowledge through its own means. We take the view

that processes of acquiring knowledge should be in the context of how it will ultimately

be utilised. The stakeholders of this actionable knowledge are: (i) the agent itself, (ii)

humans who may be operating or interacting with the agent, and (iii) other agents

within the system who may have vested interests in the acquired knowledge. Humans

and other interacting agents may need to access an agent’s knowledge, and hence the

type of knowledge representation used to store knowledge in an agent’s knowledge

base, and the way this knowledge is communicated to other agents or humans, are

important considerations. As we are paying specific attention to situated, resource-

bounded agents, we will focus on capabilities that operate under these particular

conditions.

According to Brachman and Levesque (2004), a representation is abstract by

virtue of the fact that representations “stand for, or take the place of” the

concrete, real-world entity being represented. Brachman and Levesque go on to define

knowledge representation to be “...a set of formal symbols [that] represent a collection

of propositions believed by some putative agent”. The knowledge representation,

manifested as symbols, is separated from the real-world entity it represents such that

unnecessary details are removed, and for the purpose of easier manipulation within

the agent’s reasoning system. Furthermore, in this thesis, we specifically refer to
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a knowledge representation within the realms of situated, resource-bounded agency :

agents that are situated in an environment where they must perform actions and

perceive their surroundings in real-time, and with limited computational and temporal

resources. These agents must draw upon their knowledge in order to affect their

behaviours (through action executions based on their knowledge) that in turn affect

the environment in which they are situated. Dennett’s intentional stance (1987),

states that an agent should be understood and expressed in terms of immediate and

long term goals and beliefs that ultimately equate to an explicit intention. As Dennett

describes:

Here is how it [the intentional stance] works: first you decide to treat

the object whose behaviour is to be predicted as a rational agent; then

you figure out what beliefs that agent ought to have, given its place in

the world and its purpose. Then you figure out what desires it ought to

have, on the same considerations, and finally you predict that this rational

agent will act to further its goals in the light of its beliefs. (Dennett, 1987,

emphasis added)

Smith (1982) proposed a knowledge representation hypothesis that also stipulates

that knowledge ultimately relates to an agent’s behaviour:

Any mechanically embodied process will be comprised of structural

ingredients that, (a) we as external observers naturally take to represent a

propositional account of the knowledge that the overall process exhibits,

and (b) independent of such external semantic attribution, play a formal

but causal and essential role in engendering the behaviour that manifests

that knowledge. (Smith, 1982, emphasis added)

Systems that take account of knowledge in these general ways are also said to be

knowledge-based systems (Brachman and Levesque, 2004). Smith’s interpretation of
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knowledge has been adopted by Brachman and Levesque, and also by Reiter (2001),

who discusses the relationship between actions (behaviours) and knowledge:

... The Knowledge Representation Hypothesis [of Smith (1982)] calls for

a causal connection between [propositional] sentences and the system’s

behaviours. How can sentences lead to behaviour? ... On [the perspective

of these causal connections], the computational component of a logical

representation for a dynamical system consists of deduction, [and the

system’s behaviour] amounts to deducing how it must behave, given the

system’s description (Reiter, 2001).

Despite some differences in definition of knowledge representation1, each of these

hypotheses conveys the notion that knowledge exists within an agent’s knowledge

base for the purpose of, directly or indirectly, performing actions. Hence, there are

substantial arguments for utilising a knowledge representation, and for the intents and

purposes of this thesis an appropriate knowledge acquisition capability, that facilitates

efficient and effective execution of actions in a situated agent.

Knowledge transformation essentially transforms one representation to another.

The outcome of the knowledge transformation process is to produce a different

representation of the knowledge. In this thesis we are concerned with knowledge

transformation where the result of the process is to produce plans, which are

representations of high abstraction. In such a case, the knowledge base consists

of knowledge represented across two representations: one represented at a lower level

of abstraction, and another at a higher level of abstraction.

1Dennett (1987) specifies that beliefs (knowledge) go towards “furthering” the agent’s
goals, whereas Smith (1982) does not explicitly mention goals. Furthermore, Smith,
Brachman and Levesque and Reiter (2001) believe representations are propositional, whereas
Dennett does not specify any particular formalism.
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Sun (2002) refers to low and high abstract representations as implicit and explicit

representations, respectively. He also supports the coexistence of both levels of

abstraction in an agent. Across both levels, knowledge is abstract at one level, and

instantiated at another. At the ‘top’ level, the representation is abstract, and is

instantiated at the ‘lower’ level, through sensori-motor modalities of stimuli that are

tied to the environment (Sun et al., 2005).

The existence of both levels is not merely for redundancy2. Each level fulfils a

specific requirement, which Sun et al. (2005) (and similarly Minsky, 1991) refer to as

a “division of labour”. The division is delineated according to the appropriateness

of each representation to the particular process. As described above, the abstract

representation is instantiated to lower-level modalities. So, for our purposes,

delineation can be based on the fact that the lower level representation is where

the first phase of knowledge acquisition is most appropriately implemented. For

example, in a given domain and environment, it may be feasible to implement low-

level knowledge acquisition using neural networks (Haykin, 1998). Knowledge can

then be transformed from the low level to the high level representation. This type

of process is essentially a transformation of ‘data’ (knowledge of low abstraction)

into ‘knowledge’ (knowledge of high abstraction), and is a bottom-up process that

has been thoroughly described by Sun, and many other collaborators (e.g. Sun et al.,

2001, 2005, 2007; Sun, 2001, 2002).

2Even though knowledge transformation produces knowledge represented across two levels of
abstraction, it may not be the case that the same underlying knowledge is acquired as a result of
the transformation. Indeed, the process may yield new knowledge, and may in fact remove some
aspects of the original knowledge (or data) at the bottom level.
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2.1.2 Architectures as a basis for knowledge acquisition

In this study, we will explore features of a cross-section of architectures for modelling

cognition (cognitive architectures), and for developing agent behaviours (agent

architectures). The reason for this is that we believe that these architectures may

offer insights and cues for effectively acquiring and utilising abstract knowledge.

Some of these architectures that exist in the literature have features that may inform

knowledge acquisition, and more generally the representation of abstract knowledge.

Cognitive architectures

Studies in cognition have produced, amongst many other findings, architectures

that have transcended the field of cognitive science into the field of general

agent intelligence (Bryson, 2000). In fact, some cognitive architectures share

some significant theories about reasoning and knowledge representation with agent

architectures. Cognitive architectures often consider symbolic aspects of reasoning

and knowledge representation, and hence there are characteristics of cognitive

architectures that are relevant, if not transferable, to the general field of knowledge

acquisition and utilisation.

Basing agent theories on cognitive processes is not a tangent from the fundamental

research question. In some cases, cognition forms the basis of the driving questions

themselves. As a result, many of the choices that researchers in agent knowledge

acquisition, and agent theory in general has some origins in cognitive theory (Lycan,

1998; Bryson, 2000; Schurr et al., 2004). Symbolic processing is an aspect of

cognition widely accepted by cognitive scientists (Lycan, 1998; Anderson, 2005).

The importance given to symbolic reasoning by some researchers is motivated by

known human capabilities in algorithmic reasoning and symbolic processing. For

example, Marcus et al. (1999) have conducted studies that have proven that humans

have the capability to learn rules. Indeed, as early as 1748, Hume argued the
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theory of associationism, which posits that the mind makes connections between

related experiences or cognitive artifacts, and generalises these associations to new

occurrences based on similarity. Separately, some theorists have proposed that

behaviours in animals and humans are organised according to a hierarchy. Ethologist

(animal behaviourist) McDougall (1923) presents his theory that animals have a

hierarchy of instincts. Similarly, Maslow (2000) suggested that humans have a

hierarchy of needs that ultimately govern behaviour. Needs at the top of the hierarchy

are subsumed by needs below it, and subsequently behaviours originate from the most

critical needs based on the current situation and mental state.

Research on ways in which humans mentally represent knowledge about coor-

dinated behaviours has also suggested the possibility that higher order abstract

representations are used to store knowledge in the mind. Fine coordination between

different behavioural elements, such as piano playing and speech, have been shown

to be too rapid to suggest that the knowledge related to these activities are stored as

reactive chains that are triggered by one another. This suggests that knowledge may

be stored in contiguous sequences (Lashley, 1951). Like symbolic processing, theories

about hierarchical structures of human behaviour have found there way into theories

of general intelligence, as will be elaborated below.

It is noteworthy that the advances made by cognitive psychologists3 are mirrored

by some developments in general intelligence (e.g. Soar, Newell 1990, and CLARION,

Sun 2002, which will be discussed in later sections). For example, the treatment of

abstract (symbolic, explicit) representations is present in both cognitive science, and

in research on general intelligence. Although cognitive architectures are motivated by

modelling cognition, they essentially strive to achieve intelligence (Wray and Jones,

2006; Bryson, 2000, and references therein) and the lessons learned in this regard

3The cognitive theories and architectures discussed in this thesis are just examples of a large and
diverse field of study.
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are relevant for the study of knowledge acquisition where abstract knowledge

representations are considered.

Agent architectures

We are motivated by how knowledge can ultimately be utilised by an agent. We

intend to take cues from various related work and translate theories and heuristics

that are evident in some agent architectures that are concerned with how knowledge

is acquired, managed and utilised. Importantly, the heuristics and structures related

to representations of knowledge are distinguishing traits of some of these architectures

(Bryson, 2000). Some architectures possess multiple representations within the

architecture, and knowledge is transformed from one form to another. Hence, it

is relevant to consider architectures in which an agent may utilise (i.e. interpret,

perform actions with etc.) acquired knowledge.

Agent architectures can be seen to fall into several categories. Reactive agents

respond to stimuli with minimal latency. Perception and action functionalities are

tightly coupled, and as a result, the representations used to process behaviours are

simplified and task oriented. In many cases, representations are non-existent (Bryson,

2000) where the belief is that they are not required and interfere with the agent’s

ability to act in a timely manner (Brooks, 1985). On the other hand, deliberative

agents process perceived information and internal states in order to arrive at a

decision to execute an action, plan of action, or some other complex behavioural

structure. The deliberation processes usually utilise higher-order representations that

form representational models of the world, upon which the decisions are based on.

Deliberation also usually involves weighing alternatives before deciding on an output

(action). In essence, reactive agents are based on the premise: “Don’t think, (re)act”.

Deliberative agents subscribe to the motto: “Think hard, act later”. Both approaches

to reasoning have merit: agents require the ability to react swiftly in a given situation,
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but at the same time must be able to deliberate on actions and perform complex

behaviours when required (Bryson, 2000; Wooldridge, 2001).

The agent community has seen a plethora of architectures, many of which treat

abstract forms of knowledge as important components of the architecture (Bryson,

2000). A class of such architectures supports the notion that behaviours should be

structured hierarchically, in many cases concordant with theories about deliberative

agency. The theory states that rather than having atomic stimulus → response

profiles governing action selection at each discrete step, action selection should be

performed via a hierarchical process that considers the agent’s goals and internal

states. However, this deliberative process must be balanced with a reactive capability.

For example, the 3T architecture (Firby, 1987; Bonasso et al., 1997) consists of layers

that separate reactive behaviours from deliberative planning hierarchically. Similarly,

the InterRAP architecture (Muller and Pischel, 1993) achieves the same distinction

between reactive and deliberative behaviour, with an additional layer that explicitly

achieves multiagent coordination. The representations used in each layer of these

architectures are determined by the required function of that layer. Knowledge in

these types of layered architectures typically becomes progressively more abstract as

processing moves from the bottom levels to the top levels.

2.1.3 Representations and their Roles in Agency

A knowledge representation is an abstraction of a more complex entity, which is

usually a real world object in the case of situated agents. This definition applies

equally to internal cognitive representations (Newell, 1990; Anderson et al., 2004) as

it does to agents (e.g. Wooldridge, 2001; Russell and Norvig, 2003).

Davis et al. (1993) defines five distinct roles that knowledge representations play

in helping to fulfil its tasks, thereby providing a multifaceted definition of what a

representation is, and a set of criteria by which to characterise them. In their view,
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representations are:

1. Surrogates, allowing the agent to represent the world by substituting external

entities in the environment with these internal (mental) surrogates. This allows

the agent to determine consequences and eventualities (i.e. reason) through

‘abstract thought’, rather than acting out scenarios in the real world. The

choice in representation raises two main questions: What is the surrogate

for, and how closely does it resemble, or should it resemble, the original

external entity–the degree of “fidelity”? In addition to external, or ‘natural’

entities, abstract notions (such as actions and mathematical entities) must

also be represented. These abstract notions may compromise or dilute the

fidelity of the representation; it is a challenge to represent both abstract and

external entities under the same representation in a coherent and consistent

way. Discrepancies between the entity being represented in the external world

and the representation will inevitably exist. However, these discrepancies are

offset by gains, such as increased execution efficiency and expressiveness.

2. Ontological commitments that force the agent into thinking about the world

in certain terms4. These commitments shift focus on certain important/relevant

attributes of the world at the expense of other less important/relevant

attributes. As a consequence, the representation reduces complexity. This role

is regarded by Davis et al. as critical and should be carefully chosen in order

to adequately cover relevant aspects of the world whilst not overloading it with

superfluous attributes.

3. A fragmentary theory of intelligent reasoning defined through the repre-

4“An ontology is the term used to refer to the shared understanding, [possibly amongst agents],
of some domain of interest... [It] entails or embodies some sort of world view with respect to a given
domain” (Uschold and Gruninger, 1996).
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sentation and associated reasoning formalism. A representation encapsulates:

(1) the conception of intelligent reasoning, (2) the set of inference mechanisms

sanctioned by the representation, and (3) the set of inference mechanisms the

representation recommends. In addition to the representation, the inference

mechanisms that operate on the representation serve as further evidence of a

particular theory of intelligence that defines critical components of the overall

interpretation of intelligent reasoning. Knowledge representation and associated

inference mechanisms form a holistic view of intelligent reasoning intended by

the designer of the system.

4. A medium for pragmatic, efficient computation. The representation

organises information that facilitates reasoning mechanisms. There are two

competing considerations: epistemology (knowledge content) and efficiency.

If a representation has a high degree of expressive power, it may suffer in

computational efficiency, and vice versa. However, it is clear that to allow

for effective reasoning in resource-bounded agents, efficient computation is

necessary. A balance must be struck between expressiveness and computational

efficiency, which is made amenable by the knowledge representations used in

the agents.

5. A medium for human expression—a language for saying what we (humans)

are thinking about. This role particularly holds true for agents that may

interact with humans. How well does the representation allow expression and

communication between agents and humans? Is the representation general

enough to allow the breadth of possible human expressions (such as natural

language expressions)? Or is it precise, such that a small subset of language

constructs are allowed? A pertinent point Davis et al. make here is that humans

would prefer an intuitive, ‘easy’ dialog of communication with the agent.
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These roles are a useful guide for assessing representations. The above criteria

assists agent designers in selecting and characterising representations. Metaphorically,

representations can be seen as ‘spectacles’ which have a particular perspective on the

world being represented. The above criteria helps to assess these representations

based on required roles. Furthermore, the criteria is a kind of specification of the

intended ‘spirit’ of knowledge representations in general. That is, the fulfilment of the

criteria sanctions a particular use of the representation. Some uses of representations

in the literature, however, do not adhere to the intended spirit, which may result

in inefficient and ineffective processing (Davis et al., 1993). Ultimately this leads to

futile effort being expended for tailoring a representation to a task or application it

is not suited to. The point is that a representation should be used for appropriate

problems, which suggests that representations or should not serve all purposes, but

more realistically a subset of appropriate purposes. Other researchers concur with

this point. Minsky (1991) agrees with the sentiment that there is no universal

representation by stating that:

There is no one best way to represent knowledge or to solve problems, and

the limitations of current machine intelligence largely stem from seeking

unified theories... (Minsky, 1991)5

We intend to characterise representations based on these roles. We stress the

aforementioned point that a representation is not sufficient on its own; it is associated

with a relevant reasoning (inference) mechanism, and hence both representations and

reasoning mechanism must be considered together.

5Although unified theories of cognition exist (e.g. Newell’s Soar and Anderson et al.’s ACT-R
architectures), architectures for intelligent software agents are built pragmatically and hence have
employed more than one representation. A detailed exploration of various architectures will be
covered in section 2.4.
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2.1.4 Moving forward

Research in agent architectures and cognitive science has mostly progressed inde-

pendently. Despite theoretical and motivational differences between the respective

bodies of work, both appear to have arrived to similar conclusions about how

intelligent agents reason. For instance, whilst some agent architectures that are

inspired by hierarchical theory have been conceived through empirical observations

from applied problems (e.g. robotics in the case of 3T, Gat, 1997), cognitive

researchers have theorised about, and found similar phenomena in, human behaviour,

and designers of cognitive architectures have modelled their architectures on these

theories (Bryson, 2000). Parallels in findings between different, yet not entirely

dissimilar fields, provides motivation to discuss the various ideas, approaches and

architectures conjunctively.

In the following sections, we firstly will continue our discussion on plans and

provide arguments for their use in situated resource-bounded domains in section 2.2.

As a model that utilises plans as a knowledge representation, the BDI model will

also be described. A set of criteria will be developed that will be used to assess the

suitability of architectures and approaches for the purpose of knowledge acquisition,

and more specifically, plan acquisition in situated resource-bounded agents. We will

present a critical review of various work found in the literature in section 2.4, where

a cross-section of relevant architectures and approaches from cognitive and agent

architectures will be discussed. Finally, section 2.5 discusses and summarises the

main points covered in the study.

2.2 Plans and Plan acquisition

In this section we describe plans in the context of situated agents. We also explore

different contexts/scenarios where plans may be acquired. We focus our study
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to situated, resource-bounded agent systems. The facets of abstract knowledge,

including plans, which are relevant to situated agency are discussed in this section.

2.2.1 The BDI model

We now provide details on the BDI model, starting with the execution cycle and

components. The BDI model is a model suited to resource-bounded execution and

deliberation in situated agents. We also describe plans in the context of the BDI

model.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the BDI constituent components, showing the BDI agent

consisting of five components (Wooldridge, 1996). In this thesis we make simplifica-

tions to BDI model that we base our plan acquisition architecture on (section 3.4.2).

Briefly, in this thesis the specification of the BDI cycle has been simplified to remove

multiple plan interleaving and intention commitment. These simplifications have been

made to facilitate our explorations of the plan acquisition architecture we present in

chapters 3 and 4. However, the ultimate aim for our plan acquisition architecture is

to fully adopt the BDI model specified by Rao and Georgeff (1992, 1995). The BDI

components are described as follows:

Beliefs A set of facts that the agent believes to hold true. They can be as simple

as variables (e.g. like those found in a procedural programming language

such as Java or C++), but can also be represented as symbols in some BDI

implementations (e.g. Prolog-like facts, Georgeff and Lansky, 1987). Beliefs

can be complete or incomplete, and are updated through the agent’s sensory

perception (sensors).

Desires The goals, or desires, that the agent tries to achieve. They intuitively

correspond to tasks allocated to it. A rational agent ought to have desires/goals

that are consistent. However, in humans for instance, this may not be the case:
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Figure 2.1: The BDI model (Ingrand et al., 1992; Wooldridge, 1996). We aim to
augment this framework such that the plan library (highlighted) is expanded and
improved on the run.

desires can, and do, conflict. In either case, a BDI agent must be able to

effectively manage its many desires.

Intentions As a situated, resource-bounded agent cannot fulfil all desires concur-

rently, it must commit to a subset of desires. This subset is an agent’s intentions

which it has committed to achieving. Commitment to intentions allows the

agent to persist in its endeavour to achieve its goals.

Plan Library The plan library contains plans which are recipes (Pollack, 1992; Rao,

1997) that specify courses of action that are followed by the agent in order to

achieve its intentions. A more detailed account of plans in the context of BDI

will be given in the following section.
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Interpreter The interpreter in Figure 2.1 is responsible for updating beliefs from

the agent’s observations of the world, generating new desires (or options) on

the basis of new beliefs, and selecting from the set of currently active desires

a subset to act as intentions. Finally, the interpreter must select an action to

perform on the basis of the agent’s current intentions and procedural knowledge.

Algorithm 1 Abstract loop for the BDI execution cycle (Rao and Georgeff, 1992,
1995).

1: initializeStep()
2: loop
3: options← optionGenerator(eventQueue)
4: selectedOptions← deliberate(options)
5: ps ← updateIntentions(selectedOptions)
6: execute(ps)
7: getNewExternalEvents()
8: dropSuccessfulAttitudes()
9: dropImpossibleAttitudes()

10: end loop

The execution cycle of the BDI model is an iterative framework. Algorithm

1 describes an abstract BDI execution cycle. To start with, the cycle performs

some initialisation that resets all variables and data structures representing beliefs,

intentions and goals, as well as any domain specific initialisation (line 1, Algorithm

1). Then the cycle enters an infinite loop in which the first lines deliberate and select

options, or goals (lines 3 and 4). These goals are influenced by external factors, such

as those occurring in real-time or defined prior to execution by a human operator.

The selected goals are then used to update the agent’s intentions (line 5). At this

point, if the agent has an atomic action to execute—most probably from a previous

iteration, in which an intention has been committed to—then the agent executes the

action (line 6). If at this stage there are any external events (such as perception

or feedback from actuation of actions), then they are processed6 (line 7). Finally,

6Internal events, which are events that arise due to deliberation and computations within the
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the agent manages the currently adopted intentions by dropping successful intentions

(line 8), as well as intentions it deems impossible to achieve (line 9).

2.2.2 Plans and the BDI model

According to Pollack and Zhang (1998), plans are “sequences of actions that lead

to a specified goal state when executed in a specified initial state”. Similarly,

Sun and Sessions (2000) define plans as being “control [policies] consisting of an

explicit sequence of action steps, that [requires little, or no,] environmental feedback

during execution”. These descriptions specify plans as being sequences of actions, and

appear frequently in the literature. Miller et al. (1960), a noted cognitive psychologist

who presents a definition of plans from the slightly different perspective of cognitive

psychology, describes plans as “any hierarchical process ... that can control the

[temporal] order in which a sequence of [actions] is performed”. These are definitions

of plans as complex structures whose ultimate output is to generate a sequence of

actions.

Plans are a rich representation that encapsulates context in a temporally extended

manner (Karim et al., 2006b). Context is a set of facts or circumstances that surround

a situation or event. In this case, the situation or event is the execution of the plan as-

sociated to the context. Plans exist as a means to achieve a particular end, a view held

by many who have studied plans and means-end reasoning (Newell and Simon, 1972;

Bratman, 1987; Bratman et al., 1991; Georgeff and Ingrand, 1989; Georgeff et al.,

1998). In short, plans are goal oriented. From a functional point of view, Bratman

(1987) defines plans as not just producing actions, but also in constraining further,

practical reasoning. Plans achieve practical, resource-bounded reasoning in agents as

agent’s ‘mind’, are processed as they occur. Hence, Rao and Georgeff (1995, 1992) imply that a
separate thread of execution is managing these internal events, separately from this BDI execution
cycle that deals with external events.
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inputs to means-end reasoning, and by virtue of the fact that they limit the scope

of deliberations. This is because plans contain more than one executable action,

and hence the time required to deliberate over the selection and execution of a

sequence of actions encapsulated by a plan is divided over this number of actions.

Furthermore, deliberations are reduced by an agent’s commitment to an intention

such that other options are not unnecessarily weighed/considered in an unfocussed

manner. Depending on the structure and heuristics of the plan, the plan itself may

alter as it executes in the environment, depending on the situation the agent faces.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the aforementioned claim. In Figure 2.2(a), deliberation

over single actions is shown to have many deliberation episodes. For every undesired

end state that the deliberation encounters, the reasoning engine must back-track

and resume deliberation at a higher branching node. For Figure 2.2(b), means-end

deliberation over plans shows that the reasoning engine only deliberates over the

context of each plan, and matches the goal (end state) to the desired end state. As

described above, the context of a plan consists of a set of initial conditions/situations

that the plan is executed, which are relevant to the plan’s instantiation. By inspection,

it can be seen that deliberating over plans requires fewer episodes than deliberating

over single actions.

Rao and Georgeff have a view of plans within the BDI model:

Intuitively, plans are abstract specifications of both the means for achiev-

ing certain desires and the options available to the agent. Each plan has a

body describing the primitive actions or subgoals that have to be achieved

for plan execution to be successful. The conditions under which a plan

can be chosen as an option are specified by an invocation condition and a

precondition; the invocation condition specifies the “triggering” event that

is necessary for invocation of the plan, and the precondition specifies the

situation that must hold for the plan to be executable (Rao and Georgeff,
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Figure 2.2: A simplified illustration of deliberation episodes in single actions (a)
and plans (b). The black dots indicate intermediary deliberation episodes, grey dots
indicate undesired end states, and white dots indicate start and desired end states.
From inspection, it can be seen that plans involve fewer deliberation episodes than
single action executions.

1995).

According to Rao and Georgeff (1995), plans have several features:

• They are abstract in the sense that they are instantiated according to the

situation they are being executed in. Hence, they are a general and flexible
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representation.

• They are hierarchical in the sense that they may spawn subgoals that the agent

must endeavour to achieve.

• They are complex by virtue of diverse possible structures such as conditional

branches, loops, etc.

This view of “plans as recipes” specified by Rao (1997) supports the ideas about

plans proposed by Bratman et al. (1991) and Pollack (1992). Bratman et al. put

plans in context with the BDI (Beliefs-Desires-Intentions) model, and along with

Rao, hold the view that plans-as-recipes go towards forming intentions in the BDI

model, and fulfilling goals. A BDI agent consists of a plan library containing a

complete (or possibly incomplete) set of plans that it can draw upon to execute when

it encounters relevant situations. Each plan stores the plan recipe itself, a context in

which it is relevant, and a goal it purports to achieve. The aforementioned tractability

advantages of plans makes for an efficient computational model.

Whether or not plans are an effective medium for human expression has been

debated by researchers in cognitive psychology and ethology through suppositions

of how exactly knowledge is stored in the mind. There are theories that suggest

that the mind stores certain knowledge as contiguous sequences (Lashley, 1951)7.

However, the fact that there are multitude instances where we represent our knowledge

hierarchically and sequentially (Lashley, 1951) are strong grounds to accept plans as

a suitable medium for human expression. Some real-world applications demonstrate

7The opposing view held by subscribers of dynamical hypothesis, is that action selection
(deliberation) emerges from dynamical or chaotic systems within the brain. This school of thought
dismisses hierarchical theory as biased towards human explicit thought and language, and work
involving computer technology that is often structured hierarchically (e.g. imperative and declarative
programming languages such as C++, Java and PROLOG), that specifies behaviours in an organised
way.
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that representations that are based on cognitively plausible representations afford

benefits both in performance, and amenability of specifying behaviours by a human

designer. For example, Georgeff (1989) has shown how PRS, an agent system based

on BDI which uses plans as the knowledge representation, is able to reason about and

perform complex tasks “somewhat in the manner of a human assistant [operator]”.

These qualities of PRS, and the plan representation within PRS, allow effective trans-

fer of knowledge from a human domain expert who can map his/her own knowledge

readily into the agent’s knowledge base. The reasoning processes are also inherently

transferred with the knowledge8.

As surrogates, plans are a flexible representation. However, unlike representations

such as predicate logic, fine-grained associations between objects are not as well

accounted for in plans. Despite the lack of a more powerful relational expressiveness,

a single step plan is equivalent to a rule, so basic associations are possible using

plans. A more effective utilisation of the plan representation is the association of

multiple entities that are related temporally or hierarchically. In the case of more

complex forms of plans where plan elements are arranged hierarchically, temporal

relationships between plan elements are bundled with added semantic structure. The

ontological commitment to plans as a representation sanctions a particular form of

inference. Plans are selected according to a matching function between the current

situation and the plan’s context. However, plan selection is also based on the current

goal that the agent intends to achieve. In the case of the plan-based solution, there

is additional knowledge stored in the plan’s precondition that states the desired

end state (goal), whereas such information is not present in other, more atomic

representations. A selection policy that considers the agent’s goals is perhaps more

proactive than one that does not, and hence may perform better than non-goal-

8As discussed in section 2.1.3, the representation sanctions a particular inference (reasoning)
mechanism.
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oriented approaches. Furthermore, the reasons behind plan selection—the fulfilment

of a goal—are explicit. In atomic representations, goal information is not explicitly

encoded in the representation. They may describe what action to take for a given

situation, but not the high-level goal pertaining to this action.

As mentioned earlier, an important constraint on the agent’s characteristics is

that it is resource-bounded (Bratman et al., 1991; Pollack, 1992; Wooldridge, 2001).

This essentially means that the agent has limited resources by which to behave within

its environment. These limitations could include limited computational power, time,

perception and actuation. Such limitations are prevalent in many real-world applica-

tions and are pertinent issues faced by many agent researchers. These realities have

spawned research in pragmatic approaches for agent behaviour under practical, real-

world conditions. Since Brooks first prompted the AI community to consider moving

away from top-down, first-order deliberative reasoning techniques, some researchers

have proposed numerous techniques to balance deliberation and reactivity rather than

rejecting one in favour of the other. There is a particular prevalence of plan-based

approaches (e.g. Bonasso et al., 1997; Gat, 1997; Bratman et al., 1991; Ingrand et al.,

1992; Rao and Georgeff, 1995). We will cover some of these approaches in later

sections.

Plan-based approaches, in particular those based on the BDI model, generally

lack a knowledge acquisition capability that produces plans that can be added to the

plan library during run-time. In fact, the process of acquiring plan-based knowledge

during run-time, and acting upon this knowledge, are treated as two distinct and

separate processes by most researchers (Edmonds and Norling, 2006). The plan

library-building, or knowledge acquisition, process is often performed offline, and

by human domain experts. Veloso et al. (1995), for instance, have reasoned about
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the need for this combination9.

In the context of situated, resource-bounded agents, both learning and planning

deal with the capability of the agent to find the appropriate way to behave in a given

environment. Planning requires the agent to construct a plan, which is a description

of actions that must be taken to solve a given problem or to achieve some goals.

Learning, on the other hand, drives the agent to acquire knowledge and skills from

experiences that can lead to performance improvement. Although both planning

and learning might be used by the agent to search for the right actions, the former

emphasises reasoning about an explicit order of actions, while the latter focuses on

gradual updates towards improvement. The two approaches usually exploit different

types of representation. There has been little work done on the tighter fusion of

learning and planning, where the representation used for learning and planning are

somehow reconciled. Our previous argument for combining representations may be

feasible in the context of resource-bounded agents where acquisition of knowledge is

best achieved using a lower-level, fine-grained representation, and planning is best

achieved using a separate, high-level abstract representation.

A situated agent usually performs actions to accomplish a behaviour, or achieve

a goal. To this end, plans can effectively express actionable knowledge. They group

actions related to a behaviour and/or goal, which affords two advantages: (i) the

temporal sequence of actions pertaining to the behaviour or goal of the plan is

explicitly represented, and is appropriately encapsulated in the plan, and (ii) the

notions of plans, goals and a plan context are intuitive to humans.

We have discussed and supported these claims in previous sections. The second

advantage above has been discussed at length in sections 2.1.2 and 2.2.2, where we

have highlighted work in cognition to support the idea that plans are representations

9Veloso et al. have developed an architecture, PRODIGY, that addresses this need, amongst
others (see section 2.4.5)
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that exist in the mind.

We discuss the first advantage in this section, and relate it to situated agents. The

explicit representation of the temporal sequence of actions adds a level of abstraction

to the knowledge that facilitates analysis and understanding of the plan. Let’s

consider an example plan, pi, that has n action steps in the plan body, a1, a2, ..., an,

a goal, Gj, and a context in which the plan is applicable, ei:

pi = {Gj, ei, {a1, a2, ..., an}} (2.2.1)

In plans, we have an explicit, straightforward representation of the order, context

and goal relating to the actions being executed (equation 2.2.1). If a different, less

abstract knowledge representation were to be used, the knowledge pertaining to the

individual actions, a1, a2, ..., an, would be distributed across n knowledge units, as

opposed to just one unit as is the case with plans. This would pose several problems:

(i) it would be difficult to readily identify the associations between these knowledge

units from within the knowledge base, (ii) therefore, it would be difficult to treat

the representations consistently across all these related units of knowledge, and (iii)

it would also be difficult for a human operator to understand from analysing the

knowledge base, what complex behaviours (i.e. not single actions, but multiple

actions) are possible that can achieve a given goal in a given context. If plans are

used to represent the knowledge, then these three issues are less likely to arise.

2.2.3 Communicating plans between agents

Pollack highlights how agents “use one another’s plans” (Pollack, 1992) in a multia-

gent setting. Specifically, she shows how agents reason about one another’s plans in

order to cooperate, and highlights the importance of shared knowledge in multiagent

systems. Grosz and Kraus (1998) describes an architecture, called SharedPlans, that
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can not only reason about other agents’ intentions, but also shows how a plan can

be used to coordinate two or more agents in order to achieve group decision making.

Both Pollack and Grosz and Kraus’s examples require agents to have “knowledge of

one another’s knowledge”. In these examples, and in the case of our thesis study,

plans are the central representation. How can the agent learn about one another’s

knowledge before it can perform such reasoning? Agents must communicate the

relevant knowledge with other agents in the MAS who share similar, or related,

goals10.

In multiagent systems (MAS), individual agents can leverage their own capabilities

by communicating with each other in order to share their knowledge, and coordinate

activities. This communication can include various speech acts that achieve different

communication objectives (Finin et al., 1994). However, we focus our discussions

here on communicative acts that deal with the general area of knowledge transfer.

This knowledge can be tacit skills obtained from an agent’s experience in the world,

or specified a priori in an agent’s knowledge base. In heterogeneous MAS, agents

can be equipped with different reasoning engines and learning mechanisms. These

processes also represent knowledge in different ways, and this difference may com-

plicate the process of transferring knowledge between agents with different internal

representations.

Indeed, the language, or representation, used to represent an agent’s internal

knowledge can be different from the language used to communicate with other agents

(Russell and Norvig, 2003). The communicated knowledge should be unambiguous

and clear to the receiver as well as the sender, should be concise and free of redun-

10This is regardless of whether the agents are cooperating or adversarial. In either case, agents
may require to share knowledge if doing so will assist their own objectives. In cooperating agents,
sharing knowledge assists the group, and hence the individual. In adversarial agents, the benefit
of communication may not be so obvious or widely applicable. However, one example is a trading
agent that competes in a market place. The agent may attempt to collude and share information
about pricing with other competing agents to increase its probability of success.
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dancy, and have high scope of use (Finin et al., 1994; Singh, 1998; Nicolescu and Matarić,

2001; Davis, 2005).

Unambiguous communication

An agent must be able to communicate information unambiguously. It has

been argued by Guzman-Arenas and Olivares-Ceja (2006) that agents should

communicate in a natural language that can be interpreted by all agents present

in the MAS, and possibly by other agents entering the MAS at indeterminate

times. Guzman-Arenas and Olivares-Ceja state that “agents can communicate more

effectively through a common, popular general-purpose language...”. We propose that

in situated agents, an action-oriented representation can be chosen as this common

language by which heterogenous agents can communicate.

In this thesis, we assume that the agents in the MAS have commonly understood

objectives and intentions. The agents could be part of a cooperative team, a group

of loosely co-aligned agents, or even competing for resources or individual outcomes.

In all cases, each agent has a mutual understanding of one another’s objectives.

We posit that communication of knowledge between such agents should stem from

the objectives and intentions that they share, as this will yield a higher probability

of understanding. Using plans in the context of the BDI model as a basis for

the knowledge representation is an effective way to represent such knowledge and

this is particularly relevant for situated agents where actionable knowledge is well

represented in terms of such constructs.

Developers of FIPA ACL11 (Finin et al., 1994; Labrou et al., 1999) have consid-

ered MAS heterogeneity, and particularly Singh (1998) has arrived to the conclusion

that communication should be public and based on social context (‘social agency’).

11Foundation of Intelligent Physical Agents, Agent Communication Language
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However, we believe that for situated agents, communication ought to be based on

mental agency. Mental agency prescribes communication to be in terms of the mental

states of beliefs, desires and intentions, which are well accounted for in plans and the

BDI model. Because situated agents are concerned with their performance in terms of

the effectiveness of their behaviours, the communication between these agents can also

be in these terms. That is, they can communicate their knowledge about behaviours.

The agent receiving such knowledge would have a specification of the behaviour that

is expected of it by the agent communicating the knowledge, and thus achieve an

implicit cooperation between the agents. We expand on this idea later in section

3.2.1 when we describe communication in the context of our proposed architecture.

Our focus in this thesis is plans. Plans are a good candidate representation

for unambiguously communicating knowledge between situated agents in a heteroge-

neous multiagent system, and completely defines a precise temporal order of actions,

whereas a single action formalism does not. The abstract nature of the plan rep-

resentation may enhance the communication between situated agents, and reduces

ambiguity in two specific ways:

1. The plan is given context via the ascribed goal, provided that the recipient

agent is able to comprehend the goal that the sending agent has ascribed to the

plan.

2. Plans precisely and unambiguously describe a course of actions to take. To

compare with atomic knowledge representations, a course of action is highly

dependent on the entire knowledge base. To illustrate, if an agent a(ka) with

knowledge base ka communicates a plan p1 to agent b(kb) with knowledge base

kb, the temporally extended effect of p1 in agent b(kb) should be identical to

that of agent a(ka) provided that p1 is selected in the same situational context.
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However, for example if a rule 12, r1 were to be communicated, the temporally

extended effect would not be the same due to the fact that kb would have a

different set of rules than ka that would take effect after executing r1
13.

Concise communication

Knowledge should be communicated as concisely as possible in order to achieve scal-

able and tractable interagent interactions, particularly in resource-bounded scenarios.

Again, plans are a suitable basis for representing knowledge in this regard because

it affords policy compression. Policy compression (Sun, 2002) pertains to the space

required to store knowledge. To illustrate, consider the comparison between the plan

and rule representations. A plan requires less space to store knowledge about a

course of action than a set of rules (condition→ action profile) because a plan only

requires one condition to be stored for one or more actions, whereas a rule requires a

condition for each possible action. Furthermore, there are fewer deliberations because

of the policy compression. The combination of policy compression and efficient

plan execution semantics allows for an effective communication of action-oriented

knowledge.

Scope of communicated knowledge

The communicated knowledge should have a suitably high scope for use in different

problems or scenarios. If the knowledge is specific to one problem, or a small set of

problems, then it has lower scope and hence lower utility. Thus, the aim in commu-

12Forward chaining rules that follow condition→ action profiles.

13This assumes that the plans are not hierarchical, which we do in this thesis. If plans were
hierarchical, then the subgoals that the plan spawns in the receiving agent might instantiate different
plans than what would be spawned in the sending agent. Therefore, the resulting behaviours between
the sending and receiving agents would be different.
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nicating knowledge is to send knowledge of higher scope, therefore increasing overall

communication utility. In domains where communication is a resource-intensive

operation, sending high utility knowledge minimises excessive communications where

excessive communications could potentially degrade the agent’s performance. Again,

we argue that plans are a suitable representation in this regard. The scope of the

plan must be sufficiently high for the communication to be of benefit to the receiving

agent. This necessitates restrictions on the size of the plan and the types of goals it can

achieve. The motivation for using plans in this context is similar to the “overloading”

attribute of plans highlighted by Pollack (1992), which describes plans as having

relatively high scope of applicability.

2.2.4 Adaptivity within the BDI model

The plan library is an area of the BDI model that is crucial to an agent’s ability

to perform in its environment. If it does not have the appropriate plans, it cannot

achieve its adopted intentions to fulfil certain goals. Although most BDI systems

require plans to be hand-coded, there has been some work in actually acquiring plans

during run-time. Guerra-Hernandez et al. (2001, 2004) have implemented a learning

capability within the BDI model. In this approach, top down induction on logical

decision trees using inductive logic programming (ILP) is applied to learn new plans.

The learning module is activated when a failure happens in plan execution and the

induction process is conducted by collecting samples from experience and modifying

plans accordingly.

Another approach based on ILP is that of Phung et al. (2005). In this approach,

there are four major components: the JACK system (AOS, 2003, 2004), the Learning

Formatter, the Learning Component and the Knowledge Extractor. Figure 2.3 illus-

trates the architecture. Experiences are collected in the History “BeliefSet” (AOS,

2003), which, along with domain expert defined Background Knowledge, are later
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transformed into a suitable input for the Learning Component. Virtual beliefs are

generated from the Learning Component which translates output from an inductive

logic programming (ILP, Muggleton, 1992) module called Alkemy (Ng, 2004). The

Virtual Beliefs are reasoned by the Knowledge Extractor for historical reasoning.

Figure 2.3: BDI learning architecture of Phung et al. (2005).

Another approach for acquiring plans is the intentional learning approach of

Subagdja (2007), Subagdja and Sonenberg (2005), and Subagdja et al. (2009). Briefly,

this approach specifies the learning heuristics as plans themselves—which are termed

“meta plans”. Plans are then acquired through a process called manipulative abduc-

tion. Learning is conducted as part of the agent activities in the environment using

the same mechanism of execution as in ordinary plans using a conjectural template

or hypothesis. More detail on this approach to acquiring plans within the BDI model

is given in section 2.4.10.

Norling (2004) has developed an extension to the BDI model that introduces

adaptive behaviour. The motivation for incorporating adaptivity was to bring the BDI

model closer to human models of cognition, particularly for the purposes of simulating

human behaviours. In this extension, a reinforcement learning algorithm, Q-learning

(Watkins, 1989), was used to create meta-level plans that select the plans based on
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Q-values that are adapted online from the agent’s experiences. The JACK agent

programming language was used as the basis for implementation, and Q-learning

was selected as the learning algorithm as it is a reasonable approximation to human

learning. Essentially, the meta-level plans adjust the numerical ranking of plans, such

that appropriate plans are selected for a given context. The numerical ranking values

are refined through the agent’s continued interaction with its environment, and the

observed reward of plan selection and execution.

The approach of Guerra-Hernandez et al. (2001) achieves plan acquisition in a

similar fashion to the intentional learning approach Subagdja (2007). Plans are

acquired simultaneously with plan execution, within the same module, and through

execution monitoring processes. Phung et al.’s (2005) approach uses ILP to generate

knowledge from experiences, similar to Guerra-Hernandez et al.’s approach. The

approach of Norling (2004) adapts plan context by numerically grading them via

a Q-learning algorithm that operates within a meta-level plan.

Despite these approaches that achieve BDI learning in different ways, there is

scope for exploring other approaches that achieve BDI adaptivity. In this thesis we

focus on plan learning in the context of the BDI model.

2.3 Criteria for knowledge acquisition

In this section, we describe a set of criteria by which we may assess the suitability

of knowledge acquisition approaches. Some of the criteria are extended from the

dimensions/roles of knowledge representations presented in section 2.1.3.

There is considerable conjecture in the cognitive architecture community as to

how well each architecture actually performs (Anderson and Lebiere, 2003). This is

mainly due to the relative lack of understanding and consensus within the cognitive
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psychology community on how the human mind works14, and is also a function of the

sheer vastness of the task of emulating human cognition. In an attempt to introduce

objectivity in assessing cognitive architectures, Newell (1980a, 1990) proposed a set

of criteria by which these cognitive architectures could be more rigorously assessed.

These criteria have since been revisited and critiqued by Anderson and Lebiere (2003).

Table 2.1 lists the criteria described by Newell (1980a, 1990) and later refined by

Anderson and Lebiere (2003). A few observations made by Anderson and Lebiere,

including commentaries from other contributing authors, are worth mentioning here.

Firstly, despite attempts to be more objective, the criteria are inherently subjective.

There has been no quantitative evaluation of the systems, such as a numerical grading

based on statistical facts. Secondly, rather than using a relative grading system that

determines which criterion was best met by each architecture, we prefer to use an

absolute grading system where all systems are compared and the grading effectively

ranks the assessed systems. This is because we are more interested in how well a

particular criterion is met, and less concerned with overall strengths of a particular

system. By doing so, we will later be able to analyse the degree of fulfilment of each

criterion, and thus inform our own architecture development that tries to address

each criterion based on these analyses.

We now describe our own set of criteria we will use to assess different architectures

in this chapter, and describe relationships between these criteria and those of Newell

(1980a, 1990) and the roles of representation described by Davis et al. (1993).

14Cognitive architecture performance is measured by comparing an architecture’s behaviour
characteristics with an actual human subject (i.e. the human, or reference, data). The closer
the characteristics, the better the architecture (Anderson and Lebiere, 1998, 2003; Anderson et al.,
2004; Anderson, 2005; Sun, 2002).
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Criteria Comments

1. Behave as an (almost) arbitrary
function of the environment

Is it computationally universal with
failure?

2. Operate in real time Given its timing assumptions, can it
respond as fast as humans?

3. Exhibit rational, that is, effective
adaptive behaviour

Does the system yield functional
behavior in the real world?

4. Use vast amounts of knowledge
about the environment

How does the size of the knowledge
base affect performance?

5. Behave robustly in the face of
error, the unexpected, and the
unknown

Can it produce cognitive agents that
successfully inhabit dynamic
environments?

6. Integrate diverse knowledge Is it capable of common examples of
intellectual combination?

7. Use (natural) language Is it ready to take a test of language
proficiency?

8. Exhibit self-awareness and a sense
of self

Can it produce functional accounts of
phenomena that reflect consciousness?

9. Learn from its environments Can it produce the variety of human
learning?

10. Acquire capabilities through
development

Can it account for developmental
phenomena?

11. Arise through evolution Does the theory relate to evolutionary
and comparative considerations?

12. Be realizable within the brain Do the components of the theory
exhaustively map onto brain
processes?

Table 2.1: The “Newell Test” set of criteria.

2.3.1 Levels of abstraction

This criterion is perhaps the most significant as the other criteria are related in some

way to the levels of abstraction of the representations in the system. As described

in section 2.1.1, knowledge exists in various representations that have varying levels

of abstraction. Representations are suited to specific problems/purposes, and hence

there may be advantages in employing multiple representations. As such, we are

interested in observing the presence of multiple, and different, levels of abstraction
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in the representation of knowledge. We are also interested in how well data or

knowledge residing in one representation can be transformed to the other. This

criteria encompasses the following qualities:

1. Are there multiple representations of increasing abstraction? Do these repre-

sentations capture the entire set of knowledge?

2. Do the representations and the architecture afford transformation of low ab-

straction data to high abstraction knowledge15?

In these terms, we can view the system consisting of an input representation,

a transformation module, and an output representation (Figure 2.4). Thus, this

criterion specifically seeks to identify two aspects of knowledge representation within

the system: (i) the input representation and the output representation, and (ii) the

feasibility and effectiveness of knowledge transformation within the system to achieve

transformation of low-level data into high-level knowledge.

Figure 2.4: The knowledge transformation process showing the input and output
representation. The output representation is different from the input representation.

Additionally, various processes such as effective and efficient communication of

knowledge between agents (section 2.2.3), and efficient knowledge execution, may not

be afforded by the output representation. That is, the output representation may not

be suitable, or feasible, for communication.

15In this thesis, we are not interested in transformation of high abstraction knowledge into low
abstraction data (or ‘assimilation’, Sun, 2002) because we are interested in how abstract knowledge
in the form of plans can be formed.
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2.3.2 Knowledge reuse and modularity

Is the acquired knowledge general enough so that it is applicable to a broad range of

situations? Rather than generating knowledge that only applies to a single situation,

knowledge acquisition mechanisms should generalise at every opportunity. This has

obvious space advantages as less information is stored to represent the knowledge.

Generalised knowledge will also be of a higher level abstraction, and this yields

advantages outlined in the first criterion. This criterion is derived from criterion

6 of the Newell Test (Table 2.1).

2.3.3 Real-time and online performance

In real-time domains where the agent system must interact with and adapt to the

environment in which it is situated, the ability to be able to act in a timely manner is

critical. To be able to achieve this, a knowledge based system that acquires knowledge,

such as those being studied here, must be able to acquire, as well as manage and utilise

knowledge online and act upon it in real-time (this criterion matches Newell’s criterion

2, “Operate in real-time”). As far as online processing is concerned, although there

may be some minor offline postprocessing, the knowledge acquisition and utilisation

system must be able to perform certain critical tasks online, such as:

1. Acquiring knowledge from data obtained during execution of actions and/or

perception.

2. Limited generalisation of the acquired knowledge (which affects criteria 2.3.2).

3. Pruning and ‘garbage collection’ of superfluous, redundant, erroneous or noisy

knowledge.

Items 2 and 3 are tasks that can conceivably be performed online or in the

background as an offline task. However, if they occur offline or in the background,
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they must not interfere with normal execution and knowledge acquisition tasks.

2.3.4 Accessibility

Accessibility refers to a somewhat subjective measure of how well humans and other

agents can understand the acquired knowledge; how readily they can access the

information contained in the knowledge representation. In particular, this criterion

reflects the chosen semantics of the representation; to what degree these semantics

map to the language of human thought. Again, we draw on Davis et al.’s criterion 5:

“A medium for human expression” and Newell’s criterion 7, “Use natural language”.

Davis et al. believe that, ultimately, a knowledge representation should afford

communication between artificial agents and humans. To achieve this communication,

a representation should ‘speak’ in the same language we (humans) do. We take

a slightly broader view, and include other artificial agents: how accessible is this

knowledge to artificial agents, as well as humans? This criterion comes with a

caveat: it is not expected for an artificial agent to comprehend knowledge expressed

in pure natural language. Rather, we expect the knowledge representation to occupy

a middle ground between expressivity and computability, where it has semantics that

are compatible with human understanding as well as a structure that is conducive

to processing by an artificial agent. A similar design objective has been adopted, for

instance, by developers of XML: the arbitrary tagged syntax is understandable by

humans, and is in a format that is machine readable (Combi and Pozzi, 2005).

2.3.5 Explicit temporal knowledge representation

This criterion is a measure of how well temporal aspects of knowledge are explicitly

captured. Precisely, this criterion does not concern with how well the system may

capture temporality in general, but rather how well the knowledge is explicitly rep-

resented. For instance, a plan is an explicit representation of temporal knowledge,
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whereas a recurrent neural network represents this knowledge implicitly, and is buried

within the myriad neural weights and node structures (Haykin, 1998).

As our focus is on situated agents, we are looking for knowledge acquisition

processes that capture actionable knowledge. As described in section 2.2, action-

oriented knowledge is well represented as plan-like representations that express tem-

poral sequences.

2.3.6 Goal orientation

Finally, we assess the degree of goal orientation represented within the acquired

knowledge. Does the knowledge relate to a specific goal or objective the agent wishes

to pursue? Are goals represented in a clear, abstract, understandable way? Does this

knowledge also provide information about how to perform actions in order to achieve

the goal? Again, following from discussions about possible uses of plans, this is an

important consideration for our specific purposes concerning situated agency where

agents often have specific goals that they need to achieve.

2.4 Architectures

2.4.1 Introduction

We now describe a cross-section of cognitive and agent architectures, as per our

previous discussions in section 2.1.2. Using the five criteria described in section 2.3

to assess each approach/architecture, we will pay particular attention to knowledge

representations and manipulation processes, and comment on how these aspects

resemble, and perhaps apply to, the type of knowledge acquisition and utilisation

that are the focus of this thesis.
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2.4.2 ACT-R

The design of the ACT-R architecture, short for Adaptive Control of Thought–

Rational, is constrained by the theory of rational analysis (Taatgen et al., 2006).

Rational analysis stipulates that each component of an architecture is optimised

to best fit the needs that are governed by the environment in which the agent is

situated in, including the agent’s knowledge. A consequence of this theory is that the

agent’s knowledge need not follow any principle of truth, but rather just reflect the

agent’s perceptions of the world. Hence, ACT-R shares some guiding philosophies

with knowledge acquisition where the primary concern is with raw facts, regardless

of their underlying truths. In other words, ACT-R is a pragmatic architecture that

strives to emulate the sometimes contradictory human mind.

In the latest version of ACT-R (version 6.0), declarative memory is implemented

as a separate module, and procedural memory (implemented as production systems)

takes a central, connecting role. Declarative memory is used to represent facts, or

concepts, whilst procedural memory is used to represent associations (rules). Figure

2.5 illustrates the overall architecture. The modules operate in parallel, but within

each module the processes occur serially.

The production system shown at the centre is a central, mediating subsystem that

serves as a switchboard, connecting information patterns from all other modules (i.e.

brain functions modelled by declarative, visual and manual modules, and an arbitrary

intentional module) via buffers. The production system utilises production rules (or

productions). The interaction of the production system and the other modules yields

a knowledge transfer between modules.

Higher level knowledge exists in the declarative module in the form of chunks,

which are vector representations (attribute-value pairs) of individual properties. The

chunks have different levels of activation, which are used to determine prominence

and priority for the chunks that are used in the present temporal context (i.e.. used
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Figure 2.5: The basic ACT-R architecture (adapted from Taatgen et al., 2006)

most recently), and also the situational context. Chunks cannot exist on their own—

they must be associated with a production rule that is part of a group of such rules

pertaining to a higher-order entity, such as a goal. Production rules exist to request

and access chunks from the declarative module. ACT-R is goal-driven, so chunks

often exist and are requested/accessed by production rules in order to achieve a goal.

Taatgen et al. (2006) have outlined several ways of specifying behaviours in ACT-

R. In particular, there are three learning paradigms that acquire knowledge from

production rules into the declarative module:

1. Utility learning attempts to quantify the utility of acquired strategies. Useful

for when the knowledge structure is known at design time, prior to execution.

2. Instance learning collects examples of knowledge (in the case of ACT-R,

rules), and performs generalisation on the data. Useful for when knowledge
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structure is unknown, such as implicit learning.

3. Production rule learning combines utility and instance learning by first

learning an instance, and then competitively grading these instances between

each other based on utility.

The distinction between production rules and declarative memory resembles a

type of higher-level knowledge acquisition process. In addition, sequence learning

paradigms based on ACT-R, developed by Lebiere and Wallach (2001), are examples

of approaches that generate high-level knowledge from lower-level data within the

system.

Although ACT-R is fundamentally a model of cognition, the heuristics and ar-

chitectures used in ACT-R have relevance to knowledge acquisition. Specifically,

the learning heuristics described above, the separation between implicit and explicit

knowledge and, to a lesser extent, the adherence to rational analysis theory, are all

relevant features for abstract knowledge acquisition in situated, resource-bounded

agents.

Levels of abstraction There is certainly a separation between implicit and ex-

plicit representations in ACT-R, and each representation is functionally linked. As

Anderson et al. describe:

The theory of declarative memory gives a natural account of the explicit–

implicit distinction. Explicit memories refer to specific declarative chunks

that can be retrieved and inspected. Implicit memory effects reflect

the subsymbolic activation processes that govern the availability of these

memories (Anderson et al., 2004).

Implicit knowledge acts as activations of explicit knowledge. These activations

exist in both procedural and declarative memory, as they explain here:
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...the subsymbolic declarative mechanisms [activations] work to bring the

right memories to mind, and the subsymbolic procedural mechanisms

[activations] work to bring the right rules to bear (Anderson et al., 2004).

Activations can be seen as the low abstraction knowledge, and the result of

the activations the high abstraction knowledge. However, activations alone do not

specify a fragment of knowledge in its entirety; the result of the activation completes

the knowledge. Hence, there is no redundancy in knowledge representation across

different representations. ACT-R (like Soar), although making a distinction between

different representations, does not capture complete knowledge within each represen-

tation redundantly, but rather across the entire knowledge base.

Knowledge reuse and modularity A single rule in procedural memory or fact in

declarative memory can be associated to multiple activations. These activations can

also be learned cumulatively through experience to eventually produce generalised

knowledge that can be applied in an increasingly diverse array of situations.

Real-time and online performance ACT-R successfully emulates human abili-

ties of learning and execution in real-time and on-line (or “human-time” as Newell

has defined for cognitive architectures).

Accessibility Declarative and procedural memory employs predicate and rule rep-

resentations, respectively. These representations are considered abstract within the

cognitive psychology and agent research communities, and hence are accessible.

Explicit temporal knowledge representation Lebiere and Wallach (2001) have

developed a sequence learning capability within ACT-R. Despite these efforts, ACT-R

does not explicitly represent plan-like structures as the temporal knowledge acquired
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in Lebiere and Wallach’s technique is embedded within activations and submodules

present in ACT-R.

Goal orientation Knowledge in ACT-R is either encoded with goal information,

or is associated to a specific goal, and resides in two places in ACT-R. Activations are

encoded with a goal that the result of the activation is able to fulfil. The probability

of success of meeting the goal, and hence the utility of the knowledge, is also encoded

in the activation. The goal module stores a catalogue of goals that can be accessed

through activations from the production system to be used by other modules.

2.4.3 Soar

Like ACT-R, Soar (state, operator and result) is first and foremost a model of

cognition, Soar is known as a physical symbol system that is based on the physical

symbol system hypothesis (Newell, 1980a,b; Simon, 1996). This hypothesis requires

a system to be able to compose and manipulate symbols and symbolic structures—

patterns and associated processes that empower the system to denote, symbolically,

internal (mental) and external entities. The architecture is conceptually divided into

two components: the knowledge level and the symbol level. The knowledge level

specifies the external, descriptive view of the agent, and is based on the principle

of rationality, which states that if an agent has relevant knowledge for a particular

situation it will directly or indirectly utilise it to perform actions. This is reflected in

the guiding principle behind Soar’s design:

All decisions are made through the combination of relevant knowledge at

run-time. In Soar, every decision is based on the current interpretation of

sensory data, the contents of working memory created by prior problem

solving, and any relevant knowledge retrieved from long-term memory.

(Soar-Group, 2006).
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Figure 2.6: Memory structures in Soar (Lehman et al., 2006).

Figure 2.6 illustrates the memory structures (knowledge representations) in Soar.

In long-term memory (LTM), there are three types of knowledge: procedural, sematic

and episodic. Procedural memory is about how and when to do things, semantic

memory consists of facts about the world, and episodic memory is knowledge about

specific situations experienced by the agent. Working memory (WM) is knowledge

about the current situation, and can be instantiated from LTM, and is represented as

features and values that might include information about goals, the problem space,

and operators.

The symbol level encapsulates the internal representation used to represent knowl-

edge. Soar has a production system similar to ACT-R. Productions form the symbolic

knowledge base and are used to represent LTM. Conditions form access paths to

memory represented through the actions. Productions continuously match against a

declarative working memory that contains the momentary task context, and matching

productions put their contents (actions) into the working memory. Working memory

is represented as declarative objects (sets of variable-attribute pairs) that are acquired
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from productions in long-term memory.

Soar possesses a subsystem implementing the problem space computational model

(PSCM). The PSCM defines entities (knowledge) and operations (reasoning mecha-

nisms) with which Soar performs computations (Wray and Jones, 2006). All problems

are assumed to be able to be formulated as a problem space, which is essentially

a set of possible states and operators where the operators transform one state to

another state. Soar enforces high-level knowledge to be represented as productions,

and sanctions mechanisms in the PSCM for reasoning over this knowledge.

Soar proposes, as a complete solution for meeting the requirements of general

intelligence, a single framework for all tasks and subtasks (problem spaces in PSCM),

a single representation of permanent knowledge (productions) and temporary knowl-

edge (declarative memory represented as objects with attributes and values), a single

mechanism for generating goals (automatic subgoaling). Soar also possesses a single

learning mechanism, chunking, which is a mechanism available in Soar that compiles

the results of multi-step sequences into new productions (in the long term memory)

by preserving the results of problem solving episodes that occurred in response to

impasses, which occurs when it is not clear what to do next. When an impasse occurs,

Soar creates a subgoal to resolve the impasse, giving rise to a hierarchy of subgoals.

The effect of learning through chunking is to move the system from knowledge-lean

to knowledge-intensive processing (Lewis, 1999), thus reducing search time during

reasoning episodes and improving the system’s real-time response.

Levels of abstraction Production rules essentially are the main knowledge rep-

resentation used. Long-term and working memory (LTM and WM, respectively)

separate different types of knowledge. However the underlying representation is pro-

ductions (rules). In the case of procedural knowledge (illustrated in Figure 2.6), the

procedures themselves are constructed from productions. Furthermore, the complete,
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underlying knowledge is not self contained within WM and LTM, separately: some

aspects of knowledge may exist in WM, and others in LTM. Working memory does

employ a declarative representation, but this is only a transitory representation used

during execution and derived from the productions that reside in long-term memory.

Furthermore, through the chunking mechanism, knowledge about reasoning episodes

contained in problem spaces are eventually condensed into productions after a learning

episode.

Knowledge reuse and modularity Each production can be recalled in multiple

tasks and in multiple sequences of actions. However, once a production is created,

Soar does not generalise it after further experience gathering executions. Rather,

new productions are created that either supersede or complement existing produc-

tions. The lack of knowledge amendment precludes stronger knowledge reuse and

modularity.

Real-time and online performance There are several properties of productions

which support their use in cognitive architectures. Among these properties is sufficient

levels of performance that allows adequate “human-time” (Newell, 1990) performance.

Reasoning and learning also occurs online during execution. The chunking mechanism

monitors reasoning cycles and activates during impasses in the PSCM.

Accessibility Productions (rules) have been shown to be relatively accessible rep-

resentations of knowledge (Newell, 1990, 1980a; Anderson et al., 2004).

Explicit temporal knowledge representation Soar represents procedural knowl-

edge in the LTM. The representation is based on productions, but with the response

component of the production containing multiple actions. Although this encodes

temporal aspects of
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Goal orientation Although Soar captures goal-oriented behaviour, it does not

explicitly represent goal oriented information in its knowledge representation (produc-

tions). Explicit goal information present in subgoaling processes, that occur during

chunking when an impasse occurs, is not preserved when a production is created

(that captures the impasse resolution). This information resides in working memory

as separate knowledge units, and are not encoded into the acquired productions.

2.4.4 CLARION

The CLARION architecture (short for Connectionist Learning with Adaptive Rule

Induction ON-line) was developed by Ron Sun and is founded on cognitive psychology,

particularly on the argued dichotomy of implicit and explicit cognition (Sun, 2002,

2003, 2006a; Allison, 2004). In addition to commitments to implicit and explicit rep-

resentations, Clarion also features a multi-module architecture. Each module serves

the primary purpose of simulating a particular cognitive faculty. The modules are:

action-centred subsystem (ACS) that deals with action-oriented aspects of cognition,

non-action centred subsystem (NACS) that deals with non-action-oriented aspects,

motivational subsystem (MS) which provides impetus for the system’s behaviour, and

metacognitive subsystem (MCS) which monitors and directs overall system processes.

Figure 2.7 illustrates the modular architecture of CLARION.

Significantly for our study here, each of these subsystems contain dual representa-

tions: which are, so-called, implicit and explicit that are divided between two levels.

The bottom level contains the implicit representation, which is implemented as a

combined distributed and localist neural network. The top level contains the explicit

representation implemented as rules (as found in ACT-R and Soar). The explicit-

implicit distinction is similar to the symbolic-subsymbolic distinction. These two

levels cooperate, where knowledge is utilised and transformed between levels. During

an action recommendation in the ACS and NACS, both the top and bottom levels
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Figure 2.7: The CLARION architecture. In the ACS and NACS, ‘explicit
representation’ corresponds to the ‘Top Level’, and ‘implicit representation’ to
‘Bottom Level’ (in Figures 2.8 and 2.9). The system operates by processing
perceptions at both the top and bottom levels, and then performing one action from
recommendations from both levels. The ACS is concerned with actions, and the
NACS with other, non-action oriented phenomena. The motivational subsystem (MS)
forms goals that influence both levels through specifying goals in the goal structure.
The metacognitive subsystem (MCS) is the main controller of the architecture.

produce recommendations where one is chosen based on a particular decision-making

heuristic contained in the MCS (Figures 2.8 and 2.9).

CLARION assigns raw perception data (i.e. data that is received through sensors

that monitor the agent’s environment) as implicit knowledge in the bottom level.

On the other hand, explicit knowledge is symbolic and are artifacts of the agent’s

internal processing. There are two forms of learning: bottom-up learning (Figure 2.8)

which involves transforming low-level knowledge to high-level knowledge, and top-

down learning (Figure 2.9), which assimilates high-level knowledge at the top, explicit

level into the low-level knowledge at the bottom, implicit level. Both bottom-up and

top-down learning are opposite processes. For the ACS, rule actions are grounded
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Condition Nodes Action NodesWorld State Nodes

Bottom Level

Top Level

Condition Chunk Action Recommendation
Chunk

1

2

3

4

Action Rule

Figure 2.8: CLARION: Bottom-up learning The bottom layer performs low-level
learning, and filters the action learning outcomes to the explicit representation (top)
layer, whereupon it is stored as a chunk (i.e.. state→ action axioms)
.

to actuators at the bottom layer. In the NACS, it is an associative rule, where the

response component of the rule links to another rule or declarative chunk forming a

higher-level knowledge component. Chunks are collections of dimension-value pairs

(Sun, 2003; Allison, 2004, see Figures 2.8 and 2.9).

In bottom-up learning, Q-learning in the bottom layer is integrated with rule

acquisition and maintenance in the top layer. Figure 2.8 illustrates the process. Step

(1) is the bottom-layer process of capturing implicit world states (‘world state nodes’),

Connections between the bottom-level and top-level are achieved via dimension-value

pairs (chunks), where dimensions at the top level are associated to one or more

values/adjectives at the bottom level (step (2)). Step (3) shows connections between

condition and action chunks forming a kind of macro-level rule, and finally step (4) is

the final connection of the action recommendation to the actuator nodes at the bottom

level. Another form of learning in CLARION is termed top-down assimilation (Figure
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Condition Nodes Action NodesWorld State Nodes

Bottom Level

Top Level

Condition Chunk Action Recommendation
Chunk

1
2

3

Action Rule

Figure 2.9: CLARION: Top-down assimilation showing how the top layer encodes
explicit, high level representation in the bottom layer networks.

2.9). Top level chunks adjust weights in the bottom level backpropagation networks

(step (1)), thus encoding the implicit, bottom level with explicit knowledge. This

results in the ‘effect’ of the explicit knowledge to occur in the bottom, implicit level

(steps (2) and (3)).

Levels of abstraction CLARION makes a distinction between two representations

of different levels of abstraction: so-called implicit vs. explicit representation). The

way in which explicit knowledge is acquired, through bottom-up learning and then

incorporated into the bottom level through top-down assimilation, are knowledge

transformation processes that fulfil the requirements described in this study. The

bottom-up learning process is of particular interest for knowledge acquisition16.

16We reserve a detailed discussion of the bottom-up learning process of CLARION in section 3.3.3.
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Knowledge reuse and modularity The top-down assimilation process effectively

creates a generalised fragment of knowledge in the form of a rule. We have discussed

how several localist nodes of the implicit, neural network representation combine to

form a specific part of the rule. The resulting rule can then be applied in multiple

situations, thus yielding a high degree of modularity and reuse of knowledge.

Real-time and online performance Again, CLARION scores well in this cri-

terion. Either form of online learning (top-down or bottom-up) can occur during

execution, where the various subsystems such as the MCS and MS support these

knowledge transformation processes. Furthermore, these processes occur in real-

time17, and concurrently at every execution cycle.

Accessibility Rules in the top-level are intended to be an abstract, explicit and

accessible representation of knowledge for action- (ACS) and non-action-oriented

(NACS) behaviours.

Explicit temporal knowledge representation Like ACT-R and Soar, plan-

like structures are not explicitly represented in CLARION—rules are the exclusive

representation of symbolic knowledge. Despite some work in sequence learning,

these approaches are disjoint from the primary processes of the system such that

they operate offline from them (Sun and Sessions, 2001), or are completely separate

processes that cannot be integrated into the system at all (Sun and Sessions, 2000).

Goal orientation The presence of the MS (motivation subsystem) provides CLAR-

ION with an explicit means to specify the agent’s goals and “drives”. However,

17Sun (2002) believes a cognitive architecture should match processing speeds of humans (“human
time”), concordant with widely accepted views held by, for example, Anderson and Lebiere (2003)
and Newell (1990).
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this goal information is not linked to particular fragments of knowledge in the ACS

or NACS, and hence goal information is not accessible (traceable) from within the

knowledge.

2.4.5 PRODIGY

PRODIGY is a planning engine that is based on case-based reasoning (CBR) and

combines learning to generate and improve plans (Veloso et al., 1995). The impetus

behind PRODIGY is a thesis by Minton (1988) that showed, through extensive

empirical analysis, the effect of learning control knowledge in the planner’s perfor-

mance. PRODIGY embraces this philosophy by employing multiple, modular learning

strategies that address three aspects of performance improvement:

1. Learning at the control level, which learns to improve the efficiency of the

planner’s search.

2. Learning at the domain level, where the domain theory, i.e., the set of

planning operators, is acquired and/or refined.

3. Learning plan quality, which focusses on acquiring planning knowledge that

guides the planner to generate plans of good quality according to an metric

determined at design time.

Veloso et al. are interested in the application of the integration of planning and

learning to more real-world problems. To achieve this, PRODIGY incorporates a

diverse array of modular algorithms and subsystems that address these three learning

areas. Figure 2.10 shows the three types of learning, with a sample of modules that

fulfil each learning type.

In PRODIGY, plans consist of atomic planning actions called operators. These

operators are described using the STRIPS planning language (Fikes and Nilsson,
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Figure 2.10: The three forms of learning in PRODIGY: Learning control knowledge
to improve planning efficiency, learning control knowledge to improve plan quality,
and learning planning domain knowledge (Veloso et al., 1995).

1971), specifically in terms of the operators’ effects and required conditions that

enables its application. Conditions are expressed using logical expressions. Effects

consist of a set of predicates to be added or deleted from the state when the operator

applies, and a set of conditional effects that are to be performed depending on

particular state conditions.

A complete plan has an initial condition and a set of connected actions that lead

to a final goal state. However, often PRODIGY will deal with an incomplete plan,

which consists of a head plan and tail plan, and where a gap exists between the head

and tail. The plan modification search space then includes combinations of candidate

operators that can fit in between the head and tail plans. Figure 2.11 illustrates the

idea.

The process described in Figure 2.11 is a first-principle planning approach.

PRODIGY also adapts control knowledge used to determine choices made at decision

points in the planning and plan learning processes. These decision points include
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Figure 2.11: Plan structure of incomplete plans in PRODIGY. The head plan is used
as a basis for the backward chaining algorithm to “fill the gap” between current state,
C, and the start of the tail plan. The end state, G, is the goal state, and I the initial
state or plan context (Veloso et al., 1995).

control rules (usually domain dependent), complete problem solving episodes that

can be used by analogy, as well as domain independent heuristics. Control rules

store meta-level knowledge such as choices that should be made, given the current

condition, C, and unachieved preconditions of the tail-plan operators.

Levels of abstraction PRODIGY utilises plans as the primary knowledge rep-

resentation, which is an abstract, symbolic representation. One can view the con-

stituent parts of plans, called operators in PRODIGY, as a lower level representation.

However, like activations in ACT-R (see section 2.4.5) the primitive operators in

PRODIGY cannot stand alone as actionable knowledge—the processes that generate

complete knowledge resides in the formation of plans through learning control knowl-

edge, which is an aggregation of the primitive operators into plans. The domain

level activity of acquiring the primitive operators, and the control knowledge that is

meta-level knowledge which complements the plans, are not relevant to our study.

We are concerned with knowledge acquisition processes where high-level, abstract

knowledge is acquired from a complete low-level knowledge base, which is not the

case in PRODIGY.

Knowledge reuse and modularity PRODIGY does, however, fulfil knowledge

reuse and modularity quite well. Through the cumulative process of learning control
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knowledge, compact and generalised knowledge represented as plans can be effectively

generated. PRODIGY can construct a new solution from a set of guiding abstract

cases as opposed to a single, concrete past case.

Real-time and online performance PRODIGY is designed for real-time exe-

cution, online acquisition and management of knowledge. However, Castillo et al.

(2003) critically analyse PRODIGY’s real-time performance, as well as another similar

case-based reasoning (CBR) system called PARIS (see section 2.4.7). Castillo et al.

show that PRODIGY lacks an effective index and retrieval functionality for sufficient

“execution-time” knowledge access18. However, these criticisms are not major barriers

for PRODIGY’s real-time performance aspirations. Indeed, the multi-module, flexible

nature of PRODIGY allows for a ‘fix’ for this limitation to be readily incorporated.

Accessibility PRODIGY operates almost entirely within the symbolic, abstract

representation of plans. The lower-level representation of individual operators, too,

are represented symbolically as predicates. Hence, human understandability of

PRODIGY’s knowledge base is particularly high.

Explicit temporal knowledge representation As mentioned above, knowledge

is represented as plans, which effectively and explicitly express temporal knowledge.

Goal orientation The main motivation behind PRODIGY is for solving real-

world problems, which can be goal-oriented or reactive. PRODIGY employs a goal

regression process that determines concepts and other subgoals relevant to a particular

case. Plans contain the goal state at the tail of the plan and thus embed goal oriented

information pertaining to the plan.

18Castillo et al. (2003) also suggest their own algorithmic approach to improving index and
retrieval, called variational calculus.
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2.4.6 ICARUS

ICARUS is a cognitive architecture that is inspired by what its creator, Langley

(2005), considers to be the “big three” in cognitive architectures: ACT-R, Soar and

PRODIGY. ICARUS is designed for developing intelligent behaviours in physical

agents. Langley highlights one significant difference between ICARUS and other

cognitive architectures such as ACT-R, Soar and PRODIGY: ICARUS has explicit,

delineated modules that handle sensory-motor actions that are unique to physical

agents.

ICARUS provides processes for perception and action that are more basic than

processes for inference and problem solving. However, interactions between these

processes is tightly woven. The architecture separates concepts from skills, which are

stored in distinct but connected long-term memories, and carries this dichotomy over

to short-term memories, which contain instances of concepts (beliefs and goals) and

skills (means to fulfil intentions). Both conceptual and skill memory are hierarchical,

with the former directing bottom-up inference, and the latter structuring top-down

action selection. Impasses in execution lead to means-ends problem solving, whereas

traces of successful solutions are stored as generalised skills in a cumulative, hierar-

chical manner. Figure 2.12 shows the organisation of conceptual and skill memory.

The structure of ICARUS is somewhat reminiscent of the BDI model (section

2.2.1). As Langley puts it, one can view the contents of ICARUS’ short-term concep-

tual memory as its beliefs, the agent’s goals as desires, and the elements in short-term

skill memory that it attaches to those goals as intentions. The hierarchical structure of

skills and concepts are certainly not new. Langley highlights that other architectures

such as 3T (Bonasso et al., 1997; Gat, 1997)19, PRS (Ingrand et al., 1992) and other

19Langley views intelligent system architectures with a slightly unilateral prism. He considers
3T to be a cognitive architecture by virtue of its fit with his definition of what is required of a
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Figure 2.12: Architecture of ICARUS memory and processes, showing conceptual and
skill memory segregated into long- and short-term memory. Perceptual and motor
buffers act as interfaces to the environment.

agent architectures, have adopted a similar hierarchical organisation of knowledge. In

fact, these common traits in cognitive architectures and agent architectures present

in ICARUS makes it a unifying framework that draws together theoretical concepts

from both cognitive and agent architectures.

Cognitive architectures nominally account for abstract or symbolic representations

of knowledge (Fodor and Pylyshyn, 1988; Langley, 2005; Langley and Choi, 2006)

according to a widely held view that cognition, at least partially, involves some form

of symbolic processing (Newell, 1990; Anderson and Lebiere, 2003; Anderson, 2005).

On the other hand, agent architectures account for, and are largely governed by,

sensory-motor processes that involve an agent’s direct interaction with its environ-

ment (Bryson, 2000; Brooks, 1991). Perhaps the integrative philosophy of ICARUS

adopted by Langley has yielded further insights into how knowledge is acquired,

organised and utilised.

cognitive architecture (Langley, 2006). Bonasso et al. (1997), Gat (1997) and Firby; Firby’s 1987;
1989 motivations, however, are less to do with cognitive modelling, and more with autonomy and
the engineering pragmatics of developing a robust and autonomous architecture for teleo-robotic
systems.
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In ICARUS, problem solving, skill selection, categorisation, inference and learning

are interleaved processes (Langley, 2006). ICARUS shares with Soar and PRODIGY

the notion of learning from impasses, but additionally has abilities to cumulatively

acquire hierarchical skills. Figure 2.12 shows the processes that operate on the

various knowledge representations. In particular, learning occurs in an incremental

manner (Choi and Langley, 2005). ICARUS creates a new skill whenever the problem

solving and execution processes achieve a goal. The new structure attaches the

achieved goal as the head of the newly formed skill, the subgoals that led to the goal

as its subskills, and start conditions that differ depending on whether the solution

involved chaining of a skill or concept definition. Existing skills in the knowledge base

can be used as subskills in the new skill, making the learning process cumulative.

Levels of abstraction ICARUS offers short- and long-term memories which corre-

spond through instantiation. That is, an element of short-term memory is an instance

of a corresponding long-term memory fragment. Unfortunately for our purposes,

ICARUS utilises the same predicate representation for both types of memory.

Knowledge reuse and modularity Long-term memory represents generalised

knowledge through the use of parameterised variables. As a result, these long-term

memory predicates fulfil this criterion very well.

Real-time and online performance The fact that ICARUS is purpose-built for

situated agents, problem solving, learning, skill selection, inference and categorisation

processes all occur in real-time and online during execution. The presence of skills in

ICARUS is a strong indication that it is designed for situated agents. Skills are recipes

for action, or “how-to” knowledge (Pollack, 1992). These skills are incrementally built

from experiences in the world, and their subsequent executions allow for efficient

behaviours that are appropriate for situated agents (Bratman et al., 1991).
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Accessibility The symbolic nature of the predicate representation used in long-

and short-term memory makes the knowledge readily accessible.

Explicit temporal knowledge representation Despite the chaining of skills

through subgoaling, ICARUS does not explicitly represent plan-like, temporal knowl-

edge.

Goal orientation As skills encode goal information, ICARUS has a strong sense

of goal orientation that is a consequence of being an architecture primed for situated,

action-oriented agents.

2.4.7 PARIS

PARIS (plan acquisition and refinemenet in an integrated system,

Bergmann and Wilke, 1996) utilises case-based action planning using abstraction and

explanation-based techniques. Traditionally, case-based reasoning (CBR) systems

obtain, reuse, and retain cases in a concrete representation. PARIS is a domain

independent planning and abstraction system that differs from traditional CBR

approaches by introducing abstraction techniques into the case-based reasoning

process. PARIS processes cases at different (higher) levels of abstraction.

In PARIS, planning cases that are obtained at the concrete level are abstracted

to several levels of abstraction leading to a set of abstract cases, which are stored in

the case-base. Case abstraction is done automatically in the retain phase of the case-

based reasoning cycle. Abstract cases are recalled when a new problem is encountered

where the abstract problem description matches the current problem. The abstract

solutions are refined in subsequent occasions where it is reused: details not contained

in the abstract case are cumulatively added to refine the solution of the problem.

A generative planner performs this plan refinement, in which forward directed state

space search is performed. PARIS also includes an explanation-based approach for
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generalising cases during learning and for specialising them during problem solving.

This technique allows to further increase the flexibility of reuse. Figure 2.13 illustrates

the architecture.

Figure 2.13: The PARIS case-based planning architecture.

Levels of abstraction Bergmann and Wilke mention that, conceivably, there may

be multiple representations used across abstractions:

In general, a change of the complete representation language between

abstraction levels may be required to achieve meaningful and useful ab-

stractions in a domain. (Bergmann and Wilke, 1996)

In addition to the different levels of abstraction that are possible within the

abstract representations, the abstract planning domain (denoted by the “Domain

Description” box in Figure 2.13) also uses another unique representation.

The abstraction process can be seen as a knowledge transformation process that

transforms concrete knowledge to generalised (abstract) knowledge. PARIS represents

the same knowledge in different representations across “abstraction levels”.
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Knowledge reuse and modularity As in other previously discussed approaches,

PARIS’ abstraction and generalisation processes promote effective knowledge reuse

and modularity.

Real-time and online performance Most experiments conducted using PARIS

have been offline planning problems which are not subject to the same resource-

bounded restrictions and requirements of situated agency. Furthermore, despite

PARIS being designed for efficient processing and high performance, Bergmann et al.

(1998) highlight that PARIS is not completely scalable or tractable by stating that

accessing abstracted cases (plans) runs sufficiently fast only for problems which can

be broken down into sufficiently “small enough” sub-problems.

Accessibility Cases represented as plans are accessible and abstract representa-

tions.

Explicit temporal knowledge representation Cases in PARIS are represented

as explicit plans that effectively express temporal knowledge.

Goal orientation Within the domain specification an abstract goal can be spec-

ified, which aids in the refinement process of selecting an abstract case, and finally

refining to a concrete case. However, this goal information is disconnected from the

representation of the abstract and concrete cases (represented as plans). In other

words, the goal information is not explicitly encoded in the knowledge, and hence

PARIS fails to sufficiently fulfil this criterion.

2.4.8 DyKnow

DyKnow is a dynamic knowledge representation system that operates at varying levels

of abstraction (Heintz and Doherty, 2004). It is essentially a signal-to-symbol trans-
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former that continually monitors perceived signals and creates higher-level cognitive

objects. Heintz and Doherty have tested and explained their ideas using helicopter

UAVs (unmanned air vehicles) that interpret images taken from an on-board video

camera and correlates them with other sensor data such as global positioning system

(GPS) data, altitude and velocity. Specifically in this work, the system was given

the task of detecting cars that may or may not be moving on roads, and that are

amongst other objects. The challenge of the task is that information from multiple

sources must be efficiently and effectively fused, or transformed, so that the cognitive

and reactive layers can reason over the resulting abstracted knowledge.

DyKnow attempts to acquire feature objects from physical and factual (i.e. non-

physical) objects that are accessible to the system. For instance the dynamic objects

present in the image taken by the video camera, the time when the dynamic object was

taken and the representation of the image (e.g. moving coloured objects in the image

which may or may not be cars), are all examples of feature objects. Feature objects are

further categorised into ‘world objects’, ‘vision objects’ and domain specific objects,

such as ‘car object’ and ‘on road object’. These objects are related to one another via

links that DyKnow generates from its internal logical reasoning, as in Figure 2.14.

Vision Object
#2

World Object
#32

OnRoad Object
#4

Car Object
#8

Implicit; low degree
of abstraction

Explicit; high degree
of abstraction

Figure 2.14: DyKnow object linkage example. “Vision Object” is the lowest level,
least abstract object, and “Car Object” is the highest level, most abstract object.

Temporal data associated with the feature objects that are either dynamic or

static, are recorded as fluents. Fluents can be likened to plans in the BDI sense.

They express chronological knowledge about actions executed by the agent, or facts
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about the world. For example, the agent might acquire a fluent about the movements

of a ‘car object’ as it moves down a street, then turns left at another, moves a certain

number of metres down the second street, and finally stops at a specific destination.

The generation of fluents is essentially similar to plan acquisition/recognition.

Levels of abstraction DyKnow follows a bottom-up design that combines low-

level reactivity with high-level domain expert encoded knowledge implemented as

constraints. The key issues that the framework deals with are anchoring (or symbol

grounding), signal-to-symbol transformations, contextual reasoning, focus of atten-

tion, and information fusion. Above all, the prevalent theme of DyKnow is the

integration of symbolic and sub-symbolic processes. In this way, DyKnow operates

as a knowledge acquisition module. Higher level knowledge is acquired from implicit

data using a heuristic that progressively links symbolic knowledge to the original

sub-symbolic data, where there are world objects of varying levels of abstraction.

However, knowledge is not replicated across multiple representations. Rather, the

abstraction process creates meaningful knowledge from low-level data that has little

abstract meaning on its own.

Knowledge reuse and modularity The abstracted knowledge (e.g. vision ob-

jects, “car” objects, in the example) could be used in multiple situations for perform-

ing actions. The process of creating abstract objects in the form of feature objects

and fluents is a form of generalisation that can be used to categorise other, similar

objects and chronologies encountered by the agent.

Real-time and online performance Furthermore, Heintz and Doherty mention

that DyKnow reasons about “knowledge about the internal and external environments

of an ... agent”, hence the structure is in place to acquire knowledge not only about

observed events, but internal events relating to actions the agent performs. DyKnow
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performs all these processes during run-time execution, and the objects and fluents

that are acquired are generated and used on-line. The system was trialled in a real-

world UAV helicopter exercise. DyKnow’s real-time and on-line characteristics were

evident in this example.

Accessibility Accessibility is a trait of DyKnow’s knowledge base. Objects are

declarative and have multiple attributes combined from multiple data sources onboard

the system to form an abstract representation.

Explicit temporal knowledge representation Fluents are a temporal represen-

tation of knowledge, and resemble plan-like structures.

Goal orientation Goal related information is not linked to the knowledge base in

DyKnow. That is, knowledge that is used to perform actions is not explicitly linked

to the high-level goals, which govern the processes in the system. The execution cycle

of DyKnow decides how which units of knowledge to utilise in achieving its goals.

2.4.9 Neurosymbolic integration: The CIL2P architecture

The use of symbolic approaches can be dictated by the abundance of knowledge

available to solve specific tasks, but a relatively low amount of environmental data.

Deliberative reasoning processes, which are predominantly symbolic in nature, are

well suited to accounting for knowledge-rich domains. On the other hand, the use

of connectionist approaches can be influenced by the abundance of data, but a low

amount of problem-solving knowledge (Mira et al., 2003). Adaptive (learning) pro-

cesses, typically a strong suit of connectionist approaches such as neural networks, are

able to effectively account for such data-rich problems. A combination of symbolic

and connectionist approaches could be characterised by problems in which their is
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a deficiency in both problem-solving knowledge, and possibly environmental data as

well.

Formalisms such as predicate logic and rules have become the norm for symbolic

processing (Mira et al., 2003; Wermter and Sun, 2000; Medsker, 1995, 1994). Com-

bining symbolic and connectionist approaches has, therefore, been centred on combin-

ing neural networks with logical formalisms and rules. These neurosymbolic combina-

tions have been broadly categorised thus (originally outlined by Medsker and Bailey

1992, and referred to by Mira et al. 2003 and Wermter and Sun 2000):

Unified neural architectures This approach represents all knowledge as neu-

ral networks, but incorporates symbolic interpretation of nodes and

links (Feldman and Ballard, 1982). In many cases, task-specific knowledge

is built into a unified neural architecture. There are two types of

unified neural architectures: localist (Feldman et al., 1996; Smolensky, 1988;

Hatzilygeroudis and Prentzas, 2004), in which each symbol is represented by a

single output node in the neural network, and distributed (Pollack, 1990), in

which concepts and symbols are represented amongst a set of output neural

nodes.

Transformation architectures This type of architecture transforms neural rep-

resentations into symbolic representations and vice versa. Rule acquisition

architectures are the prime example, and ones that have received most attention.

Hybrid Modular architectures This type of neurosymbolic architecture contains

symbolic and connectionist modules appropriate to the task. There are three

types of hybrid architectures (Medsker, 1994):

• Loosely coupled. Exclusive control is passed between neural and sym-

bolic modules, and occurs sequentially and in one direction.
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• Tightly coupled. This approach involves interacting modules sharing

internal data structures, which promotes bidirectional communication and

faster interactions.

• Fully integrated. The integration between modules in fully integrated

architectures is so tight that there is no discernible, external difference

between symbolic and neural processing. Control flow can occur in parallel,

and communication can be bidirectional.

Another example of transformational, loosely coupled architectures are rule ac-

quisition systems (Cristea and Okamoto, 1997; Sun et al., 2007). Garcez et al. (2001)

have proposed the CIL2P architecture that is a rule acquisition system that acquires

symbolic knowledge in the form of rules from a neural network (NN). In this ar-

chitecture (see Figure 2.15), symbolic knowledge represented by propositional logic

is transformed to the neural net (1). Examples are introduced to prime the neural

net (2). The neural net also computes the stable model (answer set) of the symbolic

knowledge inserted into it in (1). The final, and most complex stage is the acquisition

of symbolic knowledge from the neural network. This knowledge could then be fed

back (5) to explain behaviours and detect disparities between priming knowledge

(1) and acquired knowledge (4). This feedback of symbolic knowledge in this case

could be used to justify (or explain) behaviours. Also, if inaccuracies, or “mistakes”,

occur then the disparity between the extracted symbolic knowledge and the symbolic

knowledge used in the learning stage can be used to fine tune the system.

Levels of abstraction On the whole, neurosymbolic approaches employ the use

of different levels of abstraction very well. In each category, representations exist

in separate modules that either interact with one another in the case of hybrid

approaches, or transform knowledge from one representation to another in the case

of transformational approaches.
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Connectionist
System

Learning Explanation System

Inference Machine

Neural Network

Examples

Symbolic
Knowledge

Symbolic
Knowledge

Feedback

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

Figure 2.15: Neural-symbolic integration in the CIL2P architecture (Garcez et al.,
2001).

Knowledge reuse and modularity In transformational architectures, the process

of generating rules creates abstractions of instance classes which span multiple, similar

situations that occur in the neural network. The acquired rule not only explicates

these situations, but generalises a class of situations, which can later be reused in

similar situations, or even applied to new situations.

Real-time and online performance CIL2P requires priming and acquisition

phases, which are not well suited to real-time application. Hence, it does not meet

this criterion.

Accessibility The presence of a symbolic component in CIL2P , represented as

rules, makes the knowledge accessible. However, the motivation of the representation

does not fully extend to human understandability, or accessibility, of the knowledge

due to the fine grained nature of rules, and as such only partially meets this criterion.

Explicit temporal knowledge representation As rules are the nominal, sole

representation of symbolic knowledge, CIL2P generally does not explicitly represent

temporal aspects of knowledge.
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Goal orientation CIL2P does not explicitly account for goal-oriented information,

and hence does not meet this criterion.

2.4.10 Intentional Learning

The intentional learning approach, developed by Subagdja (2007); Subagdja et al.

(2009), is another example of an approach that acquires plans. The model is an

extension of the BDI agent architecture in which the learning process is explicitly

described as plans. Learning plans are meta-level plans that allow the agent to

introspectively monitor its own mental states and update other plans on the run.

These meta-plans are executed to acquire plans through executions in the agent’s

environment, and reside in the same plan library as the acquired plans themselves.

These plans are characterised as BDI intentions.

Figure 2.16: Possible process of intentional learning with abduction.

In order to acquire the intricate structure of a plan, a process pattern called

manipulative abduction can be encoded as a learning plan. Figures 2.16 and 2.17

illustrates two such meta-plans that achieves plan acquisition. Figure 2.16 describes

the ‘learning with abduction’ learning plan. The plan firstly creates a hypothetical

plan that is based on a template prescribed at design time by a domain expert or
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Figure 2.17: Possible process of intentional learning with manipulative abduction.

designer. This plan represents a hypothesis of what the plan can be. After subsequent

executions of this plan, the degree of success of the plan, as determined through

execution monitoring, will determine whether or not it is maintained in the plan

library.

Figure 2.17 describes an example of a similar ‘learning with manipulative ab-

duction’ learning plan. As a plan for manipulative abduction, a learning plan can

also select an incomplete or partial hypothesis which may not be immediately proven.

Instead, the hypothesis may be developed or built incrementally during plan execution

using complex structures, such as sequences, loops (iterations), subgoals, etc. Due

to the incremental nature of plan acquisition, this approach allows more complex

plan structures to be acquired than the plan abduction approach. As shown in the

example meta-plan shown in Figure 2.17, as long as the monitored intention fails, a

sequence is incrementally built until a successful intention is found.

Levels of abstraction Distinct levels of abstraction are absent in the intentional

learning approach. In fact, all knowledge, whether it be the learnt knowledge itself or

the facilitating meta-plans and hypotheses, is represented exclusively as plans. Hence,

there is an absence of levels of abstraction in this architecture.
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Knowledge reuse and modularity The plans acquired in intentional learning

can be generalised so that they are applicable to a wide array of situations.

Real-time and online performance This criterion is well met by the intentional

learning architecture. Learning occurs during executions through abduction processes

in the environment. The plan library is incrementally built from the agent’s inter-

action with the environment, and does not occur offline. However, plan acquisition

occurs through the execution of a plan (meta-plans) within the same architecture

that executes plans for behaviour in the environment. This has resulted in some

inefficiencies caused by the complexity arising from implementing plan acquisition and

plan execution heuristics into one module (Subagdja, 2007; Subagdja et al., 2009).

Accessibility As the knowledge acquired is represented as plans, which is an ab-

stract and human understandable representation, the knowledge acquired by inten-

tional learning is accessible.

Explicit temporal knowledge representation As discussed, plans explicitly de-

scribe a temporal sequence of actions to execute. The intentional learning architecture

can acquire complex plans using constructs such as branches and loops, as well as

explicit sequences. A combination of these constructs can also be acquired using

manipulative abduction meta-plans.

Goal orientation As discussed in earlier sections, plans, which are acquired in the

intentional learning architecture, are goal oriented.
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2.4.11 Acquiring coordination knowledge: Garland and Al-

termann

The main premise of this approach is that procedures are acquired from execution

traces of previous execution runs. The system retrospectively analyses a trace of

execution histories to learn agent interactions, both amongst themselves and between

single agents and the environment. The acquired procedures are composed and

organised around coordination points, which are defined as points in the activity where

an agent cannot progress without assistance, or stimulus, from another agent (i.e. an

impasse). Communication between agents at coordination points ensures successful

completion of the activity. Garland and Alterman recognise that this approach of

recording execution traces rather than recording outcomes of a first-principles planner

is more difficult because the trace elements are noisy, inefficient, and potentially

incomplete.

Execution traces are synthesised into cases that are entered into a case base.

After the coordinated procedure is optimised and summarised—in order to make

it applicable to future cases, and remove elements of the procedure that can be

reproduced by the planner—a subprocess derives possible expected requests that

might act as future retrieval cues. This process essentially generalises cases to make

them applicable to a wider set of possible future scenarios. Finally, the set of states

for which the case might be applicable are determined. Additionally, goal information

is stored so that the goal a particular case is attempting to achieve is recorded with

the case. The framework manages to suggest procedures 20% of the time during

execution, which equates to a substantial saving of computation time given that

the planner can take a lot of time to formulate a plan. Indeed, every time a plan

(case) is suggested from the case base, a significant amount of computation time is

saved. Another interesting issue that is highlighted, but not necessarily dealt with, is

the management of the case base library, specifically when and how to remove certain
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cases; the idea of selectively ‘forgetting’ (purging) cases based on certain criteria. This

is an aspect of knowledge management that we also try to address in our proposed

architecture (see section 4.6).

Levels of abstraction In this approach, there really is only one representation:

procedures (or plans). The planner operates with primitives, but once a plan is

generated, the knowledge present in the planner is purged, and all that remains is

the coordination procedure. Hence, there is no presence of levels of abstraction.

Knowledge reuse and modularity After coordination knowledge is acquired, it

is recalled in the same, specific situation if and when it occurs again. Hence, the

reusability of a acquired knowledge is low, as it cannot be applied to a wider range

of situations other than the one it has been acquired in.

Real-time and online performance The use of coordination knowledge is moti-

vated by reducing computation time by avoiding deliberations from prior execution

instances. The execution of the coordination knowledge is designed to be efficient, and

the acquisition and subsequent execution of the knowledge occurs during execution

through a process of execution monitoring. Hence, the system strives to achieve, and

eventually does achieve, real-time and on-line performance.

Accessibility The coordination knowledge, represented as procedures, is a repre-

sentation that is easy to understand by humans, and is thus accessible.

Explicit temporal knowledge representation Procedures are explicit, temporal

representations.

Goal orientation Procedures are associated to a goal, and therefore the system

and its representation is goal oriented.
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2.5 Discussion and Conclusion

2.5.1 Overview and Comparison of architectures

In this chapter, we have discussed concepts and perspectives that support our con-

clusions:

• Representations play different roles (section 2.1.1). We described what

we mean by knowledge representation and listed their roles in an intelligent

agent.

• Plans as a specific high level representation (section 2.2). We then

refined our discussion by focussing on plans as a suitable representation for

situated agents.

• Knowledge acquisition criteria (section 2.3). We then moved on to

describing the requirements and criteria of a knowledge acquisition capability

that can generate abstract knowledge, with a bias towards plan-like structures.

• Architectures that provide varying levels of support for abstract knowl-

edge representation and acquisition (section 2.4). Finally, we described

and analysed, using the set of criteria defined in section 2.3, an exemplary set

of architectures and approaches.

We now summarise section 2.4 by tabulating how well each architecture fulfils

the set of criteria presented in section 2.3. We will use a simple grading system

and numerical score for each grade in order to produce a numerical overview of each

architecture’s criteria fulfilment:

N/A Architecture has not fulfilled the criterion (0 points).

Weak Architecture has only partially fulfilled, and does not completely fulfil, the

criterion (1 point).
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Strong Architecture fulfils criterion very well (3 points20).

Table 2.2: A table summarising each architecture’s level of fulfilment of the criteria.
The grades have been adapted from expansive discussions in section 2.4.

As can be seen in Table 2.2, knowledge reuse and real-time performance is rela-

tively well accounted for by most architectures. The other criteria: levels of abstrac-

tion, accessibility, explicit temporal knowledge representation, and goal orientation

are met with varying levels of success. The total scores (see Table 2.2) show that,

indeed, these criteria, overall, were not met as well as knowledge reuse and modularity,

and real-time and online performance. Furthermore, accessibility polled the least

amongst the criteria, which is an indication that it is either difficult to fulfil, or not

a criterion considered by the respective designers of the many architectures. The

levels of abstraction criterion was not well met either. As explained in sections 2.3

and 2.1.1, levels of abstraction is a particularly important criterion as its presence

is required for the possibility of knowledge transformation processes to exist in the

system.

20We assign a high value for strong fulfilment of criteria in order to add more weight and thus give
more prominence to architectures/approaches that fulfil certain criterion well, as opposed to those
that only weakly fulfil criteria.
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Of the architectures studied in this chapter, PRODIGY fulfils the criteria the best.

Soar and CIL2P performed the worst by virtue of its lack of goal orientation and

explicit temporal knowledge representation. It also had weak knowledge reuse, did not

have a highly accessible knowledge representation, and did not have highly distinct

levels of abstraction in the knowledge base. Soar also did not perform very well, and

importantly, did not poll well on levels of abstraction—an important criterion in this

thesis. CLARION also performed very well, and it performed particularly well in the

levels of abstraction criterion.

2.5.2 Our architectural approach

Despite CLARION not performing the best out of all the architectures against our set

of criteria, it did possess a conducive architectural structure for knowledge transforma-

tion, as presented in our study of CLARION in section 2.4.4. PARIS is also another

architecture that utilises representation of different levels of abstraction to achieve

knowledge transformation. Cases within the case-based reasoning system are acquired

and refined through an abstraction process, which is a knowledge transformation

process similar to CLARION.

The execution monitoring approach of Garland and Alterman (2001, 2004) pro-

vides further motivation to our own architecture. In this approach, executions are

monitored and stored as procedures. Procedures (plans) are derived from prior

deliberations and executions through execution monitoring, and these plans are then

stored (‘cached’) and later recalled without the need to employ detailed deliberations.

We observe from our study in this chapter that abstract knowledge (through

“bottom-up learning”) is effectively acquired using a transformational, loosely coupled

hybrid architecture, such as CLARION and the neurosymbolic integration approach,

CIL2P . We place particular emphasis on bottom-up learning in CLARION (Fig-

ure 2.8). However, we do not intend to model top-down knowledge assimilation
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processes that exist in CLARION within our proposed architecture, because we are

only concerned with acquiring abstract knowledge in the form of plans, rather than

assimilating these plans into knowledge representations of low abstraction.

As a model of situated agency, we also intend to base our architecture on the BDI

model. As discussed in section 2.2.1, we do not aim to fulfil the complete specification

of the BDI model, or of plans within the BDI model (as specified by Rao and Georgeff,

1992, 1995). Rather, we make simplifications in both the BDI model and the plan

specification, which will allow us to explore the plan acquisition architecture in this

thesis. This exploration constitutes a first step towards the acquisition of more

complex plans, and within a model of reasoning and plan execution more consistent

with the full specification of the BDI model.

We have shown that there are existing architectures and approaches in the lit-

erature that achieve knowledge acquisition in situated, resource-bounded agents.

However, on the whole it can be said that these systems achieve knowledge acquisition

with varying, and moderate, success.

Although these architectures may possibly be fashioned to achieve our desired

knowledge acquisition capability, the fact remains that because they are not designed

for the purposes set out in our research aims, they do not meet certain requirements

(section 2.3), as highlighted in Table 2.2. Given that our objectives for knowledge

acquisition are specific to our research aims, these shortcomings are understandable.

All the architectures were designed either for the purpose of modelling cognition, or

achieving general agent intelligence. Hence, the objectives of these architectures are

not consistent with our own objectives for knowledge, and ultimately plan, acquisition

(discussed in sections 1.2 and 2.1).

The properties evident in CLARION and neurosymbolic integration approaches,

such as CIL2P , form a reasonable argument for choosing a two-level hybrid trans-

formational architecture consisting of two separate, loosely coupled modules, each
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utilising a separate knowledge representation. In accordance with our research aims

outlined in section 1.2, we have explored and settled on this type of architecture in

this chapter. The following chapters present the details of this knowledge acquisition

architecture and explore its qualities in situated, resource-bounded agent settings.



Chapter 3

Towards a plan acquisition

architecture

In this chapter we firstly present further background to a plan acquisition architecture.

We discuss communication of plans as one advantage of a plan acquisition capability in

multiagent systems. Following our background study in chapter 2 where we discussed

various architectures and approaches that might achieve knowledge acquisition in

general, we provide high-level description of a two-level, hybrid architecture that

achieves plan acquisition.

3.1 Introduction

So far we have discussed the merits of higher-level, abstract forms of knowledge in

sections 2.1 and 2.2, and justified acquiring and utilising this kind of knowledge in

certain systems and domains where it is not immediately available from appropriate

sources. We have reviewed these architectures with a view to systems that utilise plan-

like knowledge representations and also systems that achieve knowledge acquisition

processes that may be adapted for plan acquisition. Since our thesis scope is on

situated, resource-bounded agents, we focussed on such systems. We have discussed

96
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key concepts such as knowledge acquisition, hybrid systems, inter-agent communi-

cation and the nature of knowledge representation. Importantly, we have provided

a detailed account of existing architectures, approaches and systems that may go

toward fulfilling the thesis aims (section 2.4), and then discussed their relevance to

our research aims (section 2.5).

In this chapter, we present a high-level architecture that combines different rep-

resentations, reasoning and knowledge acquisition processes. The architecture will

set out the requirements, form and structure of an architecture that can realise

our objectives of plan acquisition. However, before we do so, some motivations

and background will be presented that provides further support for our approach.

Specifically, we seek to gain support through discussions of hybrid systems as an

approach that can, generally speaking, achieve acquisition of knowledge from data

of low abstraction to knowledge of high abstraction. We juxtapose our own high-

level architecture with some hybrid systems discussed previously in chapter 2. In the

following chapter, we present the full specification of our architecture.

3.2 Communication

Another feature of our architecture we intend to leverage is communication. As

discussed in section 2.2, plans can be communicated between agents, as well as

understood by humans. We intend to include the capability to communicate specific

plans from the agents’ plan libraries to other agents in the multiagent system (MAS),

and explore the benefits of this approach in this thesis.

3.2.1 Sharing knowledge amongst agents

The specific purpose of communication that we intend to focus on is to share knowl-

edge between agents. Sharing of knowledge is most applicable amongst coopera-
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tive agents (Stone, 2003; Stone and Veloso, 2000; Stone, 2007). In situated agents,

this communicated knowledge would typically be action-oriented. Communication

of knowledge is useful when knowledge about the world in which agents operate

is not uniformly distributed, where agents share such knowledge to benefit other

agents. Communicating knowledge may also provide a means to implicitly coordinate

behaviours between agents. As discussed in section 2.2.3, this strategy has utility in

cases where the agents:

1. Are part of a multiagent system where agents have different capabilities, par-

ticularly with regard to knowledge acquisition.

2. Are cooperating to achieve a common goal.

If an agent interacts with one part of the environment, or a particular aspect of

the agents’ task, that has not been exposed to other agents in the multiagent system,

then this agent can communicate or share this knowledge it has gained from these

interactions to the other agents in order to benefit the group.

Regarding the second point, agents can also implicitly coordinate behaviours

with other agents by ‘injecting’ them with particular plans that will influence their

behaviours, and thus achieve coordinated behaviours between the agents. By commu-

nicating a plan that determines certain behaviours for a given situation and goal, the

communicating agent can instruct the receiving agent how to behave. For example,

consider two agents, A1 and A2, that are in situations, s1 and s2, respectively. These

agents must work together to collect two objects, o1 and o2. If both agents do not

coordinate, then they may both set their internal goals to pick up the same object,

rather than both agreeing on which object to collect. If agent A1 communicates a

plan, pi, to agent A2, which describes the means to collect object o2 when in situation

s2, then agent A2 will go ahead and collect object o2. Agent A1 can then proceed to

collect object o1, and this will achieve the overall team goal of collecting both objects.
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Figure 3.1: Communication of plans between heterogeneous agents at a common,
abstract level.

In multiagent systems (MAS), individual agents can leverage one another’s capa-

bilities by sharing knowledge with each other through communication (Parunak et al.,

2002). One BDI-based system that achieves communication of plans is the Coo-

BDI architecture (Ancona and Mascardi, 2003). In Coo-BDI, extensions to the BDI

model are implemented to allow for agents to cooperate through the exchange of

plans. Specifically, there are several extensions that enable this cooperation: ‘ex-

ternal intentions’ to allow plans from other agents to be executed within the base

BDI interpreter; cooperation strategies that manage the set of agents involved in a

collaboration, including plan retrieval and acquisition policies; extra plan attributes

that determine whether plans within each agent’s internal plan base can be shared,

and specifically which agents they can be communicated to.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the concept, which shows the common knowledge base rep-

resented as plans, and the communication of these plans between agents. Section

3.3 will elaborate on a type of configuration that can achieve our desired outcomes

for plan acquisition, that also satisfies the outcomes of knowledge communication we

have described here.
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3.2.2 Experiences with an agent-based UAV controller

As an example of the advantages of using an appropriate representation, or ‘language’,

to express knowledge that must be understood unambiguously and concisely across

heterogeneous agents, we now look at a somewhat different example.

In earlier work, we have explored the idea of using a different representation

to develop the behaviour specification of a UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) mission

management and control module (Karim and Heinze 2005, also in Karim et al. 2004).

The overall system architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.2. the representation used to

specify the mission management system (MMS) is called the ‘OODA loop’. This rep-

resentation is intuitive to humans, specifically pilots who express aircraft behaviours

in terms of a tactical representation known as the “OODA loop” (Boyd, 1995; Plehn,

2000; Coram, 2002). OODA stands for “Observe, Orient, Decide, Act”. It describes

the pilot (human) agent as situationally aware of its surroundings (Observe, Orient),

and the process of deciding (Decide) is heavily based on these assessments. The agent

then acts (Act) upon it’s chosen course of action. The description of each of these

four phases, in the context of a pilot agent, are described as follows, and illustrated

in Figure 3.3:

Observe Process the data arriving from the flight control system. Perform axes and

unit transformations, filter data searching for important events and relation-

ships, trigger events, assert beliefs. The result of observation is an updated set

of beliefs about the world and events to respond to.

Orient Process beliefs and observation events in the context of current intentions,

mission goals, and beliefs. Construct assessments—reasoned context sensitive

beliefs about the state of the world in the context of the current mission.

Decide From the assessments (and if necessary the observations) decide upon a

course of action. The aim is to reason about appropriate actions from the
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the BDI agent-FCS (flight control system) UAV (unmanned
aerial vehicle) mission management system. The agent is a BDI-based system
implemented in the agent programming language and system, JACK (AOS, 2003,
2004). Behaviours are specified using OODA loop constructs, which are superimposed
on the JACK programming language.

more abstract view of the world provided by the assessments but the option

to access the observations remains. A decision about an appropriate course of

action might be considered to be the mission-level characterisation of the agents

intent. An intent which is accorded detail in the following step.

Act Invoke the tactics that fly the aircraft. These plans provide the detailed pre-

scripted recipes for achieving the desired mission.

OODA is an intuitive way of representing knowledge for many combative be-

haviours in which agents face adversarial elements within the environments they are

situated in, including pilots manning military aircraft (Plehn, 2000). In our earlier
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Figure 3.3: The OODA loop (Observe-Orient-Decide-Act), as applied to UAV mission
management. The observe phase gathers data from the environment, the orient phase
derives situational assessments from this data, the decide phase then makes decision
based on these assessments, and the act phase then acts upon this decision. The
process loops continuously.
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work, we proposed the notion of using the OODA representation to express behaviours

for mission management systems (MMS) in UAVs. The MMS performs reasoning and

executes actions to guide the UAV’s overall mission plan in real-time. The essential

task of the MMS is similar to a pilot’s, hence the use of the OODA loop is justified. In

terms of implementation, these OODA loop behaviour specifications are superimposed

onto a BDI programming environment known as JACK (AOS, 2003, 2004). Hence,

the underlying heuristics, or ‘wiring’, is different, and the OODA loop behaviour

specification is simply an abstraction for the purposes of allowing the human designer

(a pilot) to participate in the specification process, and hence produce a more effective

MMS.

From this work, we were able to appreciate the importance of understandability of

an agent’s own internal knowledge base to the human operator. In particular, the idea

of using a familiar language of the OODA loop superimposed onto a BDI-based sys-

tem informs our thinking about communication of knowledge between heterogenous

agents. The process of expressing knowledge in a common language is important when

agents must interact, particularly when each has a different internal representation.

In the case of this UAV MMS design task, the agents involved are the pilot and the

MMS agent, built around the BDI programming language, JACK. For each agent (i.e.

the MMS agent and the human designer) to communicate effectively, the OODA loop

was chosen as the medium: it is a familiar language to express tactical behaviours

in pilots, and can be superimposed onto the BDI system of the UAV MMS, as we

demonstrated in our implementation and subsequent flight trials. Referring back to

Figure 3.1, in this case the high abstract top level is OODA for both the pilot and

MMS, and the low abstract bottom level is BDI for the MMS and some unknown

representation for the human. This work on building a UAV mission management

system has demonstrated that a common representation is necessary if two agents

are to effectively communicate and understand one another, whether it be between
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human agents, artificial agents, or both human and artificial agents.

3.3 A Hybrid approach

We now consolidate the various topics of discussion so far, and discuss hybrid systems

as a suitable basis for the design of our architecture. Before we do, we revisit earlier

discussions about the roles of representations (section 2.1.3) in light of a hybrid

approach to combining representations.

3.3.1 Combining representations

The various roles of representations suggests that some representations are suited to

certain types of applications or reasoning mechanisms. Realistically, it is unlikely that

one representation is universally suited to every possible class of problem/purpose

encountered by autonomous agents—there may be at least one problem/purpose for

which the representation is unsuitable. For situated agents, an abstract representation

might be appropriate for representing knowledge about actions and for reasoning.

However, a less abstract, atomic knowledge representation would be more appropriate,

where only fine-grained associations between environmental state and single actions

can possibly be acquired. It is clear that one representation may be required for

reasoning, and another for low-level, atomic knowledge acquisition1. One way to

work around this problem is to combine representations in a complementary fashion.

In their presentation of the roles of representations, Davis et al. (1993) point out

that attempts to achieve a combination of representations have been influenced by

focussing, firstly, on mechanisms, and secondly, on representations. In the first case,

mechanisms are employed to invoke one representation by another, whereas in the

1Of course, this is not generally the case. There may be a representation for a given problem and
domain where one representation is sufficient for both reasoning and knowledge acquisition.
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second case the inference mechanisms unique to each representation are ‘respected’

so as to combine them synergistically without compromising the intended ‘spirit’ of

each representation (i.e. the associated theories of intelligent reasoning). Where

the focus is on representations, and specifically on combining representations, the

second approach is advocated by Davis et al. (1993). In achieving this aim, both a

representational and a computational architecture should be established. Initially,

a lack of attention to the representational architecture (which organises the various

elements of each representation into a common framework) will be misleading and

may fail to meet the goal of a synergistic system. Hence, representations must be the

initial focus.

Minsky (1991) was amongst the first researchers to initially ignite the discussions

over how “neat” and “scruffy” representations (and associated mechanisms) can be

effectively combined. By neat and scruffy, Minsky refers to symbolic and sub-symbolic

approaches to intelligent system design, respectively. He separates these approaches

into two broad categories (which have been adopted by other researchers before and

since (Bryson, 2000)): top-down and bottom-up. In top-down approaches, the problem

being solved by the AI system is broken down from the higher, common-sense psycho-

logical level, to the bottom level embodied by sensori-motor modalities of actuation

and perception. The bottom-up approach works in the opposite direction, as the

name suggests. Simple computational units combine to create complex behaviours.

Minsky cites neural networks as a prime example, but other models can fulfil the

operation of these simple units such as basic logical or reactive units (e.g. subsumption

architecture, Brooks, 1985, 1990, 1991; Wallis, 2004).

Minsky highlights that these two approaches are complementary: the deficien-

cies of one approach are complemented by the strengths of the other. Top-down

approaches suffer from inflexible mechanisms for handling phenomena which can-

not be represented discretely with crisp abstractions. There are numerous, weakly
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linked interactions between these phenomena which renders top-down (or symbolic,

“neat”) approaches, unable to cope. On the other hand, bottom-up (or sub-symbolic,

“scruffy”) approaches suffer from inflexible architectures that fail to organise the

reasoning task, despite having the ability to process multiple simple units in parallel.

As an example, neural networks are able to organise multiple, atomic networks

to produce actions (output) from environment state (input). However, the nodes

and weights in a neural network cannot be utilised in a reasoning process (Minsky,

1991). Conversely, logical representations (e.g. first-order logic used in STRIPS,

Fikes and Nilsson, 1971) can be used to perform reasoning on facts derived from

environment state information. However, the weak interactions between states and

the executed actions are not completely captured in these facts, and therefore these

simple, low-level phenomena cannot be adequately processed and captured within

predicate logic.

As observed by Minsky, bottom-up approaches are paradoxical in that the paral-

lelism inherent in processing multiple simple units (such as in neural nets) does not

fulfil the requirement of functional parallelism which is needed for more complex

reasoning. Functional parallelism refers to a system’s ability to handle multiple

tasks concurrently, and situated agents must manage multiple tasks. Minsky suggests

that to question which single representation to use is, in fact, the wrong question.

Minsky points out that AI researchers have indulged in “reductionist theorising”,

where the objective of system design is to force all processing to utilise a single

knowledge representation. Davis et al. and Minsky have suggested an integrative

solution where multiple, complementary knowledge representations operate together

to achieve overall outcomes.

Taking these cues, we aim to consider how plans can be combined with other

representations in an effort to achieve the kind of architecture that Minsky and

Davis et al. had in mind.
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3.3.2 Hybrid systems

As we discussed in chapter 2, researchers such as Medsker have suggested that

no one knowledge representation, and by extension no one reasoning formalism2

is sufficient to cover all the needs of knowledge representation and processing. In

other words, it may be the case that one particular representation in a particular

domain and problem is sufficient. However, to propose that a representation can

suit all possible domains and problems is unrealistic. As a solution to this problem,

Medsker (1995) recommends a hybrid approach that combines different approaches in

a complementary fashion. Each approach utilises separate representations, as well as

reasoning, learning and action execution processes. The weaknesses of one approach

is complemented by the strengths of the other.

There has been some work in hybrid systems that set out to achieve a synergy be-

tween different representations. Some examples include PARIS (Bergmann and Wilke,

1996, discussed in section 2.4.7) and MANTRA (Bittencourt et al., 1994). In both

cases, different representations are used at different levels within the architecture,

where the representation is chosen appropriately for the function being fulfilled at that

particular level. Minsky (1991) makes a distinction between top-down and bottom-

up approaches (section 2.1.1) with a similar view that different representations and

reasoning formalisms in a hybrid combination yields advantages in capability and

performance (see section 3.3.1). Minsky states:

...Top-down systems are handicapped by inflexible mechanisms for dealing

with very numerous, albeit very weak, interactions, while the bottom-

up systems are crippled by inflexible architectures and organisational

limitations. Neither type of system has been developed to be able to

2According to Davis et al. (1993, discussed in section 2.1.3), who show that representations and
reasoning formalisms are closely linked.
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exploit multiple, diverse varieties of knowledge. Which approach is best

to pursue? This question itself is simply wrong. Each has virtues and de-

ficiencies, and we need integrated systems that can exploit the advantages

of both. (Minsky, 1991, emphasis added)

As discussed in section 3.3.1, Medsker (1995) advocates a similar hybrid approach

to Minsky. He, like Minsky and Davis et al., also recognises that there is an al-

most inextricable link between knowledge representations and reasoning formalisms.

Specifically, Medsker uses two popular architectures: neural networks and expert sys-

tems3, to highlight a complementary relationship between subsymbolic and symbolic

representations:

The two technologies [i.e. neural networks and expert systems] in many

ways represent complementary approaches, and neural network compo-

nents can be the best solution for some of the problems that have proven

difficult for expert system developers and allow system developers to

address problems not amenable to either approach alone. (Medsker, 1994,

emphasis added)

Although he focusses on neural networks and expert systems, Medsker’s example is

mirrored by other researchers in hybrid system research, particularly in neurosymbolic

integration. The basic categories, originally outlined by Medsker and Bailey (1992),

are as follows: unified architectures, transformation architectures and hybrid modular

architectures (of which there are loosely or tightly coupled, and fully intergraded

variants). Neurosymbolic integration, and these broad categories, have been discussed

at length in section 2.4.9. The ideas and categories of neurosymbolic integration

3Expert systems have since received less attention in the research community, but are still relevant
for the purposes of illustration here (Feigenbaum, 1979).
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presented in section 2.4.9 are potentially applicable to integration of other repre-

sentations other than rules and neural nets. In this thesis, we aim to show plans

as an integral representation in a transformational architecture consisting of plans

as the abstract representation and another finer grained representation as the lower

abstraction representation.

3.3.3 CLARION: A model for combining representations

As discussed in section 2.4.4, the CLARION architecture is a two-level architecture

consisting of, so called, implicit and explicit representations. Both representations

coexist and operate in tandem, and are intended to model the way knowledge is

represented and processed in human cognition. In the implementation of CLARION,

the implicit representation is a localist neural network and the explicit representation

is a library of condition → action rules. Learning can occur in two ways: top-

down or bottom-up. In top-down learning, the existing top-level, symbolic knowledge

base (rules) is assimilated into the bottom-level, subsymbolic knowledge base (neural

nets). In bottom-up learning, low-level learning (Q-learning) in the bottom level is

integrated with rule extraction at the top level. Each component of the extracted rule

in the top level is linked to nodes at the bottom level that stimulate rules, and then

links the response of the rules to relevant nodes at the bottom level for actuation.

The bottom-up learning approach is illustrated in Figure 2.8.

Bottom-up Approaches Let us look more closely at what precisely is meant by

top-down and bottom-up. As Hoare (1999) describes it, scientific research can be

broadly categorised as being either top-down or bottom-up, with the underlying aim

being to manage the complexity of the problem being tackled. Top-down approaches

tend to look at the big picture, where abstract phenomena covering vast ranges

are considered and there is a process of narrowing down in scale to smaller, more
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observable phenomena. A somewhat left-field example is the study of cosmology

where the vast distances of intergalactic space are considered, and are then related

down to phenomena that can be explained with the naked eye. Bottom-up approaches,

on the other hand, work in the opposite direction where smaller, primitive phenomena

are considered. Such approaches then work methodically upward in scale until larger

phenomena can be explained in terms of the original small scale phenomena. An

example of a bottom-up approach is the field of particle physics, which aims to explain

properties of subatomic particles and relate them upwards to atoms, and further

upwards to molecules. Hoare goes on to highlight the potential for intersections of

related research areas that take opposing approaches whose paths may meet. These

motivations are analogous to motivations behind hybridisation. In our examples,

cosmology and particle physics have recently entered into an area of intersection in

their respective fields.

In CLARION, bottom-up learning essentially involves learning of implicit, or

small scale, representations first, and explicit, or large scale, representations later

(Sun, 2002). In this kind of learning, the explicit knowledge arises from implicit

knowledge. Although both types of knowledge acquisition exist in CLARION, Sun

believes that bottom-up learning is the most significant form of learning, at least

in “everyday human activities” (Sun, 2002, and references therein). Sun makes an

important observation about top-down learning:

... Models [of top-down knowledge acquisition are] not developed to

account for [knowledge acquisition] in the absence of, or independent from,

preexisting explicit ... knowledge. (Sun, 2002, emphasis added)

What Sun is saying here is that top-down learning requires explicit knowledge

to exist in the agent’s knowledge base prior to behaviour execution and learning.

In cases where explicit knowledge is not available, this form of learning is either

impossible or very difficult to implement without domain expert input. Bottom-up
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learning does not have such a requirement4. Implicit knowledge can be accumulated

without a large amount of explicit knowledge, and through some sort of acquisition

process, such as rule extraction in CLARION, explicit knowledge can be derived from

the implicit knowledge base.

Work in cognitive science has gone toward proving that bottom-up processes occur

in human learning. In some cases, bottom-up learning precedes the formation of

explicit knowledge (Nissen and Bullemer, 1987; Willingham et al., 1989), and even

explicit knowledge can arise from implicit knowledge (Stanley et al., 1989), similar to

bottom-up learning in CLARION. There are other bodies of work (see references in

Sun, 2002) that empirically and theoretically justify, from a cognitive point of view,

the feasibility and advantages of bottom-up learning.

In summary, the importance of bottom-up learning in the CLARION architecture

has been well documented by Sun (2002). The process of learning implicit knowledge

in the form of neural networks, and then transforming that knowledge up into the

top level in the form of rules is a bottom-up learning process that is, in fact, a

knowledge acquisition process. Our preference is for bottom-up processes to achieve

plan acquisition. This is an appropriate choice given that we are, indeed, focussed

on plan acquisition as opposed to plan assimilation5. The high-level architecture we

present in the following section is essentially such a process, hence we subscribe to

the overall premise of ‘bottom-up learning’ and the hybrid structure of CLARION.

4Except in cases where training examples are used for the agent to learn associations between
environment state and action (Kaelbling et al., 1996). However, there are numerous examples where
bottom-up approaches have acquired knowledge from real-time interactions in the environment,
without the need for training examples.

5In other words, assimilation of plans into another representation, which is actually the reverse
of plan acquisition.
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3.4 A Hybrid, transformational architecture

In this section we present an architecture for acquiring plans, which is based on

concepts and propositions discussed in this chapter thus far, and are summarised as

follows:

• Multiple representations can exist in the system to achieve plan acquisition.

The knowledge representation of high abstraction is the set of acquired plans

themselves, and the low abstract knowledge can be in another representation

that the plan acquisition process derives its plans from. This configuration will

take the form of a hybrid architecture in which two modular levels, with different

underlying representations at each level, are synergistically combined. The

combination will achieve a transformation of knowledge from a representation

of low abstraction, to the plan representation, which is a high-level abstract

representation.

• The process of plan acquisition can be seen as a bottom-up process. As demon-

strated in the CLARION architecture, bottom-up learning acquires rules from

neural networks. We take cues from this bottom-up process. However, top-down

assimilation processes in CLARION are not considered in our architecture.

• A heterogeneous agent system is one where agents have different reasoning

formalisms, knowledge representations and low-level knowledge acquisition pro-

cesses within the multiagent system. As discussed earlier in section 3.2, to

enable communication of plans between heterogeneous agents, there must be

a common and preferably plan-based representation, or language, that is used

by the communicating agents. In our thesis, we do not expect the agent to

merely derive (or ‘translate’) this common representation from its own internal

knowledge base. Rather, we expect the agent to represent this knowledge as an

explicit, stand-alone representation.
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In the following sections, we incrementally develop our architecture, starting from

a basic structure that describes the essential approach.

3.4.1 High-level Architecture

The basic structure is illustrated in Figure 3.4. It consists of two levels that encap-

sulate different representations. The top level operates with knowledge represented

as plans. The bottom level consists of a knowledge representation of a lower level of

abstraction. The bottom level has a more ‘intimate’ interaction with the environment.

Apart from action execution which is shared with the top level, the bottom level

representation is grounded in the environment through fine grained state data. These

interactions with the environment are passed upwards via the knowledge of low level

abstraction at the bottom level. This is achieved through grouping action execution

and state data that is a result of performing actions using knowledge at the bottom

level. The top level interacts with the environment through the bottom level: plan

step execution (i.e. single actions) are processed one at a time.

Plans are constructed from states and actions that originate from (state, action)

tuples at the bottom level. The top-level is based on BDI, but as we discuss below,

is not an extension of BDI. The common element between top and bottom levels are

state-action tuples. This interface between top and bottom levels is illustrated in

Figure 3.5. The top level can form plans from a stream of state-action tuples that

the bottom level generates as it learns and executes behaviours in the environment.

These state-action tuples can occur at regular intervals in time. If the agent does

not perform an action at any discrete point in time, the state-action tuple will reflect

this by assigning a “no action”, or empty parameter, for the action component of the

state-action tuple.

Figure 3.6 illustrates, with added detail, the complete high-level architecture show-

ing how plans are generated as well as how they are executed. The interaction between
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Figure 3.4: High-level architecture for plan acquisition.

Figure 3.5: The integration of the top and bottom levels: A bottom-up process.
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Figure 3.6: Detailed hybrid plan generation architecture.

the top and bottom level occurs through state-action tuples. As the bottom-level

perceives, acts and learns in the environment, it produces these state-action tuples

that are processed by the top-level, plan generation system. From these observations,

plans are acquired and added to the plan library when an opportunity arises to acquire

knowledge from the bottom level into plans at the top level. Plan acquisition can take

place when single actions are executed by monitoring the executions of these bottom

level actions. Furthermore, at various stages of the execution cycle, a plan is selected

and executed. A decision to choose a plan (from the top, BDI level) to execute over a

single action (from the bottom-level) is made when: (i) there are no plans currently

being executed, and (ii) the expected utility (EU) of the chosen plan is higher than

that of the single action from the bottom level. We present the detailed heuristics of
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these processes in the following chapter.

Expected utility is a numerical value that indicates the potential benefit that is

possible from executing the plan. It is computed for a given behaviour that places

a value on the potential reward that can be achieved by executing the behaviour

(Russell and Norvig, 2003). It is used for nondeterministic domains where predictions

on expected utility are made, sometimes using a probability distribution based on

evidence of performing actions leading to likely states (Russell and Norvig, 2003). In

this thesis, reward values (i.e. actual perceived utility) of single actions are fed up to

the top level where it is used to form a value for expected utility for a plan.

The action executor considers both the selected plan and the single action recom-

mended by the bottom-level. If the plan recommended by the top-level has a higher

reward than the bottom-level single action, it is selected for execution, and vice-versa.

This switching between top-level plans and bottom-level single actions is similar to

the consideration of top- and bottom-level actions in CLARION (section 2.4.4). The

utility of the executed plans are monitored and updated after observing resulting

reward values from executing these plans. Reward is a numerical value that measures

observed benefit achieved from executing an action/plan. Plans that perform well

are promoted, whereas poor performing plans are demoted. The ascription of reward

values, and the associated processes of updating these values, is a departure from the

standard BDI model described earlier in section 2.2.1.

This high-level architecture illustrates complete adherence to the three main points

listed in section 3.4 above:

1. The architecture has two levels, each with different deliberation and knowledge

representation. As we mentioned earlier, the top level contains the plan rep-

resentation within the BDI model, and the bottom level an representation of

lower abstraction.

2. The plan acquisition process is exclusively bottom-up. State-action tuples
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originating from the bottom level are packaged, received and acquired into plans

by the top level during execution.

3. If all agents within a MAS utilise this architecture to acquire plans, communi-

cation between agents using plans as the ‘language’ can potentially occur.

3.4.2 Plan representation and BDI model simplifications

In section 2.2, and also briefly in section 1.1, we discussed plans in the context of BDI

agents. We specifically mentioned the complete specification of plans are abstract,

hierarchical and complex in structure. In the BDI model, the execution of plans

can potentially alter according to the situations that the agent faces. However, the

deliberations are constrained through the selection of the plan, which specifies a

particular course of action despite the potential for the eventual sequence of actions

performed to alter depending on the situation. The only real commitment that the

agent makes is to its intentions. The plan is executed flexibly and hence is abstract

in representation.

In order to facilitate the exploration of the plan acquisition architecture presented

in this thesis, we simplify some aspects of the plan representation. Specifically:

1. We constrain plans to consist of a linear sequence of actions. There are no

complex structures such as loops, conditional branches, etc.

2. We eliminate the requirement for the plan to be abstract and instantiated to

specific situations. Rather, the plan specifies an explicit sequence of actions

that is executed whenever it is selected.

3. We remove the requirement for the plan to be hierarchical. That is, subgoals

(further intentions) are not spawned during the execution of the plan.
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The architecture is based on the BDI model of Rao and Georgeff (1992, 1995),

but makes numerous departures and simplifications from it. In this BDI model, plan

execution can possibly be interleaved. That is, more than one plan can execute

concurrently. Furthermore, in the BDI model there may be multiple concurrent

intentions that the agent commits to. The BDI cycle ensures that there is consistency

both in plan execution and intention fulfilment. In our architecture, we make further

simplifications, this time to the BDI execution cycle:

1. We impose the constraint of single plan executions, as opposed to multiple,

concurrent plan executions.

2. We impose the constraint of having only single intention commitment and

management, rather than multiple intention commitment and management.

Again, these simplifications are made to facilitate our exploration of the plan

acquisition architecture. Although it is not achieved in this thesis, the ultimate aim

of this work is to achieve plan acquisition of more complex plans, as described in sec-

tion 2.2, and supported by Bratman et al. (1991), Pollack (1992), Rao and Georgeff

(1992, 1995) and Rao (1997). The ultimate aim is also to achieve multiple plan

and intention processing where interleaving of plan executions, and commitments to

multiple intentions, are possible.

The architecture is not strictly an extension of the BDI model, but is based on

it. It makes departures and simplifications from the BDI model in a pragmatic effort

to focus on, and achieve to a certain level of success, a plan acquisition capability

within a BDI-centric architecture. The architecture we have presented at a high-

level in this chapter does not necessarily constrain the adoption of a more complete

view of the BDI model. It does not necessarily preclude the acquisition of a more

complex plan representation, or the processing of multiple plans and intentions. The

elaborations of this architecture presented in the following chapter incorporate these
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simplifications into the architecture. Hence, our explorations in this thesis constitute

a “first step” towards the ultimate aim of a plan generation system that fulfils a larger

set of characteristics of the BDI model.

3.4.3 Requirements

The high-level architecture has been described in detail, but what type of knowledge

is required for this high-level architecture to be realised? What types of agents and

problem types is it suited to?

The process of transforming knowledge from the bottom-level to the top-level will

require a priori knowledge to drive the process in our plan acquisition system. In

CLARION, where there is a similar process of knowledge transformation between

bottom and top levels, this knowledge is generic and is not specific to the domain

or problem type; it is a property of CLARION itself and is not configurable (Sun,

2002). This is because the top level is rule-based, and the stimulus of the rule can be

directly mapped to the state information of the subsymbolic, bottom level.

However, for plan acquisition the process is not straightforward. Although the

context, or precondition, of a plan can be directly mapped from state information

at the bottom level, the goal information cannot be mapped directly without some

domain specific knowledge. This is due to the complexity of deriving an agent’s

goals at any given time, and also the range of possible goals an agent can pursue.

This knowledge is essentially a set of cues that specify the acquisition of plans with

domain expert defined goals. There can be more than one goal, and in our architecture

presented in this thesis, the agent can choose to fulfil only one goal at any given point

in time. The specified goals are essentially subgoals of the agent’s overall goal.

It may be the case that the bottom level has explicitly represented goals. However,

it is not a straightforward process to automatically derive these goals for use at the

top level. Furthermore, the semantics (i.e. the meaning and descriptions) of the goals
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themselves cannot be derived. A domain expert is required to configure goals at the

top level. In fact, the domain expert must define heuristic information associated with

these goals that will facilitate the acquisition of plans that go towards fulfilling the

particular goal. We develop this idea further when we present the detailed architecture

in the following chapter.

In addition to domain expert knowledge, for plan acquisition to be possible there

must be certain perception and derived knowledge available to the top level. At any

given moment in time, the following pieces of information must be present:

1. State information.

2. Action at that state.

3. Reward value for that action executed in that state.

The reward value is computed at the bottom level, and is used by the top level

to generate a reward value for each acquired plan. The top level could potentially

generate its own values for plan reward. However, for effective cooperation between

top and bottom levels, the top level reward value should be consistent with that

used at the bottom level. This is required for a balanced plan/action execution and

acquisition heuristic across both top and bottom levels. As such, in our architecture

we make the assumption that the reward values for single actions are available from

the bottom level.

3.4.4 Comparison with other architectures

So far in this chapter we have presented a detailed high-level architecture for plan

acquisition, provided motivations for taking a hybrid approach, and discussed possi-

bilities for communication that are leveraged by the architecture. We now discuss this

architecture with respect to other architectures discussed in this chapter and chapter

2.
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As discussed in section 3.3 above, CLARION is a major influence on our archi-

tecture. The idea of representing knowledge with different levels of abstraction, and

the process of knowledge transformation between representations, has inspired our

proposed architecture. However, where our architecture differs is that plans are the

high abstract representation rather than rules. Furthermore, our architecture is based

on the BDI execution cycle, in that the process of plan acquisition is interleaved with

the standard cycle of goal (desire) and intention deliberation, and plan selection.

An important aspect, and motivation, of this process is that plan acquisition can

conceivably occur in real-time, and online—which is one of the criterion used to assess

various architectures in section 2.4. We will discuss this criterion along with others

in more detail when we make a more detailed comparison in chapter 6, specifically in

section 6.4.

Our architecture differs from CLARION in that the top level uses the plan rep-

resentation, and the process of plan acquisition process is driven by domain expert

defined cues. Hence, the plan acquisition process is not a generically specified heuristic

that can be applied across many domains, but requires specific configurations from a

domain expert.

The intentional learning architecture of Subagdja (2007) and Subagdja et al.

(2009), and similarly the BDI multiagent induction learning approach of

Guerra-Hernandez et al. (2001, 2004) are also quite different from our architecture.

In each, the plan acquisition process is implemented within the BDI model. In

the case of the intentional learning approach, plan acquisition is specified as plans

themselves (so-called meta-plans). Hence, the acquisition of plans is a result of the

execution of a plan, and hence is a result of the agent’s commitment to an intention

to learn, which is instantiated from its set of possible goals. In the approach described

by Guerra-Hernandez et al., plan acquisition occurs through induction processes.

Although Guerra-Hernandez et al.’s approach to acquiring plans is not incorporated
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into the BDI execution cycle itself, the result of plan acquisition is exclusively

plans and, like Subagdja’s intentional learning approach, there is no intermediary

representation.

In our architecture, plan acquisition occurs via a separate module that acquires

knowledge in a different representation, using a separate heuristic. The coupling of

this separate, bottom level with the top, plan-based level is through an execution

monitoring process that interacts with the bottom level rather than the environment.

Hence, the architecture transforms knowledge from the representation at the bottom

level to plans at the top level, via the monitoring of bottom-level executions encap-

sulated in (state, action) tuples. The idea of our architecture is similar to that of

Garland and Alterman (2001, 2004). In this approach, previous executions that were

a result of first principles reasoning that are computationally expensive to execute,

are recorded (or monitored) into abstract, temporal knowledge that describes the

required behaviours. Rather than performing these first principles reasoning again

when the agent comes across a similar situation, this abstract temporal knowledge

can be recalled. In a similar vein, our architecture plans are acquired that describe

temporal sequences of actions that would be generated step-by-step at the bottom

level. We discuss the details of the parallels between our architecture and that of

Garland and Alterman and CLARION in section 4.3.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have provided further discussions for the choices made in our

architectural approach. Specifically, we discussed: (i) the advantages of a hybrid

approach with regard to communication of plans amongst heterogeneous agents, (ii)

transformational hybrid approach as a suitable approach for our plan acquisition

architecture, (iii) the cues taken from the CLARION architecture in our own proposed
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architecture, and (iii) a high-level presentation of the architecture.

The plan acquisition architecture consists of different modules that have separate

representations and reasoning heuristics that synergistically combine into a hybrid

approach. The architecture is based on a simplified, cut-down version of the BDI

model and plan representation, as specified by Rao and Georgeff (1992, 1995). These

simplifications to BDI and plans are made to facilitate exploration of the plan acqui-

sition architecture, that we elaborate on in the following chapter. Furthermore, the

top level also switches execution between single actions recommended by the bottom

level, and plans by recommended by the top level.

We now have a high-level architecture that sets out what needs to be accom-

plished in the eventual, detailed architecture. These various requirements have also

been related back to conceptual discussions from cognitive and engineering aspects.

The following chapter will cover a detailed architecture that realises the high-level

architecture discussed in this chapter.



Chapter 4

PGS: A hybrid plan acquisition

architecture

In this chapter we present an architecture that realises the high-level architecture

described in the previous chapter. We call our architecture the plan generation

subsystem, or PGS.

4.1 Introduction

As described in chapter 3, the PGS architecture acquires plans into a “top-level”

module through interactions with a “bottom-level” module that learns and executes

behaviours in the environment. PGS operates with this bottom-level module to not

only acquire plans, but also execute them in the environment during run-time. This

execution of plans is managed through a switching mechanism between the execution

of plans and the execution of single actions from the bottom level.

PGS takes cues from the BDI execution cycle, and hence we will juxtapose the

PGS and BDI cycle in section 4.4. We then describe the aspects of PGS that

introduce a plan acquisition capability into a BDI-based architecture by describing

each component of the architecture as subfunctions (section 4.3 to 4.7). While
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describing each PGS subfunction, we will refer back to the BDI execution cycle,

and describe how each component compares.

Section 4.8 provides a detailed algorithm that incorporates all of the subfunctions

presented earlier, expands on the abstract PGS cycle, and is the definitive specifi-

cation of the PGS algorithm. We finally present some alternative design choices, or

modifications, to the normal PGS algorithm. We will explore all of these features

of PGS in the following chapter (chapter 5), where we present case studies involving

implementations of PGS in two grid-world domains.

4.2 From plans in BDI to plans in PGS

We have described the BDI model in section 2.2.1, including the execution cycle and

constituent components. In PGS, we adopt a subset of the properties of plans, as

discussed in section 2.2.2. We elaborate and emphasise these simplifications here.

The following description of plans is the view taken in this thesis, which is different

from the wider views of plans. A plan goes towards achieving a particular goal, and

has a specific precondition or context that encompasses a set of situations. The

structure of plans, as viewed in this thesis, consists of a minimal set of attributes:

• Goal, Gj. The plan goal determines the goal condition that can invoke and

activate the plan, as well as specifying the goal state that the plan attempts to

achieve.

• Precondition, ei. The plan precondition specifies the condition that must be

held so that the plan is applicable.

• Body, bi. The plan body describes the course of action that will be executed

if the plan is adopted. In PGS, the plan body consists of a simple sequence of

actions, with no formation of subgoals.
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We formally define the components of plans:

G = {G1, G2, ..., Gn}, where Gj ∈ G (4.2.1)

ei = s
′

i, such that ei → si (4.2.2)

bi = {ai,1, ai,2, ..., ai,m} (4.2.3)

ri = EU(pi) (4.2.4)

pi = {Gj, ei, ri, bi} (4.2.5)

P = {p1, p2, ..., pq} (4.2.6)

A plan, pi (equation 4.2.51) is part of a plan library, P (equation 4.2.6) and consists

of the following elements:

• A specific goal Gj ∈ G, where G is a predefined set of possible goals (equation

4.2.1). Gj describes the goal state that the plan, pi, intends to achieve. The

goal construct, Gj, contains additional elements which will be described in more

detail in section 4.3.

• ei is the context in which the plan, pi, is relevant (equation 4.2.2). ei is based on

situation si, which is a numerical vector describing attributes of the environment

1Note that this definition of plans is specific to PGS and differs from the general specification of
plans given in equation 2.2.1, section 2.2.2.
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at a particular point in time. ei is based on si (ei → si), and is a modification

of situation vector such that it is more general (s
′
i)

2.

• A plan body, bi, that consists of a sequence of m actions, ai,m (equation 4.2.3). bi

describes the temporal action sequence that relates to the behaviour pertaining

to the plan, pi.

• The reward of plan pi, ri.

The context formulation (equation 4.2.2) is based on an assumption that the

context of a plan should only be based on the situation in which the plan was created.

This situation is the one occurring during the action of the first step of the plan, that

is m = 1, i.e. action ai,1 (equation 4.2.3). The situation in which the other actions

occur are not aggregated into the context. The reasoning behind this assumption is

that the context of a plan is related to the beginning of a plan. That is, when a plan

is selected, the situation at the start of the plan is relevant to its overall context. For

the purposes of our thesis, only the initial situation forms the basis of the context.

Again, this is a simplification of the general definition of plan context defined by

Rao and Georgeff (1992, 1995), where plan context can aggregate a wider range of

information, beyond the initial situation. A plan can have other attributes such as:

side effects, post-conditions, or costs (Subagdja and Sonenberg, 2005; Karim et al.,

2006b). In the simplest form, the plan body consists of a list of actions as a sequence.

In a more complex form, the body may contain more complex relations between

actions such as loops, conditionals, branches, etc. Plans can also be hierarchical,

where subgoals are spawned. However, all of these attributes are omitted in our

study to simplify the plan representation.

2For example, consider si = {x1, x2, x3}, where x1, x2 and x3 are specific state attributes that
are part of si. A generalised si is s

′

i, could be s
′

i = {x1, x2}, which is more general due to the fact
that x3 is removed. s

′

i then becomes the context, ei.
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The mechanism for acquiring plans in agents must take the structural aspects

and attributes inherent in the plan representation into account. The agent should be

made to select and acquire, from its own experiences, the appropriate information to

describe the goal, precondition, and body attributes of the plan representation. To

this end, the BDI model is appropriate for representing and processing plans. The

plan acquisition capability can effectively operate within BDI, with the constructs

described in this section constituting an appropriate starting point.

4.3 Goal-Clue tuples

The bottom level essentially is the first stage of knowledge acquisition. Interactions

with the environment are initially performed at the bottom level, and plans are

acquired through monitoring and synthesising these bottom level executions. Once

these plans are acquired, they can be executed in subsequent execution cycles.

In addition to the architectural cues we have taken from CLARION (section

3.3.3), the essential idea of monitoring executions in Garland and Alterman (2001)’s

approach (section 2.4.11) has inspired the heuristics we have developed in PGS.

PGS acquires plans by utilising a priori knowledge which we call goal-clue tuples.

These goal-clue tuples are defined by a domain expert at design-time, and are a

central component within the PGS architecture. As the name suggests, goal-clue

tuples consist of two components: the goal and the clue. There may be one or more

goal-clue tuples specified within a PGS configuration, depending on the environment,

domain, problem/task, as well as the designer’s own objectives for plan acquisition.

We now formalise goal-clue tuples in the following two equations. Figure 4.1 also

illustrates what goal-clue tuples are, and how they are utilised in PGS:

Gj = (Gj, Lj) (4.3.1)
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Lj = {cj,1, cj,2, ..., cj,l} (4.3.2)

Bottom level Module

Plan
with Goal 1

Plan
with Goal 2

Plan
with Goal n

Goal 1 Goal 2 Goal n...................

...................

...................

Data

Domain
Expert

Plan Library

BDI Top Level

Clue 1 Clue2 Clue n

PGS

Figure 4.1: The “clues” metaphor used for acquiring plans. The data is transferred
from the bottom-level up towards the top-level, as indicated by the upward pointing
arrows. This data first starts as state-action tuples from the bottom-level (“data”),
which are transformed into plans that are assigned goals. The clue is a type of ‘funnel’
that facilitates this transformation of state-action tuples by directing them into the
appropriate plans. Plans that are acquired from this process are ascribed goals, which
are like folders that categorises the plan. Goals and clues are related (goal-clue tuples)
and the domain expert defines these goal-clue tuples a priori at design time.

The domain expert has design-time input on goals and clues. They must be

specified for the plan acquisition process to be effective. In equation 4.3.1, Gj consists

of a goal description (or simply ‘goal’), Gj, and a clue, Lj. Gj is a description of the

specific end-state that the designer specifies (e.g. “move to safe location”) and is not

a state or a set of conditions. It semantically describes the goal state in general terms,
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rather than specifying precisely what the goal state is. For example, Gj would not

be defined as something like “move to position x”. This is because the plans that

are acquired will be general, and during subsequent plan selection in future execution

cycles, these acquired plans must be applicable for a wide range of situations, and as

means to fulfil a wide range of goal states. For example, the goal “move to position x”

may also fulfil the more general goal of “move to safe location”. However, it will only

fulfil the general goal if “moving to position x” achieves that goal. Indeed, “move to

position y”, or perhaps “move in direction z” may also fulfil the general goal of “move

to safe location”. By ascribing the more general goal of “move to safe location”, the

resulting acquired plans that are assigned to this goal become more general3.

The clue, Lj, is the triggering condition to record the plans that go towards

achieving the goal Gj, and hence is closely linked to Gj. Recording, or acquisition

of actions into plans, terminates once Lj ceases to hold. It defines the conditions for

which the goal, Gj, is relevant, in order for PGS to begin recording actions executed

at the bottom level. All conditions within Lj must fire for the overall clue to fire.

The condition, Lj, that triggers the recording of plans is associated to the goal, Gj,

and hence the recorded plans go towards achieving Gj. Lj consists of a series of

conditions, cj,l (equation 4.3.2), which specify particular values, or ranges of values,

that are based on the state vector (si) attributes. Each condition incorporates one or

more state attributes.

We illustrate how goal-clue tuple are processed with an example. Consider a

fictitious state-action tuple, (si, ai), with the si vector having the following values:

si = {si,1, si,2, si,3, si,4} = {4, 6, 9, 75} (4.3.3)

3We discuss this aspect of goal specification in the guideline for making design choices in PGS
later in section 6.3.2.
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Now consider a clue, Lj, specified as follows:

Lj = {cj,1, cj,2, cj,3} (4.3.4a)

= {si,1 = 2, si,3 > 4, si,4 ≤ 3} (4.3.4b)

There are three clue conditions: cj,1, cj,2 and cj,3 (equation 4.3.4). In this example,

each of these conditions is based on a specific state attribute. From equations 4.3.4b

and 4.3.3, we can see that:

1. Condition cj,1 will not fire because si,1 6= 2,

2. Condition cj,2 will fire because si,3 > 4,

3. Condition cj,3 will not fire because si,4 � 3,

As we can see, only cj,2 will fire, and hence the overall clue, Lj, will not fire.

As a result, the process of transforming the series of state-action tuples into plans

will not be initiated in this example. This process will be applied to the entire set

of goal-clue tuples, G, and at every execution cycle when a new state-action tuple,

(si, ai) is presented to PGS.

G is also used in plan selection. The same process in the above example occurs

during plan selection. At each execution cycle, (si, ai) is processed with each Gj ∈ G.

If Lj fires, then the goal is deemed ‘active’ in the situation si, and plans in the plan

library P with the same goals as the active goals will be considered for selection.

To summarise, each goal-clue tuple determines whether a particular action ex-

ecuted in a particular state goes towards achieving its ascribed goal. If the clue

condition is true, then PGS will start constructing a plan from this state-action

tuple. Subsequent state-action tuples are then considered for these plans if the clue

condition continues to hold. PGS then processes these subsequent state-action tuple
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such that actions are appended to the end of these plans. Figure 4.1 provides a

simplistic, overall illustration of how plans are acquired from the state-action tuples

at the bottom level using the goal-clue tuples. Data in the form of state-action tuples

flow from the bottom level and are processed into plans, that are ascribed particular

goals. The clues can be likened to ‘funnels’ that direct relevant state-action tuples to

the appropriate plan with the appropriate goal. The goals can be likened to ‘folders’

that categorise the plans to a particular goal. In addition to plan acquisition, goal-

clue tuples are also used during plan selection. The clue conditions are also used to

decide what goals are relevant in a given situation. That is, which goal, Gj should

the agent try to fulfil given the situation, si. We will describe how goal-clue tuples,

G, are used in plan selection in section 4.7.

From these descriptions it is clear that the configuration of the goal-clue tuples is

critical to the effectiveness of the plan acquisition and plan selection processes, and

the quality and type of plans acquired. We describe the plan acquisition and plan

selection heuristics, as well as other heuristics of PGS, in the following sections.

4.4 The abstract PGS cycle

Before describing in detail the specific heuristics, we describe the abstract PGS

execution cycle to give an overall picture of PGS. As we have discussed in previous

sections, PGS is based on BDI, but is not an extension to it, according to the

specification of Rao and Georgeff (1992, 1995). Algorithm 2 describes this cycle,

which is based on the BDI execution cycle, described in Algorithm 1, section 2.2.1.

The points of difference between PGS and BDI are underlined in Algorithm 2. These

differences highlight the fact that PGS represents a significant departure from BDI,

despite having some commonalities. A summary of these differences is described as

follows:
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1. In PGS, plan acquisition, deliberation and execution is based on state-action

tuples received from the bottom level. The main loop in the BDI cycle has

been modified in the PGS cycle (line 2, Algorithm 2). In the PGS cycle, the

cycle, which is a for loop, is based on state-action tuples from the bottom level,

(si, ai), rather than an infinite loop that constantly checks for events in an event

queue, as is the case in the BDI execution cycle.

2. Reward values of plans are stored and adapted on-the-run during executions.

Observed reward values from the bottom-level are used to compute these val-

ues for each plan. Furthermore, confidence values are stored and updated to

numerically rank the effectiveness of plans from actual executions. Confidence

values and reward combine together to produce an overall, quantifying value—or

“absolute reward”—of the plan.

3. At the start of an execution cycle, if a plan has already been selected from a

previous iteration of the cycle, then it will execute the next step of the plan and

continue to the next iteration of the loop (line 4).

4. However, if a plan has not been previously selected, the cycle will deliberate on

options (goals), and attempt to select a plan that has a higher reward than the

bottom level action (line 11). If the plan is deemed to have a lower reward than

that of the bottom-level action, then the action is executed instead (line 16).

5. Plan acquisition occurs towards the end of the cycle, when no plan has been

selected and executed (line 15). Plans are generated from the state-action tuples

that are processed in each iteration of the cycle, and are cumulatively built

through subsequent cycle iterations. Once the clue condition fails to hold in a

sequence of contiguous state-action tuples, plan acquisition terminates for the

current plan. Once a plan is acquired, the plan body will not be amended in
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later execution cycles. The only aspect of the plan that is amended is the plan

confidence value, which is adjusted after it is selected and executed.

Algorithm 2 The abstract PGS cycle, which is based on the BDI execution cycle
(Algorithm 1) incorporating a plan learning acquisition capability, and modified plan
selection and execution subfunctions. The differences between this algorithm and
Algorithm 1 are underlined. The cycle iterations are triggered by state-action tuples
from the bottom-level. P is the plan library and is reset in initializeStep().

1: initializeStep()
2: for each state-action tuple occurrence, Ci = (si, ai), handled in real-time do
3: if isExecutingPlan() then
4: executePlan()
5: continue
6: end if
7: options← optionGenerator(si)
8: selectedOption← deliberate(options)
9: ps ← updateIntentions(selectedOption, ai)

10: if ps selected from updateIntentions then
11: executePlan(ps)
12: continue
13: else
14: ri ← reward(Ci)
15: associateToPlan(Ci, ri,P)
16: executeAction(ai)
17: end if
18: getNewExternalEvents()
19: end for

The abstract PGS cycle describes the PGS heuristics at an abstract, high-level.

We now present the detailed ‘subfunctions’ of PGS, before tying them altogether in

section 4.8, where the detailed PGS heuristic is described.

4.5 Plan acquisition

Following on from our definition of goal-clue tuples which are central to the plan

acquisition process, we now describe the detailed plan acquisition heuristics. In the

heuristics we describe in the following sections, the goals, G, contain the goal and the

clue in the goal-clue tuple.
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The plan acquisition capability of the goal-clue tuple mechanism, and all the

other required components pertaining to plan acquisition, are based on the BDI

execution cycle (Algorithm 1). The function for acquiring new plans is at the end

of the loop, and only after the plan selection subfunctions have failed and there is

no plan to execute. This is shown in the amended PGS cycle we have presented in

Algorithm 2. Throughout the following sections we will make reference to Algorithm

2, which describes the abstract PGS cycle and serves to highlight the differences

between the PGS and BDI cycles. The plan acquisition process is described in the

associateToPlan subfunction (line 15 of Algorithm 2).

We now describe the detailed operations within the plan acquisition function,

associateToPlan, described in Algorithm 3. The first stage of the algorithm (from

line 1), all goal-clue tuples, G, are tested for their relevance to the current situation,

si. If so, it is added to the set of active goals, Ga. The next stage searches for all

plans in the plan library, P, for each active goal, Ga, and appends the action, ai, to

the end of a plan, pi, found to be inSequence (line 10)4.

After appending the action, ai, to the plan, pi, the algorithm then checks the

length of the plan and activates it once it has reached a threshold length, β (line 12).

This step ensures that only plans of a certain length are active in the library: until

the threshold plan length, β, is reached, a plan will not be considered for selection and

execution. By default, the threshold is set to one, but this can be altered. If no plans

are found to be inSequence, then the function proceeds to createNewPlan (line

18) using the active goal, Ga, current situation, Ci, reward value at Ci, ri (calculated

at line 175), and the plan library, P .

4“In sequence” refers to state-action tuples that occur in adjacent execution cycles. For example,
consider three actions occurring in three consecutive cycles, a1, a2 and a3. In this example, (a1, a2)
and (a2, a3) are in sequence, however (a1, a3) is not in sequence.

5This reward value is actually a hypothetical, or prospective value. It is obtained from a
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Algorithm 4 describes the createNewPlan subfunction. In this subfunction,

the precondition is created by filtering the situation, si, on the goal, Gi (line 1,

Algorithm 4). The filter subfunction (see below) creates a filtered situation, s
′
o, that

is more general, and specific to goal, Gi, such that it can be used as a precondition,

ei, of the new plan being created. We describe In line 2, the newly created plan, pn,

is created, and consists of:

• The goal, Gj,

• Plan context, ei = s
′
o, where s

′
o is a filtered state so.

• ri, which is the plan reward,

• And finally a plan body {ai}, which only has one step during initial plan

acquisition

We have made reference to the relevant and filter subfunctions within the

associateToPlan and createNewPlan subfunctions, respectively. These sub-

functions are based on the goal-clue tuples, G:

• In the case of relevant(Gj, Ci), the clue condition Lj (where Lj ∈ Gj) is

applied to the state-action tuple, Ci. If Lj holds for si, then relevant(Gj, Ci)

will fire, and plan acquisition occurs for goal Gj. Algorithm 5 describes the

heuristics.

• In the case of filter(Gj, si), the same process occurs as in relevant. However

the result of the process is to create the plan context, ei, based on a filtered state,

calculation of what reward value the bottom-level module would perceive if it did execute the action.
This actually requires the PGS algorithm to have some a priori information about reward/utility
functions at the bottom level, which requires a slightly more coupled interaction between PGS and
the bottom-level. This is necessary for consistent interaction between both levels.
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s
′
o. The state attributes that are not part of conditionals in Lj are removed in ei.

This results in a plan context which is more general: the state attributes that are

removed from the plan context are not considered, and hence The precondition

for filter is that Lj fires in state si, which is the case when createNewPlan

is called. Algorithm 6 describes the heuristics.

Algorithm 3 PGS: associateToPlan(Ci, r,P). Associates action information
from within Ci = (si, ai), with reward, ri, to appropriate plan from plan library,
P . G = set of all specified goals, and Ga = set of active goals, where Ga ⊂ G. β =
minimum allowable plan length

Require: Ci = (si, ai) (current state-action tuple from bottom level) and plan
library, P , and set of all specified goals, G, as input.

1: for all Gj ∈ G do
2: if relevant(Gj, Ci) then
3: Ga ← Ga ∪Gj

4: end if
5: end for
6: for all Ga ∈ Ga do
7: for all pi ∈ P , such that pi has goal Ga do
8: if inSequence(pi) then
9: isP lanAppendedToF lag = true

10: append(ai, pi)
11: if planLength(pi) ≥ β then
12: activate(pi)
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
16: if isP lanAppendedToF lag = false then
17: ri ← reward(Ci)
18: pn ← createNewPlan(Ga, Ci, ri)
19: P ← P ∪ pn

20: if planLength(pn) ≥ β then
21: activate(pn)
22: end if
23: end if
24: end for
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Algorithm 4 PGS: pn ← createNewPlan(Gj, Ci, ri). Creates a new plan, pn,
using goal, Gj, situation, Ci = (si, ai), and associated reward, ri, as a basis.

Require: A goal, Gj, to associate to the new plan; situation-action tuple, (si, ai),
and associated reward, ri, to base the creation of the new plan on.

1: s
′
o ← filter(Gj, si)

2: pn ← {Gj, s
′
o, ri, {ai}}

3: return pn

Algorithm 5 PGS: relevant(Gj, Ci). Tests if state-action tuple, Ci, is relevant
to the goal Gj. If clue condition Lj (where Lj ∈ Gj) holds for si ∈ Ci, then this
subfunction returns true.
Require: A goal, Gi; state-action tuple, Ci.
1: for all cj ∈ Lj, where Lj is the set of clues, and Lj ∈ Gj do
2: if cj does not hold for Ci then
3: return false
4: end if
5: end for
6: return true (all clue conditions, Lj, hold)

Algorithm 6 PGS: s
′
o ← filter(Gi, si). Filters situation si to produce s

′
o, which

is a context situation for goal Gi. s
′
o is used as a context that is ascribed to a plan

when it is first created.
Require: A goal, Gi; situation, si.
1: for all xj,i ∈ si, where xj,i is an attribute of state vector si do
2: if xj,i is relevant to Gi then
3: s

′
o ← s

′
o ∪ xj,i

4: end if
5: end for
6: return s

′
o
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4.6 Plan execution and plan confidence

In the previous section we have described the plan acquisition subfunction, which is

an integral part of PGS. However, plan execution and how it is managed alongside

single action execution from the bottom level, is an equally important aspect of PGS.

The plan execution subfunction essentially executes the selected plan in the environ-

ment. After plan execution, the reward values perceived from the environment are

consolidated, and the confidence value of the plan is reinforced if the plan contributed

to positive outcomes, or penalised if the plan contributed negatively to outcomes.

We adopt the strategy of executing a plan to completion without internal inter-

ruptions6. Hence, if a plan has not been executed to completion between iterations of

the execution cycle, then there is no need to perform any other computations other

than executing the next step of the plan. On the other hand, if a plan has been

executed to completion, other operations can proceed. As a result, plan execution

can be performed either before or after plan acquisition. This is primarily to prevent

unnecessary computations in the case that a plan has been selected in a previous

iteration of the execution cycle.

In order to select a plan from a subset of relevant plans for a given situation, the

plans must be ranked somehow. In machine learning, expected utility (EU) is often

used to rank several options in order to make an informed choice (Kaelbling et al.,

1996; Sutton and Barto, 1998; Russell and Norvig, 2003). We utilise reward and

confidence values to make similar deliberations over plans in PGS. The plans acquired

from the plan acquisition heuristics presented in the previous section have an initial

6In this strategy the agent cannot be interrupted whilst executing a plan, and hence must execute
a plan to completion. The only possible interruptions are those that terminate the agent’s ability to
perform actions anymore and thus break from the agent’s execution cycle, such as certain external
failure or success events. An alternative to this strategy is to allow non-terminating interruptions
to take place during the execution of a plan. Such an interruption could occur if the situation
has changed unexpectedly, or the agent’s goals have changed. However, we have not included this
functionality for reasons of simplicity.
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reward value, ri that is obtained during initial plan creation7. After subsequent

executions of plan pi, a confidence value, ci (which is initialised to 1), is adjusted

according to the outcome of the plan execution: ci is incremented if a positive outcome

is observed, and decremented if a negative outcome is observed. Equation 4.6.1

describes the absolute reward value that combines the initial reward value, ri, and

the confidence value, ci:

absoluteReward(pi) = ci × ri (4.6.1)

Absolute reward essentially is the initial plan reward, ri, weighted by the plan

confidence, ci. The outcome of this reward policy is that plans that may start out

with a certain ri value will have their absolute reward adjusted after subsequent

iterations. The more success the plan achieves, the higher its confidence and absolute

reward. Plan selection is based on this value, and the absoluteReward subfunction

computes this value.

Algorithm 7 PGS: executePlan(ps). The subfunction for executing actions within
a selected plan, ps.

Require: ps (selected plan) as input. Access to plan library P.
1: rs ← executeAction(nextStep(ps))
2: P ← reinforcePlanConfidence(ps, rs,P)

The details of plan execution are described in Algorithm 7. The first step is to

execute the next step of the plan (line 1, Algorithm 7). Then the plan confidence is

reinforced (line 2). Algorithm 8 outlines the reinforcePlanConfidence subfunc-

tion that is called at the end of Algorithm 7. In this subfunction, the confidence level

of the selected plan will be incremented or decremented based on two factors: if the

action that has just been executed is valid, meaning that the action can be executed

7See section 4.5, and specifically Algorithm 4, for details on how ri is obtained.
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Algorithm 8 PGS: P ← reinforcePlanConfidence(ps, ri,P). This subfunction
reinforces the confidence of plan, ps, based on the reward value, r. Finally, it updates
the plan library, P , with an altered ps, or removes ps .

Require: ps (selected plan), reward value observed after executing ps to completion,
rs, initial reward value of the plan, ri, and plan library, P , as input.

1: if nextStep(ps) is valid then
2: if lastStep(ps) then
3: if ri > rs) then
4: incrementConfidence(ps)
5: else
6: decrementConfidence(ps)
7: end if
8: end if
9: else

10: decrementConfidence(ps)
11: end if
12: if absoluteReward(ps) < minimum threshold then
13: P ← removePlan(ps,P)
14: end if

in the environment (line 1 to 6, Algorithm 8), or invalid (line 10)8. The basis for

updating the plan confidence is determined by testing whether the reward value of

the last step, rs, is greater than (line 4) or less than (line 6) the initial reward value

of the plan ri. This approach will have the result of numerically grading the plan

after it is executed. Plans that contribute to the agent achieving its overall goals will

be promoted, and will more likely to be used again. Plans that do not contribute to

fulfilling the agent’s goals will be demoted, and will be less likely to be used again.

8For example, an agent that is trying to navigate a maze cannot move straight ahead if it is
facing a wall (invalid action), whereas it can move left if there is clear space to the left of the agent
(valid action).
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4.7 Plan selection: Switching between plans and

actions

We have discussed how plans are executed and reinforced in the previous section.

As we will discuss in this section, the PGS architecture must switch between exe-

cuting plans and executing single actions from the bottom level. The execution of

single actions from the bottom level is performed only when a plan has not been

selected and is not currently being executed, because either a plan of sufficiently high

absoluteReward was not found, or the algorithm has suspended plan selection

during the preliminary plan acquisition phase. Hence, PGS must alternate between

plan and action execution efficiently and appropriately.

In the basic BDI cycle (Algorithm 1), option (goal) generation (line 3, Algorithm

1) is determined through an event queue Algorithm 1). An event queue can include

explicit directives that instruct the agent to fulfil a specific goal. Again referring

to Algorithm 2, we can see that in PGS, rather than an event queue, we will pass

the state, si, from the bottom level (line 7, Algorithm 2). Hence, option generation

in PGS determines which option (goal) the agent should fulfil based on the current

state, si
9. The updateIntentions subfunction then considers both the bottom level

action, ai, and possible selected plans based on the chosen goals, selectedOptions

(line 9, Algorithm 2). If a plan is selected from this step, then it is executed (line 11,

Algorithm 2), otherwise the bottom level action is executed (line 16, Algorithm 2).

We now describe the selectPlan subfunction that fulfils the update of inten-

9It must be noted that this approach does not render the agent to be reactive. In a reactive agent,
consideration is not given to the agent’s goal; only the action is considered. In such agents, whether
or not the agent achieves a goal state is not part of the reasoning process, despite the intention of the
resulting action being to achieve a particular goal state. In PGS, the most applicable goal to achieve
is chosen, based on the situation. Even though the resulting actions might be the same between a
reactive agent and a PGS agent for a given situation, the PGS agent will make the decision based
on the goal it deems most relevant.
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tions, as described in Algorithm 9. The first stage of the algorithm goes through

all plans in the plan library (line 1, Algorithm 9) and only considers plans that

are activated (line 210). The filter subfunction (line 4) returns only the salient

components of si, that is relevant to the goal, Gi. inContext then selects a plan

based on the filtered situation, ei = s
′
i. This means that plans are selected on the

basis of both the situation, si, and the goal-clue tuple, Gi. In other words, the selected

plan is chosen on the grounds of whether it matches the situation, si, and on whether

the plan can go towards achieving the goal, Gi. This plan, pi, is then shortlisted

(line 6), and one plan with the highest reward value is chosen from the shortlisted

plans (line 12). Finally, the absolute plan reward (absoluteReward(ps)) and the

action reward (reward(ai)) are compared. However, if the action, ai, has higher

reward than the selected plan, ps, then the plan is not selected (line 13), and the

PGS execution cycle will select the bottom-level action instead. That is, ps is set

to null and subsequently ignored in favour of action, ai. We discuss this switching

mechanism in the following section.

4.8 Putting it all together

In this section we describe the overall PGS module heuristics by bringing together all

the subfunctions and ideas discussed in previous sections.

4.8.1 Differences between PGS and BDI cycles

When comparing the abstract BDI cycle (Algorithm 1) and the abstract PGS cycle

(Algorithm 2), there are a number of differences. In PGS, we have essentially adopted

the basic BDI cycle and made some modifications that are required for plan acquisition

10See also how plans are activated during plan acquisition in Algorithm 3, line 12.
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Algorithm 9 PGS: ps ← selectPlan(si, ai). Returns selected plan, ps, with
respect to current bottom level state-action tuple, (si, ai), set of goal-clue tuples,
G, and the plan library, P .

Require: (si, ai),G,P as input. Pl = null
1: for all pi ∈ P do
2: if isActivated(pi) then
3: for all Gi ∈ G do
4: ei ← filter(Gi, si)
5: if inContext(ei, pi) then
6: Pl ← pi ∪ Pl

7: break
8: end if
9: end for

10: end if
11: end for
12: ps ←maxr(Pl)
13: if absoluteReward(ps) < reward(ai) then
14: ps = null
15: end if
16: return ps

and execution of plans or bottom-level actions. The differences are discussed as

follows:

Modified loop In BDI cycle, the main loop (line 2) is a non-conditional loop that

iterates whenever processing within the loop completes. On the other hand,

PGS cycle iteration are based on occurrences of state-action tuples (line 2). A

state-action tuple occurs when the bottom-level recommends an action to be

executed in a particular situation. The action and state are then presented to

PGS, which in turn triggers the cycle.

Goal selection In the BDI cycle, goals are selected from an eventQueue (line 3,

Algorithm 1) before a set of goals (‘options’) are selected (line 4, Algorithm 1).

However, in the PGS cycle one goal is chosen from the set of possible goals,

and the decision is made from the situation, si (line 8, Algorithm 2). In this

sense, PGS forces the agent to be ‘single-minded’ in its approach to plan/goal
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selection. There is no consideration of multiple goals, or interleaving of multiple

plans. Such parallel goal/plan processing would increase the complexity of the

PGS cycle.

Attitude management Attitudes relate to the stack of desires (goals) and inten-

tions (plans) that are currently being processed (Rao and Georgeff, 1992, 1995).

At any point in time, there may be multiple goals (see above point), and

subsequently multiple intentions (plans) being executed. Hence, in the standard

BDI cycle specified by Rao and Georgeff, these attitudes must be revisited and

managed after the deliberations, and after execution of intentions/plans (lines

8 and 9, Algorithm 1). However, in the PGS cycle the agent’s goal selection

is ‘single-minded’, and subsequently only one plan is selected at any one time.

Once the plan executes to completion, a new plan will be selected. There is no

parallel processing of plans/goals, and hence no further attitude management

is necessary. As a result, there is no attitude processing at the end of the PGS

cycle.

The PGS cycle is based on the standard BDI cycle, but departs from it in the

above ways. The implications on behaviour are that since multiple, concurrent goals

cannot be chosen, the agent can only try to achieve one goal at a time. Furthermore,

complex plan structures are not acquired and executed, including the formation of

subgoals within plans. We have discussed these departures from the specification of

BDI throughout chapters 1, 2 and 3. This makes the PGS cycle more simplistic, and

allows the agent to focus on acquiring and executing one plan at a time. After the

initial acquisition of a plan, the same plan may be selected again in subsequent cycles.

If the PGS agent where required to manage multiple attitudes (i.e. commitment to

multiple intentions), then the reinforcement/penalisation process may be disturbed

by these competing attitudes. The complexity of the reinforcement and penalisation

of plans, the management of plan execution, as well as the acquisition process itself,
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is less when only single attitudes are required to be managed. This is because the

interactions, specifically the issues surrounding concurrency, between attitudes, are

not present when only single attitudes are allowed.

4.8.2 The detailed PGS heuristic

Algorithm 10 The PGS plan generation and hybrid system integration. The various
subfunctions referenced throughout the algorithm are described in detail in previous
sections.
Require: C = {C1, C2, ..., Cα, ..., Cn} a set of bottom level state-action tuples, where

Ci = (si, ai) in which si is the state and ai the action. α is a threshold value
such that PGS is activated after the α-th state-action tuple, Cα, is received by
PGS, where α is a threshold value. Initialise plan library, P , set selected plan,
ps = null, and plan to append, pe = null

1: for each consecutive Ci = (si, ai) that occurs at the bottom level, handled in
real-time do

2: ps ← executingPlan()
3: if ps 6= null (i.e. ps selected) then
4: executePlan(ps)
5: continue loop (next Ci)
6: end if
7: ps ← selectPlan(si, ai, G,P)
8: if ps 6= null (i.e. ps selected) then
9: executePlan(ps)

10: continue loop (next Ci)
11: end if
12: if in Ci, i ≥ α, i.e. the state-action tuple threshold, α, has been reached then
13: ri ← reward(Ci)
14: P ← associateToPlan(Ci, ri,P)
15: end if
16: executeAction(ai)
17: continue loop (next Ci)
18: end for

A detailed description of the PGS heuristic (algorithm), incorporating all the

subfunctions described in previous sections, is presented in this section. Algorithm

10 describes the heuristic. We will also relate each process in the detailed PGS

algorithm described in Algorithm 10 to corresponding processes in the abstract cycle

presented in Algorithm 2. As the bottom level executes, it provides state information
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and the corresponding action that has been selected for execution in that state as a

state-action tuple Ci. PGS iterates through each Ci as they occur in the execution

environment (line 1, Algorithm 10). PGS switches between executing single actions

at the bottom level and executing plans from its plan library depending on a utility

function of both plans and single actions. When PGS is not executing a plan, it is

executing a single action from the bottom level and also possibly acquiring plans from

this action execution. The plan acquisition and execution cycle is initially dominated

by the bottom level as the plan library is not sufficiently populated with enough plans

(line 12). As PGS acquires knowledge from the implicit knowledge base of the bottom

level into the explicit knowledge base of the plan library in the top level to gradually

populate the plan library, PGS will start to employ the use of plans more frequently,

and thereby improve the confidence of effective plans.

Firstly, the algorithm checks to see if a plan was chosen in a previous iteration

of the loop (line 2, Algorithm 10) and executes the next step of the plan if (line 4).

If the plan step is executed, the loop will continue to the next iteration, or in other

words, the next state-action tuple (line 5). If a plan was not selected from a previous

iteration of the cycle and the next step was not executed, then PGS will proceed to

select a plan, ps, from its plan library, P , using the state-action tuple, (si, ai), and the

set of goals, G, as a basis (line 7). The selectPlan subfunction will either return a

plan if one exists in P , or null if there is no such plan or the action, ai, has a better

reward than any appropriate plan within the plan library.

This function is an important subfunction of the PGS algorithm that controls plan

selection and switching between the bottom level and the top BDI level. If a plan is

selected, it is executed (line 9). Otherwise, if no plan is selected, PGS then proceeds

to use the Ci from the bottom level to associate it to a plan in the plan library (line

14). Once ai ∈ Ci is processed and is either associated to an existing plan or used as

the basis for creating a new plan, then PGS finally executes the action (line 16), and
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the loop is continued (line 17).

4.8.3 Challenges in integrating top and bottom levels

The integration of the top and bottom levels is complicated by the fact that macro

level behaviour specifications, plans, are being integrated with an atomic, single

action. The challenges are two-fold: firstly, how do we decide on which to execute–

a plan from the top-level, or a single action at the bottom level. Specifically, the

difficulty here is in comparing the utility of a sequence of actions (a plan) to a single

action. A function that aggregates utility over an entire plan was developed, which

effectively calculates the ‘end result’ utility of the plan. The second challenge in

integrating top and bottom levels was in the execution of the plans, if and when they

are selected for execution. Plan execution can be interrupted by particular conditions

or stimuli, or it can be allowed to execute to completion. We chose to allow plans to

execute to completion for several reasons: (a) if plan execution were to be interrupted,

subsequent plan reinforcement and penalisation might not reflect the true utility of

the plan as it was not ‘given a chance’ to execute completely, (b) decisions on when

to interrupt execution were not clear, and (c) there is an overhead in implementing

heuristics for plan execution interruption, which may compromise response time of

PGS and thus affect its ability to operate within situated, resource-bounded agents.

4.8.4 An example running trace

To explain the PGS architecture, Figure 4.2 illustrates an abstract, fictitious running

trace of PGS. The trace is simplified for clarity and ease of explanation. Specifically,

it focusses on the plan acquisition process. Plan/action execution occurs at every

cycle, but is not illustrated in Figure 4.2. The trace depicts an abstract, fictitious

scenario, which illustrates how PGS operates. The box labelled “FALCON” (see

section 5.1.2) is a chronological sequence of rules executed in the environment, and
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“PGS” is a chronological trace of plans being acquired from these FALCON rules. In

(a) the rules being executed do not fire any clues, so no plans are acquired yet. In (b),

rule 3 with situation s3, fires clue 1 so plan acquisition begins. In (c), latest situation

s7 no longer fires clue 1, or any other clue, so plan acquisition for p1 terminates. In

(d), s9 fires clue 2, so plan acquisition for a new plan, p2, begins. In (e), the rules no

longer fire clue 2 (or clue 1) so acquisition of p2 terminates.

The execution of plans or actions would occur during phases where plans are

not being acquired (i.e. Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(e)). The decision to execute a plan

from the plan library, or the bottom-level action recommended by the bottom level

is dependent on a comparison of reward values of the most appropriate plan and the

bottom-level action. During the plan acquisition phases (i.e. Figures 4.2(b), 4.2(c)

and 4.2(d)), plans are acquired and the bottom level actions (i.e. the FALCON rules)

are executed.

4.9 Alternative PGS heuristics

Variations on the PGS algorithm (Algorithm 10) are possible, and, indeed, many have

been tried and tested during the course of developing the original PGS architecture.

Although many have not yielded the desired outcomes, in terms of performance and

plan quality etc., some variations have yielded results that are worthy of empirical

investigation. We present several variations here:

Contiguous plan acquisition Longer plans should improve the performance of a

plan-based agent system such as PGS (Sun and Sessions, 2000; Pollack, 1992,

; and section 2.2.2). By executing longer plans, the agent can reduce deliber-

ations, and thus improve performance. Longer plans also group together more

related actions under a plan, which is a desirable outcome for plans (sections

2.2 and 4.2). In this modification, adjustments to the original PGS heuristic
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(a) Rules being executed (b) Clue 1 (L1) fires, acquisition begins in p1

(c) p1 acquired (d) Clue 2 (L2) fires, acquisition begins in p2

(e) p2 acquired

Figure 4.2: A running trace of PGS using FALCON as the bottom-level.
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are made that achieve contiguous plan acquisition. By forcing contiguous plan

acquisition, the likelihood of acquiring longer plans is increased.

Plan library pruning We also implement an additional plan library pruning mech-

anism that occurs at set intervals during execution. In the process of acquiring

plans, there are many plans that are not useful or relevant. These plans increase

the complexity of plan selection as the required search time is a function of the

plan library size11. By removing these superfluous plans, we not only reduce

the time required for plan selection, we also remove the possibility of the agent

selecting these poor performing plans.

Plan communication We explore communicating plans between agents in various

configurations. As discussed in sections 2.2.3 and 3.2, plan communication has

benefits of knowledge sharing amongst cooperative agents.

We describe these variations in the following sections.

4.9.1 Contiguous plan acquisition

This variation to PGS incorporates a slightly modified plan acquisition strategy.

The original PGS algorithm only records the bottom level action into a plan after

prior plan deliberation has failed to produce a suitable, existing plan from the plan

library for execution. In this variation, presented in Algorithm 11, plan acquisition

can occur before plan deliberation. The circumstances that this occurs is when in

the previous iteration of the cycle, an action was incorporated into a plan and a flag

is set (line 26). This flag is referred to in the subsequent iteration (line 7) where the

action can be acquired into a plan before plan deliberation (line 17). Depending on the

11This assumes a ‘brute force’ method of search (Russell and Norvig, 2003) is employed during
plan selection.
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Algorithm 11 The PGS plan generation and hybrid system integration with modified
plan acquisition heuristic that increases contiguous plan acquisition. This algorithm
is a variation of Algorithm 10, with a different plan acquisition strategy with increased
contiguous plan acquisition. The areas of difference are underlined.

Require: C = {C1, C2, ..., Cα, ..., Cn} a set of bottom level state-action tuples, where
Ci = (si, ai) in which si is the state and ai the action. α is a threshold value
such that PGS is activated after the α-th state-action tuple, Cα, is received by
PGS. Initialise plan library, P , set selected plan, ps = null, and plan to append,
pe = null

1: for each consecutive Ci = (si, ai) that occurs at the bottom level do
2: ps ← executingPlan()
3: if ps 6= null (i.e. ps selected) then
4: executePlan(ps)
5: continue loop (next Ci)
6: end if
7: if isRecordingP lanF lag = true then
8: ri ← reward(Ci)
9: P ← associateToPlan(Ci, ri,P)

10: if isPlanAcquisitionSucceeded() then
11: executeAction(ai)
12: continue loop (next Ci)
13: else
14: isRecordingP lanF lag = false
15: end if
16: end if
17: ps ← selectPlan(si, ai, G,P)
18: if ps 6= null (i.e. ps selected) then
19: executePlan(ps)
20: continue loop (next Ci)
21: end if
22: if in Ci, i ≥ α, i.e. the state-action tuple threshold, α, has been reached then
23: ri ← reward(Ci)
24: P ← associateToPlan(Ci, ri,P)
25: if isPlanAcquisitionSucceeded() then
26: isRecordingP lanF lag = true
27: end if
28: end if
29: executeAction(ai)
30: continue loop (next Ci)
31: end for
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success of the plan acquisition process (line 10, i.e. associateToPlan subfunction),

the algorithm can either execute the action and continue the loop (line 11) or reset

the isRecordingP lanF lag (line 14) and proceed with the rest of the algorithm.

The net result of this arrangement is that once a plan is being acquired, the

algorithm gives priority to the plan acquisition process in subsequent iterations of

the cycle. This ensures that contiguous cycles of plan acquisition can be sustained

without interruptions from competing processes, such as plan selection, and thus

ensure that plans of greater than one step length are acquired. In the original PGS

algorithm, plan selection can potentially interrupt contiguous plan acquisition. This

is due to the fact that plan selection occurs before plan acquisition in the original

PGS cycle (see steps 7 and 14 of Algorithm 10).

There are also other ways to ensure the size of plans is high. In lines 11 and 12

of Algorithm 3, we can set the threshold value, β, such that only plans of greater or

equal length to β will be activated. This is one way to ensure that the plan library

has plans of a certain length. However, it does not proactively facilitate the creation

of such plans during the plan acquisition process in the first place. This is where

the alternate PGS heuristic described in Algorithm 11 differs; it strives to create

plans of larger length through a greater tendency to acquire plans in longer sustained

contiguous cycles.

4.9.2 Plan library pruning

Another possible means to improve the performance of PGS is to introduce an extra

plan library pruning operation on top of the existing processes. The existing process

for pruning, or removing, plans is the removePlan method (line 13 of Algorithm

7). However, this process only occurs after a plan is executed meaning that the only

plans that are selected can potentially be pruned. There may be plans that are not

executed regularly, whose absolute reward is lower than the threshold, and hence is
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unnecessarily residing in the plan library and affecting system performance. What is

perhaps needed is a separate process that runs occasionally to perform some ‘garbage

cleaning’ to the plan library in order to remove plans of low reward value.

We propose a modification to the PGS heuristic that introduces this plan library

pruning functionality. The modification to the base PGS heuristic, presented in

Algorithm 12 and also in Algorithm 13, is fairly simplistic. Essentially, the modi-

fication forces the algorithm to prune the plan library (line 3 of Algorithm 13) at

regular intervals during execution (line 2 of Algorithm 13). Algorithm 13 outlines

the subfunction, prune, that performs the actual pruning of the plan library, and is

called from within the PGS heuristic (Algorithm 12).

4.9.3 Plan communication

We have discussed plan communication between agents in section 2.2.3. We will now

present the modifications to the basic PGS algorithm that enables plan communica-

tion that is concordant with those early discussions. Although communication can

occur during a number of stages of the PGS cycle, we have chosen communication to

occur during the execution of a plan12. The current plan that the agent intends to

execute will be considered for communication, because it has been selected through

a process that chooses plans based on highest reward value, and is therefore most

likely to be of benefit to recipient agents. The plan execution subfunction was first

described in section 4.6, Algorithm 7. The modified subfunction is described below

in Algorithm 14, which communicates plans if communication is activated (line 4,

Algorithm 14). A separate subfunction, Algorithm 15, is called that actually decides

12This decision has been made for pragmatic reasons. Rather than periodically analysing the
entire plan library to select particular plans to communicate to other agents, this approach chooses
to communicate a plan it is currently executing. This approach eliminates the need to periodically
analyse the plan library for discovering plans to communicate.
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Algorithm 12 The PGS system with an incorporated plan library pruning heuristic.
This algorithm is a variation of Algorithm 10, with an added plan library pruning
component. The areas of difference are underlined.

Require: C = {C1, C2, ..., Cα, ..., Cn} a set of bottom level state-action tuples, where
Ci = (si, ai) in which si is the state and ai the action. α is a threshold value
such that PGS is activated after the α-th state-action tuple, Cα, is received by
PGS. Initialise plan library, P , set selected plan, ps = null, and plan to append,
pe = null.

1: for each consecutive Ci = (si, ai) that occurs at the bottom level do
2: if i = 1000, 2000, ... then
3: P ← prune(P)
4: end if
5: ps ← executingPlan()
6: if ps 6= null (i.e. ps selected) then
7: executePlan(ps)
8: continue loop (next Ci)
9: end if

10: ps ← selectPlan(si, ai, G,P)
11: if ps 6= null (i.e. ps selected) then
12: executePlan(ps)
13: continue loop (next Ci)
14: end if
15: if in Ci, i ≥ α, i.e. the state-action tuple threshold, α, has been reached then
16: ri ← reward(Ci)
17: P ← associateToPlan(Ci, ri,P)
18: end if
19: executeAction(ai)
20: continue loop (next Ci)
21: end for

Algorithm 13 PGS: P ← prune(P). This subfunction prunes the plan library, P
to remove plans below a threshold value, γ.

Require: Plan library P .
1: for each plan, pi, in the plan library, P do
2: if absoluteReward(pi) < γ then
3: P ← remove(pi,P)
4: end if
5: end for
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whether or not to broadcast the plan to all other agents in the MAS if the plan’s

reward value is above a certain threshold (line 1, Algorithm 15).

Algorithm 14 PGS: executePlan(ps). The subfunction executes actions within
a selected plan, ps. It also incorporates communication of plans if this feature is
activated.
Require: ps (selected plan) as input. Access to plan library P, and other agents

(agents) in the system if the agent is part of a multiagent system.
1: r ← executeAction(nextStep(ps))
2: P ← reinforcePlanConfidence(ps, r,P)
3: if isCommunicationActivated() ∧ isLastStep(ps) then
4: communicatePlan(ps, agents)
5: end if

Algorithm 15 PGS: communicatePlan(ps, agents). Communicates plan, ps, to
other agents in the multiagent system, agents.

Require: ps, selected plan, and agents, other agents in the multiagent system.
1: if absoluteReward(ps) > t1, where t1 is a threshold value then
2: broadcastToAgents(ps, agents)
3: end if

4.10 Architecture fulfilment

We have presented the PGS architecture in detail, with the intention of detailing the

high-level architecture described in chapter 3. In this section, we will briefly discuss

how well this detailed architecture with a full description of constituent algorithms,

has actually fulfilled the original high-level architecture.

PGS performs the plan acquisition process, as well as the action executor process

that balances execution of behaviours between PGS and the bottom level. State

information is taken via the bottom level, and is processed into plans within the plan

acquisition heuristics. Refer to Figure 3.6 for the components of PGS.

One aspect of plan management that has not been fully explored in the archi-

tecture is plan generalisation. Despite the generalisation of context that is achieved

through the filter subfunction, there is room for the context to be further generalised
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beyond what has been achieved by filter. Although we will explore modifications to

the implementation that attempts to generalise the plan context during plan creation

in the following chapter, there is no reiterating process that attempts to increase

the scope of the plan during subsequent executions. That is, plan generalisation is

not a feature of the standard architecture presented in this chapter. As an example

of an approach that achieves generalisation, Meneguzzi and Luck (2008) present a

module that integrates with AgentSpeak(L) (Rao, 1996). In this approach, context

information is generated using a simplified planning graph similar to the graph used

in a system called “Graphplan” (Blum and Furst, 1997). The heuristics used to build

these graphs have low polynomial complexity and hence do not interfere significantly

with the planning process.

4.11 Summary and Discussion

The PGS execution cycle has been discussed in detail, and has been compared to the

basic BDI execution cycle proposed by Rao and Georgeff (1992, 1995). We have

shown how the PGS execution cycle differs from the BDI execution cycle. The

iteration of the loop in PGS is based on state-action tuples that occur at regular

intervals, and that are also inputs to option generation. On the other hand, the

basic BDI cycle is based on events for option generation, and an infinite loop for

environmental interactions, deliberation and perception processes. In PGS, plans are

executed alongside single actions from the bottom level via a switching mechanism

during the plan selection process. PGS executes either a plan or bottom-level action

based on some heuristics that determine which is more appropriate to execute during

plan selection. If a plan has higher reward value than the alternative single action

from the bottom level, it will be selected and executed to completion. Otherwise,

the bottom level action will be executed. Importantly, PGS differs from BDI in that
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the plan library is altered through plan acquisition during run-time. At the start of

execution, and depending on the initial configuration of PGS, the plan library may

not have any plans, whereupon PGS would cumulatively build the library through

plan acquisition, and also potentially through plans that are shared amongst other

agents if the agent is part of a multiagent system where agents cooperate and are

able to share knowledge via communication.

Plan selection is based on the agent’s goals as well as the current situation.

The PGS algorithm searches for a plan whose precondition matches the situational

context, as well as the likelihood of the current situation leading to the achievement of

a goal. This is in contrast to the BDI execution cycle, in which a simpler plan selection

process attempts to match the precondition of the plan to the current situation, with

the goal determined by a human operator that places them in the event queue. In

PGS, plan selection must determine the relevant goal autonomously without external

intervention through its goal-clue tuples. The human operator specifies the goals

(within goal-clue tuples), and PGS decides on which goal to fulfil at any given time

during execution.

In addition to plan selection, goal-clue tuples are central to plan acquisition. Goal-

clue tuples are knowledge specified a priori at design time by the human designer.

These goal-clue tuples act as triggers that essentially monitor and record execution

traces from the bottom level. The recorded execution traces are formed into plans,

with the goals ascribed from the goal-clue tuples. The ‘clue’ provides the trigger

for plan acquisition, and contains information about the conditions under which the

associated goal are likely to be met. In other words, the clue fires when the current,

and subsequent situations are deemed to have a high probability of leading to the

‘goal’ of the goal-clue tuple. A utility, or reward value, is assigned to the plan once

it is created.

Once plans are acquired, they are stored in a plan library and executed in the
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environment in future situation when they are selected. These plan executions are

also introspectively monitored by PGS. Namely, their success or failure is observed

and the confidence of the plan is updated after each execution. The absolute reward

of the plan, which is a combination of the plan confidence and reward values, is used

to select plans in plan deliberations processes.

There are challenges in managing the execution of plans and single actions at

the top and bottom levels, respectively. Firstly, there are challenges in developing

a utility function that effectively compares a macro-level behaviour specification, in

plans, with atomic, single actions. We developed an aggregate utility function that

computes the overall, or ‘end result’ utility of plans, which has shown to be effective.

Secondly, how the plans are executed, and specifically whether they are executed

to completion or are able to be interrupted before they are executed to completion,

are important considerations. We chose to allow plans to execute to completion to

manage the complexities and computational overheads associated with the alternative

of allowing plan execution interruption.

In the next chapter, we explore the PGS architecture presented in this chapter

through case studies in which we exercise an implementation of the architecture

using two domains of varying complexity. The case studies aim to demonstrate the

effectiveness of PGS, to illustrate how PGS can be applied in different domains,

reveal some characteristics of the PGS architecture, and the suitability of PGS to

these domains. We will present a detailed analysis of results from these case studies

and attempt to draw conclusions from them.
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Case Studies

In this chapter we present the empirical work we have conducted using the PGS

architecture. The purpose of these case studies is to verify the feasibility of PGS in

situated domains, and to study in greater detail the characteristics of PGS, in terms

of the properties of the domains in which we have applied PGS.

5.1 Introduction

We will use two grid-world domains to demonstrate the functionality of PGS and

its suitability with the domain. In both cases, PGS will be incorporated with the

same bottom level learning module. Both implementations of the domain have been

initially developed using only the bottom level learning module (i.e. without the

implementation of PGS). These base implementations completely fulfil the adaptive

behaviour and reasoning requirements of the agent at a low-level of abstraction. This

bottom level is called FALCON (A Fusion Architecture for Learning, COgnition, and

Navigation; Tan 2004, see section 5.1.2 for a description). In our experiments, PGS

will act as the top level and FALCON the bottom level.

Briefly, the two domains are:

Minefield Navigation domain In which an agent must navigate around mines in

160
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an n× n grid world to reach a target on the grid. The mines can be configured

to be stationary (static) or dynamic, and the agent can move in all directions.

The agent has limited perception: it can only view the existence of objects in

five directions in a 180 degree field in front of it. This perception is based on

‘sonar readings’, such that the agent cannot distinguish one type of object from

another. The execution and deliberation cycles are discrete, and there is a limit

on the number of cycles (a ‘time limit’) within which the agent must reach the

target.

Pursuit domain In which there are four predator agents and one prey agent on an

n × n grid world. The predators must surround the prey before it escapes by

reaching the boundary of the grid, or a time limit is reached. The prey can move

deterministically or randomly. Both agents’ movements are constrained to up,

down, left and right. All predators have perception of one another’s location

on the grid, as well as the prey’s location. Similar to the minefield navigation

domain, the execution and deliberation cycles are discrete, and there is a ‘time

limit’ within which the predators can capture the prey.

5.1.1 Implementation

We have implemented the PGS architecture within the Java programming environ-

ment. It has been developed as a series of Java classes, which have been integrated

into the implementation of FALCON in the minefield navigation and pursuit domains.

The details of the relevant Java code is described in section B.1.

The algorithms described in the previous chapter are interspersed within the

existing execution cycles present in the minefield navigation and pursuit domains.

A main doStep method, which is called during every execution cycle, is modified

to make the required function calls to subfunctions developed from the algorithms

specified in chapter 4.
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In the case of the standard PGS algorithm (Algorithm 10), the following subfunc-

tions are called within the doStep method:

• executePlan: Executes a plan selected from a previous cycle.

• executingPlan: Checks if plan is being executed from previous cycle.

• selectPlan: Selects a plan from the plan library.

• reward: Computes the reward of executing an action, ai, in si (i.e. state-

action tuple, Ci).

• associateToPlan: Acquires an action, ai, into a plan in the plan library, P ,

given the state, si.

In the case of the modified PGS algorithms with contiguous plan acquisition

(Algorithm 11) and additional plan library pruning (Algorithm 12), the following

additional subfunctions and variables are called/manipulated within the doStep

method:

• isRecordingP lanF lag: A flag that is set when a plan is being acquired, and is

referred to in the subsequent execution cycle to determine if plan acquisition is

in progress.

• isPlanAcquisitionSucceeded: Checks if plan acquisition was successful

from previous execution cycle.

• prune: Additional subfunction that prunes the plan library so that only high

performing plans are kept.

The details of the doStep method are shown in section B.1 of the appendix.
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5.1.2 Integration of FALCON with PGS

FALCON (Tan, 2004) is used as the bottom level in both the minefield navigation and

pursuit domains. It is an extension of predictive Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART)

networks (Carpenter et al., 1992). For reinforcement learning, FALCON makes use

of a three-channel architecture, consisting of a sensory field F c1
1 representing state,

an action field F c2
1 for the available actions, a reward field F c3

1 for feedback received

from the environment, and a cognitive field F c
2 for encoding the relations among

the values in the three input channels. Figure 5.1 illustrates and describes the

process. The reactive FALCON model acquires an action policy directly by learning

the mapping from the current states to the desirable actions. FALCON is essentially

a reinforcement learner (RL) using some standard RL techniques, and is based on an

underlying neural network. Abstract knowledge is acquired from the neural network

as cognitive codes, which essentially are rules.

The predicting process of FALCON consists of three key steps, namely code

activation, code competition, and activity readout, described as follows. First, a

bottom-up code activation process takes place. A code competition process follows

where codes are ranked and a winning action is selected. Upon receiving feedback

from its environment after performing the action aI , FALCON adjusts its internal

representation based on the following principles. Given a reward (positive feedback),

the agent learns that the chosen action executed in a given state will result in a

favourable outcome. Therefore, the system learns to associate the state vector S to

the action vector A. Conversely, if a penalty is received, there is a reset of action

and the agent learns the mapping between the state vector S and the complement of

action vector Ā.

As FALCON presents its knowledge as rules (or codes as they are called in

FALCON), the state information and associated action are readily available to pass on

to PGS in a state-action tuple. In the state-action tuple, the stimulus (or condition)
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Figure 5.1: The FALCON architecture (taken from Tan, 2004). (a) Given the state
vector S, the system performs code competition and produces an action vector A.
(b) Upon receiving a positive feedback, the system learns to associate the state vector
S, the action vector A, and the reward vector R.

of the rule is the state, and the response of the rule is the action. Also, FALCON

operates on a state-based, discrete execution cycle, meaning that each cycle represents

a complete, distinct state and an associated action that was executed at that state.

This allows FALCON to readily integrate with PGS, where PGS requires state and

action information, in the form of discrete state-action tuples1.

Referring back to the heuristics of the PGS architecture described previously in

1Although for continuous domains where state and action do not necessarily occur together,
an interfacing module could conceivably be built that samples the data coming from the agent’s
interaction, such that state and action are discretised together and sent to the PGS module in the
appropriate format.
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chapter 4, we now show exactly how PGS and FALCON integrate within the PGS

algorithm described in Algorithm 10, section 4.8. To start with, at line 1 of Algorithm

10, the bottom level (FALCON) supplies state action tuples. State information,

si, consists of a vector containing the agent’s perception, and the ‘action’, ai, is

the precise action FALCON recommends to execute under this situation, si. This

information is used by PGS throughout the execution cycle. Finally, all single action

executions are performed via the bottom level. In line 16 of Algorithm 10, and also

line 1 of Algorithm 7, the PGS algorithm calls on the executeAction subfunction,

which calls upon FALCON’s actuation capability to perform the required action.

The above descriptions and references to the PGS algorithm provide an overall

description of how FALCON and PGS interact. We will provide further details on

how FALCON and PGS combine when we discuss each domain individually in the

following sections.

5.1.3 Domain Choices

In the introductory chapter (chapter 1), we have discussed motivations of plans and

of plan acquisition in general, and related them to the types of domains that would

be appropriate and relevant. The motivations for using plans as a representation for

knowledge, and using PGS, are:

1. Increased human understandability of the agent’s knowledge base, and

2. Efficient reasoning and execution in situated, resource-bounded agents

The first motivation has been discussed and explored in section 2.2. In this

chapter, we intend to explore the second motivation through extensive empirical in-

vestigations. The minefield navigation domain is appropriate and sufficiently complex

for the utilisation of plan acquisition, on several counts:
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1. The agent is situated in an environment in which it must perform actions to

affect its behaviour and performance. The mines are the principal components

of the environment, and can be static, or dynamic. The BDI model, upon

which PGS is based, is designed for such domains, and has several attributes

that support situated agent behaviours (see earlier discussions in section 2.2.1).

2. It is possible to enforce a time restriction on an agent’s deliberation process

in the minefield navigation domain2. This necessitates a resource-bounded

deliberation process. The BDI model is designed for fewer deliberations than a

model that deliberates over single actions, thus making it amenable to resource-

bounded deliberation (section 2.2.2).

3. The complexity of the domain is sufficiently high to render plans as a suitable

knowledge representation of the required behaviours. Rather than representing

the agent’s knowledge as atomic units of action, there are advantages in repre-

senting the knowledge as plans, which describe one or more actions pertaining

to one of the agent’s goals.

The minefield navigation domain is not as complex as the pursuit domain, however

there is still scope for PGS to improve performance over the FALCON only imple-

mentation. The acquired knowledge may also improve with the acquisition of plans,

as per our detailed discussions in section 2.2 about the merits of plans.

These potential advantages in performance and knowledge representation also

extend to the pursuit domain. Due to the presence of multiple interacting agents,

a more dynamic environment and increased complexity of the agents’ task, the ad-

vantage of plans and PGS can be explored to a greater extent than in the minefield

2We have not explored restricting deliberation time in our empirical work. We merely highlight
here that there is scope to do so.
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navigation domain. The high understandability of the plans will allow easier analysis

of behaviours that are made complex through interactions with other agents in the

system. These interactions can also be enhanced through a communication feature

implemented between PGS modules of cooperating agents (described at a high level

in section 3.2, and detailed here in this chapter in section 4.9.3), where knowledge is

shared amongst agents via communication of specific plans from one agent to another,

where the aim is to improve collective and individual performance levels.

5.1.4 Experimental evaluation

We aim to demonstrate the following properties of PGS through our experimental

work:

1. That plans can be acquired, such that when they are executed in the environ-

ment, produce behaviours that contribute to acceptable levels of performance.

2. That plans can be communicated between cooperating agents in a multiagent

system, and that these communicated plans improve performance levels under

particular agent configurations.

The experiments explore various domain and agent configurations in order to

identify characteristics of PGS and the domain that affects performance levels. To

explore the first property of PGS, we will compare results where PGS is activated

with the case when it is deactivated. If performance levels of the PGS experiments

are equal or better than this case, then we consider the results to be positive.

We run numerous experiments with different agent and domain configurations in

order to observe performance and behaviour characteristics and relate them to these

configurations. For the second property, we compare cases with communication

activated and deactivated, again under various configurations. Positive results will
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indicate that communication of plans is beneficial. The communication experiments

are run in the pursuit domain only.

We will discuss and analyse the results from these experiments in order to try

and make observations about the characteristics of PGS, and its feasibility in our two

case study domains. These observations will then lead us to making some general

inferences about the suitability of PGS to certain types of domains, and of the overall

characteristics of PGS, in the following discussion chapter.

The overall empirical method in both domains involves:

1. Running a number of trials with the positions of agents and environment arti-

facts placed in different, random locations.

2. Running two separate sets of trials: one with just the bottom level (FALCON)

activated, and the other with both PGS and FALCON activated in various

configurations. The former, “FALCON-only” set of trials is used as a control

experiment by which other experiments involving PGS are compared to. This

allows us to differentiate the possible benefits afforded by utilising PGS. In the

minefield navigation domain, we also explore a BDI implementation that uses

a non-adaptive plan library that is defined a priori.

3. Varying configurations of the FALCON-PGS hybrid set-up, and relating the

observed performance, behaviour and acquired plan characteristics to these

configuration variations.

4. Collecting and analysing the results from all trials.

5. Relating the analysis and discussion back to PGS, its characteristics and general

feasibility in situated domains.

The experiments on the minefield domain were part of the preliminary devel-

opment of PGS, and hence were not as extensive as the pursuit domain. Despite
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the relative lack of detailed experimentation performed using the minefield domain,

the results from the experiments have relevance to discussions about the types of

domains that PGS is suitable for, as well as demonstrating some characteristics of

PGS. However, the experiments in the pursuit domain represent a more thorough

exploration of PGS, as well as the domain itself. Therefore, we give greater emphasis

to the results obtained from experiments in this domain, and to the subsequent

discussions and analyses.

5.2 Minefield Navigation domain

5.2.1 Domain details

We chose a domain that has sufficient regularity in the environment to: (i) make

unsupervised acquisition of plans achievable, while (ii) also being simple enough to

allow a priori plans to be defined by a human designer. The minefield navigation

domain fulfils both of these requirements:

A priori definition of plans We explore a priori (predefined) configurations by

specifying plans in a BDI implementation of the agent. The minefield navigation

domain is simple enough to define a priori plans, as we demonstrate in the

following sections.

Acquisition of plans The original implementation of the minefield navigation do-

main implements the FALCON learning engine in which rules are acquired (Tan,

2004, see also section 5.1.2). We were able to implement the acquisition of plans

in which PGS was combined with FALCON at the bottom level (FALCON-

PGS).

The minefield navigation task (Figure 5.2) requires an agent starting at a randomly

chosen position in the field to navigate through the minefield to a randomly selected
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target position in a specified time frame without hitting a mine. A trial ends when

either the agent reaches the target (success), hits a mine or runs out of time (failure).

As described in section 5.1.2, reward values are used at the FALCON level to reinforce

the actions leading to either success or failure,

Figure 5.2: The minefield navigation domain simulator. The white dots with
horizontal hash lines are mines, the grey dot with diagonal hash lines is the target, and
the black dots with an intersecting line through all the dots indicates the trajectory
of the agent as it reaches its target over the course of one of the trials.

Minefield navigation and mine avoidance is a non-trivial task. As the configuration

of the minefield is generated randomly and changes over trials, the system needs

to learn strategies that can be carried over across experiments. In addition, the

system has a rather coarse sensory capability with a 180 degree view based on five

sonar sensors. The agent can only perceive objects without being able to distinguish
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between a mine or a wall (i.e. the edge of the grid). A mine only occupies one square

on the grid. For each direction, i, the sonar signal is calculated thus:

ri =
1

1 + di

(5.2.1)

where di is the distance to an obstacle (that can be a mine or the boundary of the

minefield) in the i direction. Other input attributes include the range, dt, and the

bearing, bt, of the target from the agent’s current position at time (cycle) t. At each

step, the system can choose one of five possible actions: MoveLeft, MoveFrontLeft,

MoveFront, MoveFrontRight, and MoveRight.

The complexity for learning the minefield navigation problem is largely determined

by the dimension of the sensory(state) representation. The state space is R5×B where

R = [0, 1] is the range of the sonar signals in the five directions and B = {0, 1, . . . , 7}

is the set of possible target bearings.

5.2.2 Experimental setup

As the minefield domain was a preliminary application domain used to explore ideas

of incorporating abstract knowledge into a low-level learner, as well as developing the

PGS architecture, we have included some other features in the experiment work that

is not directly relevant to plan acquisition, and hence is not included in this thesis

for analysis and discussion3.

Experiments were firstly conducted for FALCON agents with raw sonar signal

feature values. Experiments were also repeated for minefields with stationary mines

and moving mines, using 10 mines in the minefield. In experiments with horizontally

3These experiments based on these extra features are detailed in their entirety in our early
publication (Karim et al., 2006a).
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moving mines, the target position was fixed at the centre of the bottom of the field

and the agent started at a randomly selected position at the top of the field. We then

ran the same set of experiments with both FALCON only, and FALCON-PGS hybrid

system. We also ran an experiment in which we had a standard BDI implementation

based on the JACK agent programming language. A high-level description of the BDI

implementation, and the a description of the JACK agent programming language, is

given in appendix section B.3.1. In this set up, predefined plans were defined in JACK.

These plans contain actions that are executed in specific contexts, and are complete,

correct and optimal behaviour specifications4. An example plan is as follows:

• Context = “Mines directly adjacent on left and right sides, target bearing is

North”

• Plan body = “Move straight ahead”

Both the FALCON-only and BDI configurations serve as a control experiments, as

will be discussed later in the next results section. There are a total of six experiments,

a combination of the different agent and environment configurations. There are three

different agent configurations: BDI, FALCON, and FALCON-PGS; and there are

two different environment configurations: moving mines and stationary mines. The

details of the configurations are listed below:

• Each configuration involved the same pseudo-random5 placement of 10 mines,

and the agent’s starting location

4It was possible to define complete, correct and optimal plans because of the relative simplicity
of the domain.

5The positions were randomised from a number generator based on a Gaussian distribution with
the same seed value used across all three configurations. This random number generator is obtained
from java.util.Random class.
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• The number of trials for each experiment is 2000 trials. In all three configu-

rations, we found this number of trials was, in fact, more than sufficient6 to

demonstrate the characteristics of the agent’s behaviour, and the maximum

performance levels that can be achieved.

• A 16× 16 grid. The grid size can be changed, but this particular size, together

with the number of mines, results in a sufficiently complex task for the agent.

• In each trial, the agent repeats the cycles of sense, act (and learn in the case

of the FALCON and FALCON-PGS systems), until it reaches the target, hits

a mine, or exceeds 30 sense-act(-learn) cycles.

• The FALCON system used the same set of learning parameter values with an

online pruning mechanism to remove superfluous and underperforming codes

(rules) (Tan, 2004).

We now define the goal-clue tuples that we use to configure the PGS level. The

main goal of the minefield domain is for the agent to reach the goal. The goal-clue

subgoals are:

1. Avoid hitting mines.

2. Move in the direction of (towards) the target

If the agent achieves these subgoals in a consist manner, then the main goal should

be fulfilled. The goal-clue tuples represent these subgoals and the clues (triggers) that

6We intentionally used a high number of trials per experiment to explore features of PGS that
were not well understood. Hence, we essentially overcompensated by using a high number of trials.
Given the fact that we there were only 3 experiments, the extra trials and subsequent extra time
required, was not substantial.
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stimulate the recording of action sequences pertaining to these subgoals. The goal-

clue tuples Gj = (Gj, Lj) are defined as follows7:

Minefield Navigation domain: Goal-Clue 1, G1

G1 = “Avoid hitting mines” (5.2.2a)

L1 = {c1,1} (5.2.2b)

= {r0 = 1 ∨ r1 = 1 ∨ r2 = 1 ∨ r3 = 1 ∨ r4 = 1 ∨ r5 = 1 ∨ r6 = 1 ∨ r7 = 1}

(5.2.2c)

G1 description: Clue triggers when the agent is adjacent to a mine, meaning one or

more sonar distances is equal to one8.

Minefield Navigation domain: Goal-Clue 2, G2

G2 = “Move in the direction of (towards) the target” (5.2.3a)

L2 = {c2,1} (5.2.3b)

= {dt−1 − dt > 0} (5.2.3c)

G2 description: Clue triggers when the agent is moving towards the target, meaning

the distance to target is reducing from the previous step.

For the first goal-clue tuple (or goal), “avoid mines”, plans will start being gener-

ated when the agent is ‘close to’ a mine (i.e. sonar reading indicates mine is adjacent

to the agent). For the first goal-clue tuple, the clue is triggered when any of the sonar

readings, B, indicates that a mine is adjacent to it. In this domain, all the agent can

7See section 4.3 for the definition and description of goal-clue tuples.

8A sonar reading, ri, of 1 corresponds to a distance, di, of 0 in equation 5.2.1, which means the
agent is adjacent to the mine.
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perceive is sonar signals which could indicate either it is adjacent to a wall or a mine.

Specifically, the clue condition will fire when one of r0, r1, . . . , r7 = 1. The disjunctive

condition in L2 specifies this clue. The agent infers that when it receives such a sonar

response, it is likely to be adjacent to either a mine or a wall. The agent cannot

distinguish between mines and walls (this is a constraint on the agent’s perception),

so it assumes the worst case scenario and treats any adjacent objects as mines and

attempts to avoid it.

For the second goal, “move in the direction of (towards) the target”, once the agent

begins reducing its distance from the target, plans relevant to this goal will start being

generated. The trigger in this case keeps a historical record of the distance of the

agent from the target at the previous time step. The trigger will fire if the distance

from the target at the current time is less than the distance from the target at the

previous time step.

5.2.3 Results

Mine Movement
System (success rate/hit mines ratio)

Stationary Random
BDI 100% / 0.0% 85.7% / 10.7%
FALCON 89.4% / 8.5% 80.7% / 16.8%
FALCON-PGS hybrid 88.6% / 9.2% 78.7% / 18.8%

Table 5.1: Results from the minefield navigation domain. Number of trials = 1000
and maximum step allowance = 30 steps. The success rates and hit mines ratio of
the different systems with stationary and randomly moving mines are shown. Besides
hitting the mine, the agent can also fail by timing out, which is why success rate and
hit mines ratio do not add up to 100%.

The results from these experiments are shown in Table 5.1, and also graphically

in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. We show the success rates and the percentage of trials where

the agent hits a mine (hit mines ratio) for the three agent configurations. The hit
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Figure 5.3: Results for the minefield navigation domain, with stationary (static)
mines. Performance value are given for three different agent systems: BDI, FALCON,
and FALCON-PGS. The success rate and hit mines ratio is given for each experiment.

mines ratio is a significant failure mode as it is an indication of how the system is

performing. If the agent is hitting the mine more often, then the control strategy is

not achieving the important subgoal of avoiding mines.

The results show that the BDI implementation yielded flawless and superior

performance due to the domain expert defined control knowledge base. There was

no learning required, and hence no “trial-and-error” failures occurred. The BDI

control knowledge was handcrafted by the human designer to achieve the required

behaviours, and were general enough to handle a range of situations. In fact, the

specification of the control knowledge in terms of BDI plans is fairly straightforward

for this domain. On the other hand, the FALCON implementation underperforms the

BDI implementation. FALCON, in turn, marginally outperforms the FALCON-PGS

hybrid system. The results of FALCON and FALCON-PGS hybrid systems, however,
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Figure 5.4: Results for the minefield navigation domain, with randomly moving mines.
Performance value are given for three different agent systems: BDI, FALCON, and
FALCON-PGS. The success rate and hit mines ratio is given for each experiment.

are very similar.

We also ran the same experiments with random, horizontally moving mines. In

this instance, the agent must negotiate mines which move randomly within the grid.

This presents the agent with a more complex task and hence proved to be more

difficult to solve, as evidenced by the performance decrease across all systems. In

these experiments, we observed a similar trend in the results: the BDI implementation

was superior, and both the FALCON and FALCON-PGS hybrid systems were similar

in performance levels.

It is worth reiterating here that quantitative results alone are not the only com-

ponent worth considering. The quality of plans and the engineering advantages of

the BDI plan representation are favourable outcomes not attained by the rule-based

representation of FALCON (refer to discussions on the advantages of plans in chapter
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2). An example plan generated by PGS is shown in Figure 5.5. In this example, it is

clear what the set of actions relating to the behaviour are, the goal the behaviour is

related to, and the context in which it is relevant.

5.2.4 Discussion

As we mentioned earlier, the experiments in the minefield navigation domain represent

a preliminary stage of development of the PGS architecture. We chose a domain that

was simple enough to implement our architecture without requiring a substantial

investment in effort to get a workable system that we could obtain empirical results

and gain a better appreciation of the research problem. It also allowed us to explore

an a priori configuration in which a BDI-based JACK system was developed with

predefined plans. This gave us a basis for comparison for the acquired knowledge

configurations of FALCON, and particularly FALCON-PGS. As expected, the BDI

solution outperformed the FALCON-PGS and FALCON solutions because the ‘trial

and error’ process of acquiring knowledge in both FALCON and FALCON-PGS

contributes to the lower performance. Integrating PGS into the already implemented

minefield simulation and FALCON learning system, involved making simple alter-

ations to the execution cycle, where the relevant calls to the PGS subfunctions are

made.

Although the complexity of the minefield domain is sufficient for the purposes

of demonstrating the feasibility of PGS, it is not complex enough to explore all

aspects of PGS. We feel that the minefield navigation domain does not fully leverage

the advantages of plans, and of PGS, due to the low complexity of the domain.

This has been demonstrated by the relative ease in creating the hand-coded BDI

implementation. The very high performance of the BDI configuration suggests the

domain is easily solved without an adaptive solution like PGS or FALCON. The low

complexity is due the lack of dynamic elements, particularly with stationary mines.
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Goal: “Avoid hitting mines”
Context: Mines to ‘hard’ left, left, and straight ahead;
Target bearing = North-East, Agent’s bearing = North-
West
Plan body/Action sequence: Right → Hard right
→ Right → Straight → Straight → Straight

Figure 5.5: Example PGS-generated plan in the minefield navigation domain. A
diagram illustrates the plan, showing the agent (represented by the triangle) that
avoids the mines (represented by the circle). Only the three mines are shown because
these are the mines that are relevant to the goal context (“avoid hitting mines”).
That is, only the adjacent mines are relevant to this goal. Although the plan does
not explicitly achieve the goal “reach target”, the plan appears to be also moving
towards the target (represented by the star), thus the plan appears to be achieving
the “reach target” goal as well. However, due to the semantic restrictions on the
formation of plans, a plan can only go towards achieving one goal, which in this case
is “avoid hitting mines”.
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With randomly moving mines, the agent was presented with a slightly more complex

problem to solve, thus allowing us to explore the capabilities of PGS slightly more.

One element of the environment or domain that has not been explored in the

minefield navigation experiments is multiagent interactions. Dynamic environmental

elements is another aspect of PGS the requires further exploration, and to do this we

explore the pursuit domain in the following case study.

5.3 Pursuit domain

In this section a more complex predator-prey (or pursuit) domain, and the experi-

mentation work that is based on it, is presented and discussed. There are several

experiments that we ran using this domain, which was presented in our prior pub-

lications (Karim et al., 2006b). We present those experiments here as well, along

with additional experiments that aim to provide a thorough analysis of PGS, its

characteristics and its capabilities.

5.3.1 Domain details

For all the experiments the essential domain characteristics are the same. There

are four predator agents and one prey agent in a non-toroidal grid. Each agent can

move up, down, left or right. The task of the predators is to surround the prey on its

north, east, south and west sides. The prey can have various behaviour characteristics.

Under the standard configuration, the prey moves in a random manner, but it can

also have a tendency to move towards the nearest boundary (see Table 5.2). If the

prey manages to reach the grid boundary, or the number of cycle steps exceeds a

defined threshold, or if the predators move in each others’ occupied squares (i.e.

a ‘conflict’) then the prey wins. If the predators surround (capture) the prey, the

predators win. The simulation environment is similar to the minefield navigation
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(a) Predator win scenario (b) Prey win scenario

= predator = prey

Figure 5.6: The Pursuit domain showing: (a) predator win scenario, where all
predators surround the prey, and (b) prey win scenario, where prey has reached
the grid boundary.

domain in that it is on a grid-based environment, and time steps and movement on

the grid are discrete. Figure 5.6 illustrates the domain and the predator winning and

losing scenarios. Figure 5.7 shows the Java application GUI of the simulation.

Each predator agent has sensory perception consisting of:

1. Bearing of the prey with respect to itself. Bearing is represented similarly to

the minefield navigation domain. We represent bearing of the prey at time t as:

bt. However, bt measures bearing in eight possible directions: north, north-east,

east, south-east, south, south-west, west and north-west.

2. Coordinates of other predator agents in the environment with respect to

itself, (xk,t, yk,t) where xk,t is the x-coordinate, and yk,t is the y-coordinate of

predator k’s position on the grid at time t.

3. Exposure of the prey. Exposure is a single number that represents how well

the prey is surrounded by the predators. For example, if the prey is captured
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Figure 5.7: The Pursuit domain java application GUI. The experiment parameters
and configurations can all be set from the GUI, and execution data is sent to the
console and various log files for analysis.

(i.e. four predators surrounding the prey, e.g. Figure 5.6-a) then the prey’s

exposure is at the absolute minimum. If the predators are further away from

the prey, the prey has more room to move and the exposure is larger (e.g.

in Figure 5.6-b, the prey has higher exposure than in 5.6-a). The perception

of exposure is an numerical indicator of the collective performance of all the

predator agents. One of the objective of the predator agents is to reduce this

number. Exposure is derived from the bearing and coordinate perception data

(described in the previous two points). We represent exposure of the prey at

time t as: et.

The state vector at execution cycle (time), i is si, and is constructed as follows:

si = {bi, (xk,i, yk,i), ei} (5.3.1)

Ci is the state-action tuple, where Ci = (si, ai). FALCON is used in this domain

as the learning and action execution engine, and is configured similarly to the mine-

field navigation domain presented in the previous section. The difference is in the

constitution of state-action tuples. State is constructed using the above perception
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data, and action data is one of the four possible actions: up, down, left, right, or

no action9:

ai := up|down|left|right|no action (5.3.2)

There are no diagonal movements possible, as was the case in the minefield naviga-

tion domain. We will integrate PGS and FALCON similar to what was implemented

in the minefield navigation domain.

5.3.2 Experimental setup

In this section we will describe the standard configurations for the experiments. We

will describe the agent and domain configurations. The experiment label that we

refer to in the subsequent sections is the ‘Cntl-2’ experiment. The many variations to

this standard set of configurations will be discussed as we present the results starting

from section 5.3.3.

We list the basic configurations as follows:

• The rules of the game are as per the description in the previous section.

• Similar to the minefield navigation domain, the pursuit domain grid size is set

to 16× 16.

• FALCON and PGS are both activated and are acquiring knowledge simultane-

ously.

• The knowledge base (KB) of PGS, and the rule base of FALCON, are initially

empty prior to an experiment. The KB is maintained throughout the experi-

9no action is used when the agent remains stationary for a given time step and does not move.
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ment. That is, the plans and rules acquired in PGS and FALCON, respectively,

are kept from one trial to the next.

• There are 500 trials per experiment. In each trial, the predators and prey

are positioned randomly on the grid10. We believe 500 trials is sufficient to

demonstrate the behaviour characteristics of the agents, and to differentiate

these characteristics between experiments. Within 500 trials, the maximum

performance levels were also observed.

• In each trial, the predators and prey have 200 time steps (cycles) in which to

achieve their respective goals. If the number of cycles reaches 200 (i.e. “time

out”) then the predators lose and the prey wins.

• Communication is deactivated.

• There are two goal-clue tuples for the predators.

A BDI configuration consisting of plans defined a priori has not been implemented

in the pursuit domain. This is because the increased complexity of the domain results

in the definition of a priori plans relatively difficult, and hence was not attempted

here.

The goal-clue tuples are defined as follows:

10The positions are obtained from a pseudo-random number generator that generates the same
sequence of agent positions for all 500 trials over all the experiments. In other words, all 500 trials
across all the experiments are initiated with the same agent starting positions. This is done so that
the results obtained from the agents’ behaviours can be fairly compared across all experiments, and
discrepancies cannot be attributed to varying agent initialisations.
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Pursuit domain: Goal-Clue 1, G1

G1 = “Minimise exposure” (5.3.3a)

L1 = {c1,1} (5.3.3b)

= {et−1 − et > 0} (5.3.3c)

G1 description: Consider plans when the exposure of the prey is reducing from the

previous step, meaning the predators are increasing their “coverage” of the prey.

Pursuit domain: Goal-Clue 2, G2

G2 = “Minimise distance from the prey” (5.3.4a)

L2 = {c2,1} (5.3.4b)

= {distance(t− 1)− distance(t) > 0} (5.3.4c)

where distance(t) =
√

x2
k,t + y2

k,t (5.3.4d)

G2 description: Clue triggers when the agent is moving towards the target, meaning

the distance to target is reducing from the previous step.

For G1, “minimise exposure”, if at situation, si, the exposure of the prey is

reducing11, then the clue condition will fire and initiate the plan acquisition process

for the “minimise exposure” goal.

For G2, “minimise distance”, a similar measurement is made on the changing

distance of the predator from the prey. Plan acquisition for the “minimise distance”

goal is initiated when this distance reduces12.

11To measure the change in exposure of the agent, historical data of previous time steps must be
made to calculate the change in exposure. In our case, we just record the previous time step.

12Similar to changing exposure, a historical record must be made of changing distance. Again, we
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Experiment design

The above configurations are the standard case. This configuration corresponds to

the ‘Cntl-2’ experiment. However, there are numerous other experiments that we have

conducted, each with a different set of configurations of the agent and the domain.

All the experiments are concisely outlined in Table 5.3.

The description of the specific configuration items, that we will describe in the

following section, are listed below. The standard configuration for Cntl-2, as described

will be highlighted

GoalClue We vary the goal-clue tuples that are specified in PGS.

PGSConfig Configurations of PGS with each agent, or one for all agents; and various

strategies for priming the knowledge base prior to execution.

PGSAlgo We experiment with different variations to the PGS algorithm, that we

have discussed chapter 4, section 4.9.

HetMAS We change the settings and configurations of each agent within the MAS

such that it is a heterogenous system. Specifically, we activate and deactivate

PGS, and prime the knowledge bases in various ways.

PredComm We activate and deactivate agent communication.

PreyBehav We alter the prey’s behaviour from non-deterministic (i.e. random

behaviour), to various deterministic behaviours.

There are several variations under each of these configuration items. The vari-

ations will be combined in different combinations for each experiment. Table 5.2

summarises these configurations, which we will expand on in the following results

sections. Please refer back to this table for concise descriptions of the configurations.

only record the previous time step.
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We aim to run these experiments and present the results in the following results

sections. The analysis of the results will be at a preliminary level, and an in-depth

discussion of these results will follow in the following discussion chapter, with a specific

discussion of results in section 6.1.

Hypotheses

We have chosen the above experiment configurations based on certain hypotheses

about what characteristics each experiment can reveal about the PGS algorithm, and

the plan representation (particularly with respect to the rule representation). Please

refer to Table 5.3 for an overview of these experiments.

In these control experiments, we experiment with: (Cntl-2) the standard configu-

ration described in section 5.3.2, (Cntl-1) just FALCON activated, and (Cntl-3) both

FALCON and PGS deactivated (i.e. random movements). We expect (a) to perform

similarly, if not better, than (b). The acquired plans in Cntl-2 should be specify

similar actions to Cntl-1

Of the agent configurations, the experiments where agent communication is acti-

vated may reveal advantageous characteristics of the plan representation when knowl-

edge is communicated, or transferred, between agents. The heterogeneous multiagent

system configurations specifically aim to explore the effect of communication under

these conditions: when there are agents that cannot learn, does communication of

plans yield better performance or behaviour characteristics?

The PGS module configurations constitute the bulk of our experimentation work,

and are given relatively greater importance than other experiment configurations.

Varying the PGS module configuration will determine the effect of various aspects of

these configurations to system performance and behaviour, and which configuration

is suitable for certain domain configurations. We expect to observe large fluctuations

in performance, plan acquisition characteristics and knowledge base characteristics.
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Similarly, prey behaviour can also reveal characteristics of plans and the PGS algo-

rithm. Normally, the prey behaves randomly, or non-deterministically (PreyBehav-0,

Table 5.2), but can also have other deterministic behaviour strategies such as the

case when it has a “boundary runner” or “run away” strategy (PreyBehav-1, -2).

Our hypothesis is that the predators must learn knowledge (i.e. rules and/or plans)

differently for each type of prey behaviour. The deterministic behaviour of the prey

will be more conducive to knowledge acquisition due to the increased repeatability of

the environment characteristics. Hence, there is cause to expect that deterministic

prey behaviours will result in a smaller plan library, and performance levels of the

predator may also increase.

In the following section, we will present and analyse results from the experiments

outlined in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.2: Configurations for pursuit domain experiments. The standard
configurations (i.e. for experiment Cntl-2) are highlighted in grey.
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Table 5.3: Experiment overview for pursuit domain. Each experiment consists of a
combination of configurations that we will explain in the following results sections.
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Presentation of Results

For all experiments we will provide specific data analysis of the results in order to

gain insight into the various processes and attributes of the learning and reasoning

modules (i.e. PGS and FALCON) as well as the domain itself. We will only present

data for one of the four predator agents throughout this chapter. The complete results

for all four predator agents can be found in the appendix, chapter A:

Success Rates This is a simple analysis of performance of the predators. The

percentage of times the predators succeed in achieving their goal of capturing the

prey is recorded for every 100 trials. We record the running performance of the

predators over the 500 trial experiment and plot this trend on a graph. This will

allow us to analyse the performance trend over the course of the experiment,

rather than calculating the overall success rate that does not illustrate this

trend. Furthermore, we will present one of the control experiments13 on the

same graph so that the performance can be easily compared.

Plan use vs. Rule use During each trial, we record whether a plan or a rule is

used to execute the action in each time step (cycle). This measure will help us

analyse the utilisation of plans and rules over the course of a trial, and hence

analyse which representation is used predominantly. For the case when there

are separate PGS modules for each predator agent (i.e. PGSConfig-0, Table

5.2), we only need to analyse the one PGS module. However, for the case when

there are individual PGS modules for each of the four predator agents (i.e.

PGSConfig-1), which is the case for most of the experiments, then we analyse

plan/rule use for each predator individually and present a separate plot for each

13We use experiment Cntl-2 as the main point of comparison for all PGS-based experiments as it
is the standard FALCON-PGS configuration.
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agent. The plot will be a running average of plan and rule use that is based on

a high-pass filter calculation14. The resulting trend line will provide a smooth

and understandable curve that will allow us to easily compare the plan and

rule use over the course of the experiment. In the graphs we present below,

we sometimes refer to rules as codes, which is a term used in the FALCON

architecture in place of rules. Both codes and rules refer to the same concept:

an atomic unit of knowledge that has a condition→ action profile.

Histogram of plan use In this analysis we look at the frequency of use of each

plan in the plan library. We present this information as a histogram where the

x-axis is the plan identification number15, and the y-axis is the plan’s frequency

of use16. This analysis will indicate the distribution of plan use, and which

plans from the plan library are used the most or least. The maximum number

shown on the x-axis is the approximate plan library size.

The number of graphs for all the experiments is high, and hence presenting and

discussing all of them in the main body of the thesis will be unnecessarily verbose.

Therefore, we will be placing the bulk of the graphs in Appendix A, where we

occasionally refer to them from within the following sections.

The only exception to the above list of data is with the “multiagent plans” (Multi)

experiment, which does not have a plan use histogram. This information was not

14A high-pass filter is essentially a running average of the plan and rule use. It is used to calculate
the running average because a plot of the actual plan and rule use will be very difficult to determine
the trend of plan/rule use over the course of the experiment, as the values fluctuate a lot. A plot of
the raw values for plan/rule use will resemble a highly non-linear, fluctuating graph.

15The plan number is assigned according to the order in which it was created. To illustrate,
consider two plans, px and py, where x and y are the plan numbers. If x < y, then px was created
before py.

16Due to the high number of use of particular plans, and the large difference between high and
low usage, we have used a logarithmic scale for the y-axis.
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available in the implementation at the time of running these experiments. The

experiment was conducted as part of an earlier publication (Karim et al., 2006b),

which did not include the same array of data presentation and analysis as what is

presented in the other experiments.

5.3.3 Results: Control experiments (Cntl)

The first set of experiments involve the same standard configurations of the do-

main, but different, fundamental adjustments to the agent’s learning and reason-

ing configuration—namely, the way FALCON and PGS are configured. Table 5.4

describes the details of these experiments.

Table 5.4: Pursuit domain: Control experiments (Cntl) overview. The shaded row is
the standard configuration described in section 5.3.2.

In Cntl-1 only FALCON is active, and in Cntl-2 the FALCON-PGS hybrid setting

is activated. Figure 5.9 compares the performance of these two experiments. As

this graph shows, the FALCON-PGS configuration (Cntl-2) noticeably outperforms

the basic FALCON-only configuration (Cntl-1), although toward the end of the

experiment (i.e. the 500’th trial) the performance level is quite similar. We also

present the plan and rule usage statistics for Cntl-1 and Cntl-2 (Figures 5.10 and

5.11(a), respectively).

The plan/rule use graph of Cntl-1 only shows statistics of rule use as this experi-

ment involves the FALCON-only configuration where PGS is deactivated, and as such

no plans are acquired or used. On the other hand, the corresponding graph for Cntl-2

shows usage of both plans and rules throughout experiment. It can be observed for
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Cntl-1 that average rule usage hovers around the 100 executions mark, and drops to

around 80 towards the end of the experiment for all four agents. Furthermore, since

only rules are used in Cntl-1, rule usage equals the total number of execution cycles

(step) in each trial.

On the other hand, for Cntl-2 it can be seen that plans and rules are used roughly

equally throughout the experiment, meaning that a plan action is executed around

50% of the time, and a rule is executed around 50% of the time. Moreover, it can be

seen that after an initial spike in average rule usage at the start of the experiment

around the 100 mark, once plans start to be used (after they are acquired), both plan

and rule usage hover around the 20 mark, meaning that in total each trial consists,

on average, around 40 steps. This is considerably less than Cntl-1 where towards the

end of the experiment each trial was averaging around 80 steps.

We presented plan usage histograms for Cntl-2 in Figure 5.11(b) (normal y-axis

scale) and Figure 5.11(c) (log y-axis scale). The log scale histogram of plan use shows

that plans are being used throughout the library. However, the normal scale histogram

shows that the preliminary plans (i.e. close to the y-axis) dominate significantly. Cntl-

1 and Cntl-3 were not included in this analysis because no plans are acquired or used

in these experiments. The most obvious observation from these statistics is that there

is heavy usage of a certain group of plans in the plan library, and these plans tend to

be from the initial set of acquired plans that have plan identification numbers (IDs)

with low numbers. Also, it appears that of these plans one or two such plans for each

agent is used overwhelming more than the other plans. This implies two things:

1. The plan is small, most likely a one step plan. Our analysis of the data confirms

that, indeed, these heavily used plans generally consist of one step.

2. There may be some errors in implementation that disallows the algorithm from

searching beyond the initial plans within the plan library.
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These aspects of the results can be construed as negatives. Despite the fact that

we prefer to use plans wherever possible, the use of plans greater than one step in

length, and using a greater variety of plans, is also preferred.

Cntl-3 represents the case when the predator agents perform randomly. We

present only the success rates over the 500 trial experiment in Figure 5.9. As

expected, the performance levels are essentially at 0%, with the exception of a few

successes at the 100 trial mark, which, considering the extreme lack of success over

the entire experiment, can only be attributed to a very fortunate initialisation setup

and sequence of random agent actions for those few trials where predators managed to

succeed. This particular experiment merely shows that the pursuit domain problem

is of a sufficient level of complexity such that it cannot be solved through random

behaviour. This is certainly the case in most non-trivial domains, such as the pursuit

domain that our experiments are based on here.

As shown in Figure 5.5 for the minefield navigation domain, we now provide an

example acquired plan from the pursuit domain, and specifically from the Cntl-2

experiment. Figure 5.8 describes an example plan for the pursuit domain.
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Goal: “Minimise exposure”
Context: Predator 1 at position (5,8), predator 2 at (15,8), predator 4 at (12,4)
and predator 3 (this agent) at (9,3). Three agents are surrounding the prey, but
bottom left corner is exposed, and hence exposure is high.
Plan body/Action sequence: Left → Left → Up

Figure 5.8: Example PGS-generated plan in the pursuit domain. The wolf icon
represents the predator agents, and the number below these icons is the predator
number referred to in the context condition. The sheep icon represents the prey
agent. Predator 3 (boxed) is the agent that this plan relates to. A diagram illustrates
the plan, showing predator agent 3 moving to cover the bottom-left corner by moving
to the left. Although this plan does not pertain to the minimise distance subgoal, it
also moves upwards and thus maintains the predators’ minimum collective distance
from the prey. This plan is the action sequence that is committed to at this point in
time. Predators 1, 2 and 4 will also move during the execution of this plan, but these
movements are not considered during the execution of this plan (for predator 3).
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Figure 5.9: Results: Success rates of Cntl-1, Cntl-2 and Cntl-3.

Figure 5.10: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use for predator agent 0 of Cntl 1. Note:
Cntl-1 is FALCON only, so there is no plan acquisition and no plan execution, hence
there is no data set for plan usage in these graphs.
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(a) Plan vs. Rule Use (b) Plan use histogram: Normal Y-
scale

(c) Plan use histogram: Log Y-scale

Figure 5.11: Plan use vs. Rule use, (a), and Plan usage histogram, (b) and (c), for
predator agent 0 of Cntl 2. For plan usage histograms, the normal Y-scale in (b)
shows a large spike for the plans created early on (i.e. low identification number, x-
axis) and significantly less plan use for plans created later on. In (c), the log Y-scale
shows that plans other than the ‘early’ plans are indeed being used, but at a much
lower frequency.
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5.3.4 Results: Initial conditions (Init)

We conduct the Cntl-2 experiment with varied initial conditions to ascertain whether

or not differences between Cntl-2 and Cntl-1 is due to the random variations in

initialisation of predators and prey positions. The three experiments are: Init-1,

Init-2 and Init-3. These experiments consist of the same fundamental configuration

as Cntl-2, but with a different pseudo-random number generator seeds, such that

entirely different predator/prey initial locations are chosen over each experiment.

Table 5.5: Pursuit domain: Varied initial conditions experiments (Init) overview. The
same configuration is used for all three experiments, but with different pseudo-random
seeds, which are not shown in this table.

Figure 5.12 shows the success rates of the “Init” series of experiments. As we can

see, all three Init experiments outperform the basic Cntl-1 (FALCON-based) experi-

ment. The original Cntl-2 experiment outperforms all three Init experiments, except

at the 200’th trial mark, where the Init experiments outperform Cntl-2. However, we

observe that the Init experiments follow the same trend as Cntl-2, and there is no

correlation with the Cntl-1 experiment. Moreover, they do not fall below, or match,

the success rate of Cntl-1 at any stage of the experiment. Therefore, we can conclude

that the superior performance of the FALCON-PGS hybrid configuration of Cntl-

2 and Init-1, 2, and 3, when compared to Cntl-1, cannot be attributed to random

factors.
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Figure 5.12: Results: Success rates of Init-1, Init-2 and Init-3 compared to Cntl-1
and Cntl-2.

5.3.5 Results: Goal-Clue tuples (Goal)

We conduct the Goal-1 experiment in order to observe the effect goal-clue tuple

configurations have on performance. In all the other experiments described in this

section, we use the standard goal-clue tuple configuration, GoalClue-0, which specifies

both G1 and G2 goal-clue tuples. However, in Goal-1, we only specify G2, the minimise

distance goal. Table 5.6 lists the precise configuration.

Table 5.6: Pursuit domain: Goal-clue tuples experiments (Goal) overview. The
configuration in bold text indicates the variation from the standard configuration
(Cntl-2).

Figure 5.13 shows the performance achieved from the Goal-1 experiment in com-

parison to the Cntl-2 experiment. We notice a definite drop in performance for Goal-

1, particularly towards the last third of the experiment where performance drops

markedly. We can infer from these results that the specification of goal-clue tuples

does have an effect on performance.
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Figure 5.13: Results: Success rates of Goal-1 and Cntl-2.

5.3.6 Results: PGS Configurations (Mod)

In this section we examine the results of the largest set of experiments in which we

vary the particular PGS configurations. Table 5.7 lists all the configurations for the

Mod series of experiments. Our aim in these experiments is to determine various

aspects of the PGS algorithm that affect characteristics of the system behaviour,

namely performance and plan/rule use. The objective of these modifications is to

determine and isolate aspects of the PGS configuration and algorithm and relate

them to particular characteristics. We aim to identify features of the PGS algorithm

that are related to specific behavioural characteristics, plan acquisition characteristics,

and plans themselves.

In the Mod-1 experiment, we modify the way state information is stored in PGS.

Rather than storing actual positions of predators and prey, we process these values

and create a generalised array of information that describes the position of predators

with respect the prey. The details of this modification are outlined in the PGSAlgo-4

configuration (see Table 5.2). Figure 5.14 describes the idea in detail through an

illustration.

The purpose of this experiment is to see how the system will perform if the

context of a plan is more generalised. This will increase a plan’s applicability to

more situations, and hence potentially improve a plan’s usefulness. It may also result
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Table 5.7: Pursuit domain: PGS module configurations experiments (Mod)
overview. The configuration in bold text indicates the variation from the standard
configuration (Cntl-2).

in less plans being acquired than in the standard case (Cntl-2), as PGS will tend to

utilise a plan more often rather than acquiring new plans. In the case of PGSAlgo-4,

we actually predict performance to drop slightly because less plans are being acquired,

and overloading of plans (Pollack, 1992) may result in it being less effective for the

larger set of situations it is relevant to.

Figure 5.15 shows the performance of the Mod-1 experiment. As we predicted,

the performance is below the standard case (Cntl-2), and substantially so. Plan/rule

use, shown in Figure 5.16(a), follows the same trend as in Cntl-2, with a slight drop

in plan and rule use towards the end of the experiment. The plan use histogram for

Mod-1, shown in Figure 5.16(b), also follows the same trend as Cntl-2. The plan

library sizes for all agents of Mod-1 is very similar to Cntl-2.

In the Mod-2 experiment, we use the PGSAlgo-1 configuration in which a modified

plan acquisition strategy is used. This modified strategy is geared towards acquir-

ing longer plans through ‘contiguous plan acquisition’. Section 4.9.1 describes the

modified PGS algorithm used in PGSAlgo-1. Figure 5.17 shows how Mod-2 follows a
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Figure 5.14: Generalisation of state information in pursuit domain. The array shown
below contains information about how many predator agents are in each quadrant.
There are four quadrants: North-East (NE), South-East (SE), South-West (SW), and
North-West (NW). The array structure is as follows: [NE, SE, SW, NW]. Consider
(a) above. There are 0 agents in the NE quadrant, 1 in the SE quadrant, 1 in the
SW quadrant, and 2 in the NW quadrant. Hence, the generalised array is [0,1,1,2].

Figure 5.15: Results: Success rates of Mod-1 and Cntl-2.

very similar trend to Cntl-2, outperforming Cntl-2 at the 200’th trial, but eventually

falling slightly short at the end of the experiment. The acquisition of longer plans that

is evidently facilitated by the PGSAlgo-1 configuration of Mod-2 (discussed below),

appears to have had little effect. In fact it can be observed that at certain stages of

the experiment, it has hampered performance.s

The plan/rule use graphs shown in Figure 5.18(a) show a very similar trend when
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(a) Plan vs. Rule Use (b) Plan use histogram

Figure 5.16: Plan use vs. Rule use, (a), and Plan usage histogram, (b), for predator
agent 0 of Mod-1.

compared to Cntl-2. In Mod-2 the plan use is marginally dominated by rule use.

In Cntl-2, plans and rules are used approximately equally. Indeed, the plan use his-

tograms of Figure 5.18(b) follow the familiar profile of Cntl-2 and other experiments.

However, compared to Cntl-2, there appears to be a slightly more spread distribution

of plan use in Mod-2.

We now study the plan lengths of all the plans in the library and compare them

to Cntl-2 in order to determine whether plan lengths in the Mod-2 experiment are

indeed larger than in Cntl-2. Figure 5.19(a) shows the plan length of plans in the plan

library of each agent from the Cntl-2 experiment, and Figure 5.19(b) shows the same

data for the Mod-2 experiment. A noticeable difference between Cntl-2 and Mod-2

can be seen from these two sets of graphs. In Cntl-2, the longest plan length is 10,

while in Mod-2 it reaches as high as 19. The profile for all four agents is presented in

Figures A.8 and A.9.

In the Mod-3 experiment, we use an alternate plan pruning mechanism (PGSAlgo-

2) in addition to the existing plan pruning feature in the standard PGS configuration.

Section 4.9.2 describes the algorithm, which removes ‘low performing’ plans period-

ically during run-time. Figure 5.20 shows the performance of Mod-3 compared to

Cntl-2. Mod-3 follows a similar trend to Cntl-2, however performance starts to drop

at around the 300’th trial.

The plan/rule use statistics, shown in Figure A.10, indicate a similar trend to Cntl-
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Figure 5.17: Results: Success rates of Mod-2 and Cntl-2.

(a) Plan vs. Rule Use (b) Plan use histogram

Figure 5.18: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use, (a), and Plan usage histogram, (b), for
predator agent 0 of Mod-2.

(a) Cntl-2 plan length profile (b) Mod-2 plan length profile

Figure 5.19: Results: Plan length profile of plan libraries for predator agent 0 of
Cntl-2 and Mod-2.
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Figure 5.20: Results: Success rates of Mod-3 and Cntl-2.

Figure 5.21: Results: Success rates of Mod-4 compared to Mod-2, Mod-3 and Cntl-2.

2 and other experiments discussed do far. Plan and rule use each stabilise at around

20 action executions per trial (totalling 40 action executions per trial), and falling

to as low as 15. This is marginally smaller than Cntl-2, hence Mod-3 is generating

more efficient plans that require less steps. The plan use histogram of Figure A.11

also follows the same trend as Cntl-2, with only minor variations between the two

profiles.

The Mod-4 experiment combines the PGSAlgo-1 and PGSAlgo-2 together, which

are used Mod-2 and Mod-3 experiments, respectively. Figure 5.21 shows that Mod-4

does in fact outperform Mod-2 and Mod-3, and comes very close to Cntl-2. This

result is a strong indication that the modified plan acquisition strategy of PGSAlgo-1

and the pruning mechanism of PGSAlgo-2 complement each other to yield superior
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(a) Plan vs. Rule Use (b) Plan use histogram

Figure 5.22: Plan use vs. Rule use, (a), and Plan usage histogram, (b), for predator
agent 0 of Mod-4.

performance.

The plan/rule use statistics, shown in Figure 5.22(a), follows the same familiar

trend. However, the trend appears to be following the Mod-2 trend. Figure 5.22(b)

shows the plan usage histogram of the plan library in Mod-4. We observe from these

graphs that there is a stark contrast between the histogram of Mod-4, and that of

Mod-2 and Mod-3 (see Figures 5.18(b) and A.11, respectively). There is considerably

less plans in the agents’ plan libraries, and there appears to be a different profile of

plan usage where plans are used decreasingly less as the plan identification number

increases. This decrease in plan use frequency follows a relatively smooth profile

compared to Cntl-2 and Mod-2. However, this profile is also evident in Mod-3. Hence,

we can infer that the plan pruning mechanism of PGSAlgo-2 results in a plan use

histogram profile in Mod-4 that is similar to Mod-3.

In the Mod-5 experiment, we alter the plan reward policy that is part of the

PGSAlgo-7 agent configuration. Normally, the plan EU is based on the last step of

a plan. As an alternative, PGSAlgo-7 bases the plan EU on the average reward

value over all plan steps. As we can see from Figure 5.23, the performance of

Mod-5 underperforms Cntl-2 towards the end of the experiment. This difference

in performance indicates a difference in behavioural characteristics between Mod-5

and Cntl-2, which we can attribute to the altered plan EU policy of PGSAlgo-7.

In the Mod-6 and Mod-7 experiments, we use the PGSAlgo-8 and PGSAlgo-9
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Figure 5.23: Results: Success rates of Mod-5 and Cntl-2.

Figure 5.24: Results: Success rates of Mod-6 and Mod-7 compared to Cntl-2.

configurations, respectively. These configurations force the plan library size to be

restricted to 200 (Mod-6) and 300 (Mod-7) plans. The plan library sizes will be

maintained as ‘windows’ of the latest acquired plans.

Figure 5.24 shows the levels of performance of Mod-6 and Mod-7 compared to

Cntl-2. Both Mod-6 and Mod-7 have inferior performance to Cntl-2, which suggests

that restricting the plan library size does not deliver superior performance. The

plan/rule use graphs in Figures A.16 A.18 show that plans are used noticeably less

than rules. However, the plan usage histograms shown in Figures A.17 and A.19 show

that the plan use distribution is more spread in both cases.

The last group of the “Mod” series of experiments, Mod-8, Mod-9, Mod-10, and

Mod-11, explore various effects of priming the knowledge base with plans prior to
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running the experiment. In Mod-8 and Mod-9 we use plans obtained from the Cntl-

2 experiment. In Mod-8 the plan library is primed with all plans relating to the

minimise distance goal, and in Mod-9 the minimise exposure goal. Mod-10 utilises a

complete primed KB from Cntl-2 (i.e. no plans removed). In Mod-11, we hand-select

a set of plans from the Cntl-2 experiment that were high performing and seemed to

cover a broad number of cases. In Mod-12, we took a different approach by building

a control layer into PGS that would generate plans from first principles based on

a simple strategy defined a priori. The control layer essentially has the effect of

specifying a complete plan library. The plans are constrained to four steps in length,

and are generated in a non-adaptive way. The resulting system is similar to a PGS

system with a complete plan library defined a priori17.

As can be seen in Figures 5.25 and 5.26 the performance levels of Mod-8, Mod-9,

Mod-10 and Mod-11 all have similar performance and success trends. However, in all

four cases the success rate at the end of the experiment is below the standard case

(Cntl-2). The plan/rule use trends and plan usage histograms, shown in Figures A.21,

A.23, A.25 and A.27, are also similar to that of Cntl-2. Figure 5.26 also shows the

success rates of the Mod-12 experiment. The performance levels are almost negligible,

staying at 0% for most of the experiment and rising to only 3% at the 400 trial mark.

The Mod-12 experiment demonstrates two important points:

1. It is difficult to define a priori behaviour specifications in terms of plans (i.e.

hand-coded plans), and conceivably, in terms of less abstract representations

such as rules, in the pursuit domain as presented here in this thesis.

2. Priming knowledge in complex domains can be much less effective than acquir-

ing the knowledge through automated means, particularly in complex domains

17Mod-12 is similar to the BDI solution presented and analysed in the minefield navigation domain
(section 5.2.2).
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Figure 5.25: Results: Success rates of Mod-8 and Mod-9 and Mod-10 compared to
Cntl-2.

such as the pursuit domain.

We have observed that priming the KB has not improved performance. The

plan/rule use and plan usage histogram data suggests similar behavioural character-

istics across all four experiments to Cntl-2. The low performance levels indicate

that priming the knowledge base is not a straightforward process and does not

necessarily yield superior performance. We can surmise that the primed knowledge

is not appropriate for the agent receiving the plans prior to execution. This may be

because the priming plans were acquired in a different execution context that does

not match an agent that is operating in a different environment to what the plans

were acquired in.

5.3.7 Results: Heterogeneous MAS (Het)

In these experiments, we set-up each predator agent with a different learning and

reasoning configuration, as opposed to one configuration applied to all four agents.

We essentially choose to set one of the predator agents with no learning capability;

that is, no FALCON or PGS learning activated. The purpose of these experiments

is to establish a basis for comparison to the case when communication between

predator agents is activated in heterogenous MAS configurations (i.e. the “Comm”
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Figure 5.26: Results: Success rates of Mod-11 and Mod-12 compared to Cntl-2.

experiments). Table 5.8 lists the configurations for “Het” experiments:

Table 5.8: Pursuit domain: Heterogenous MAS experiments (Het) overview. The
configuration in bold text indicates the variation from the standard configuration
(Cntl-2).

We see from Figure 5.27 that the performance of Het-1 is markedly lower than

Cntl-2. This lower performance for Het-1 is expected, considering that the fourth

predator agent (agent 3) does not learn and behaves randomly. The group of agents

manages to achieve some successes because the learning agents have adapted their

behaviours to account for this one random, “bumbling” agent.

Figure A.28 shows the plan and rule use of Het-1. The trend of plan/rule use is

very similar to that of Cntl-2. Of course, agent 3 does not use either plans or rules

due to its random behaviour. For all other agents, both plan and rule use hovers

around the 50-60 action executions per trial; a total of 100-120 action executions per

trial. This is significantly higher than Cntl-2, where the total figure hovered around

80. Again, this higher figure can be attributed to the random agent in the MAS. The
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Figure 5.27: Results: Success rates of Het-1 and Het-2 compared to Cntl-2. Note:
For Het-2, the experiment starts with a primed knowledge base from Cntl-2, hence it
starts with a success rate that is achieved at the end of Cntl-2.

plan use histograms of Het-1, shown in Figure A.29, again, follows a similar trend

to that of Cntl-2, with only a very slightly more spread out distribution that is not

significant enough to distinguish it from Cntl-2.

For Het-2, we make one significant alteration to the Het-1 configuration. In this

experiment, we prime the knowledge base with the plan library from Cntl-2. That

is, agents 0 to 2 will start the experiment with plans acquired through the PGS plan

acquisition process of Cntl-2. Due to this knowledge base priming, the performance

graph, shown in Figure 5.27, starts at the success rate at the end of Cntl-2 (91%).

As a result of the primed KB, the agents manage to achieve a higher success rate.

However, it is, understandably, still well below the performance of Cntl-2. The success

rate appears to plateau around 30% to 40%.

The plan/rule use of Het-2, shown in Figure A.30, illustrates a different trend of

plan and rule use, which can be attributed solely to the priming of the knowledge

base. Their is no latency in plan use as is typical in Cntl-2 and other experiments

where there is no priming: plans are used from the outset of the experiment. Agent

0 and 1 begin using both plans and rules quite frequently for the first quarter of the

experiment (50-55 action executions per trial) before a drop. The next quarter of
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the experiment shows a steady increase in plan/rule use, before steadying, somewhat,

towards the end (30-35 action executions per trial), with rules dominating plans by

a small margin. Agent 2, on the other hand, is different. Analysis of plan/rule use of

Cntl-2 revealed that agent 2 did not learn any plans throughout its execution (Figure

5.11(a)). However, in Het-2, agent 2 starts to acquire and use plans at around the

180’th trial. When rule use is the only type of knowledge being executed, plan/rule

use reaches 100-110. Once plans start being used, plan/rule use hovers around the 30

action executions per trial mark. As for the plan use histogram for Het-2, the trend

is very similar to Cntl-2, and there is a clear preference for a small group of plans.

However, the distribution of plan use is less spread than that of Het-1.

5.3.8 Results: Communication (Comm)

Table 5.9: Pursuit domain: Communication experiments (Comm) overview. The
configuration in bold text indicates the variation from the standard configuration
(Cntl-2).

In the “Comm” series of experiments, we activate the communication feature of

PGS. Table 5.9 lists the configurations for the three experiments. In Comm-1, the

standard setup for Cntl-2 is used, with the addition of communicating predators.

Figure 5.28 shows the success rates of the experiment compared to Cntl-2. As can

be seen, the performance trend is fairly similar. However, Comm-1 has a marginally

lower performance level, particularly at the 400 trial mark where there is a dip in

performance relative to Cntl-2. This is contrary to our expectations. We expect
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Figure 5.28: Results: Success rates of Comm-1 and Comm-2 compared to Cntl-2.

that communication of relevant knowledge will result in increased performance. Our

observation of reduced performance is an indication that the additional communicated

knowledge is hindering effective behaviours and contributing to lower performance.

The plan/rule use statistics, shown in Figure A.32, indicates a difference in plan/rule

use. The total executions per trial settles to around 40 action executions per trial

for all four predator agents. This is substantially lower than 60 for the Cntl-2

experiments. Communication of plans could indeed be resulting in more efficient

behaviours, and perhaps a faster convergence on effective plans18 due to the exchange

of plans between predator agents. The histogram of plan use for Comm-1, shown in

Figure A.33, indicates a more spread plan use distribution, which may have resulted

from the greater number of ‘good’ plans being communicated between agents.

For Comm-2, the configuration incorporates the HetMAS-3 configuration, in which

one predator agent behaves randomly with neither FALCON nor PGS activated.

Comm-2 is similar to the Het-1 experiment, but with the exception of communication

being activated. Hence, we will compare results of Comm-2 with Het-1, as well as

18We reserve the use of the word “optimal” for describing plans, as plans acquired by PGS are
not necessarily optimal, but are merely satisficing solutions (Pollack, 1992). A satisficing solution is
one that is suboptimal, but achieves a degree of performance that is acceptable given the constraints
and potentially competing requirements of the agent.
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Figure 5.29: Results: Success rates of Comm-2 and Het-1.

Cntl-2. Figure 5.28 shows the success rate of Comm-2 is significantly lower than

Cntl-2 and Comm-1. However, Figure 5.29 shows that Comm-2 does, indeed, perform

better than Het-1. The performance difference is substantial enough to attribute this

increase in performance to the presence of communication between agents.

Figure A.34 shows that the plan/rule use trend of Comm-2 is stabilise during the

last two-thirds of the experiment to twice the number of executions per trial than

that of Cntl-2. In Comm-2, the number is around 40 for each of plans and rules, 8o

in total, and finally dropping to around 30 each, or 60 in total during the last 100

trials. The figures for Cntl-2 are around 20 each for plans and rules, and 40 in total.

For agent 3 in Comm-2, because there is no rule or plan acquisition, plans dominate

due to the plans agent 3 received from communication, and hence these plans have

higher EU’s than random actions. Plan use hovers around 75, settling to around 50

in the last 100 trials, and the randomly selected rules19 hover around the 5-7 mark

throughout the experiment. The plan use histogram of Comm-2, shown in Figure

A.35, again follows the now common, skewed profile. However, if we look at the

distribution of agent 3 in Comm-2 (Figure A.35(d)), the distribution is more spread

19Randomly selected rules are simply randomly selected actions to take. They are not based on
any reasoning at the FALCON or PGS levels.
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Figure 5.30: Results: Success rates of Comm-3 and Comm-2. Note: Comm-3 consists
of agents with primed knowledge bases, hence it starts with a higher success rate at
the start of the experiment.

out than the agents 0 to 2. In Comm-2, plans are acquired through communication,

and have higher EU’s as they have been ‘specially selected’ by the sending agent for

communication. As such, these high EU plans are more likely to be selected, and the

distribution is more spread.

In Comm-3, we have the same configuration as Comm-2 except the agents 0 to

2 have a primed knowledge base, similar to Het-2. Again, this knowledge priming is

sourced from the knowledge base accumulated after the Cntl-2 experiment. Agent 3

is not primed as it is the non-learning agent. Figure 5.30 shows the success rate of

Comm-3 compared to Comm-2. As Comm-3 is primed with Cntl-2’s KB, the initial

success rate is set to the final success rate of Cntl-2. Comm-3 initially outperforms

Comm-2, and does so until the last segment of trials. However, these margins are

not substantial. In Figure 5.31, we note a very similar success rate trend between

Comm-3 and Het-2, with Comm-3 marginally outperforming Het-2, particularly at

the 400 trial mark. As can be seen, the Comm-3 and Het-2 follow a very similar

trend. Comm-3 has a noticeable, although slight, improvement in performance over

Het-2, particularly at the 400’th trial. This improvement can be attributed to the

presence of communication.

The trends are an indication of the Comm-3 experiment configuration. Similar
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Figure 5.31: Results: Success rates of Comm-3 and Het-2. Note: Both Comm-3 and
Het-2 have primed knowledge bases, hence they start with a higher success rate at
the start of the experiment.

to Comm-1 and Comm-2, Figure A.36 shows that for primed agents (0 to 2), plan

use occurs from the first trial. Agent 3 behaves similar to Comm-2, where it only

has plans acquired from communication, which results in higher plan use (Figure

A.34(d)). Figure A.37 shows the Comm-3 plan use histogram. Compared to Cntl-

2, agents 0 to 2 has a far greater number of acquired plans, and there is a higher

maximum frequency of use for the most used plan in Comm-3, compared to Cntl-2,

and the distribution is even more skewed in Comm-3. again similar to Comm-2, the

plan use frequency of agent 3 in Comm-3 follows a different profile due to the fact

that agent 3 is the non-learning agent that receives communicating plans. In Comm-

3, there is a greater number of plans in the plan library of agent 3 (the non-learning

agent) than that of Comm-2. Also, of the highest frequency plans (i.e. the peak of

the graph of Figure A.37(d)), agent 3 of Comm-3 has a small number of such plans

that are used at a far greater frequency than the equivalent plans in Comm-2 (i.e. the

peaks of Figure A.35(d)). However, agent 3 of both Comm-2 and Comm-3 have an

overall diverse distribution of plan use frequency, especially when compared to agents

0 to 2.
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Figure 5.32: Results: Success rates of Prey-1, Prey-2 and Cntl-2.

5.3.9 Results: Prey Behaviour (Prey)

Table 5.10: Pursuit domain: Prey Behaviour experiments (Prey) overview. The
configuration in bold text indicates the variation from the standard configuration
(Cntl-2).

In these experiments, the prey behaviour is changed. In all previous experiments,

the prey behaved randomly. In these experiments, we specify two alternate behaviours

for the prey. In the first variation, the prey has a tendency to move towards the nearest

boundary (“boundary runner”), and the second it simply remains stationary (the

PreyBehav-1 and PreyBehav-2 configurations, see Table 5.2). Both configurations

are deterministic behaviours.

Figure 5.32 shows the performance of the Prey-1, Prey-2 and Cntl-2 experiments.

Prey-1 is the experiment in which FALCON and PGS is activated with the boundary

runner prey, whilst Prey-2 is the experiment in which only FALCON is activated

with the boundary runner prey. It can be observed that both Prey-1 and Prey-2
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are significantly outperformed by Cntl-2. This difference between the Prey series

of experiments and Cntl-2 is within our expectations: since the prey has a slightly

more sophisticated behavioural pattern that is more effective at achieving its goal of

reaching the boundary, the predators have a more difficult task of achieving their own

goal of capturing the prey. However, and more importantly, there is also a significant

difference in performance between Prey-1 and Prey-2. When PGS is activated (Prey-

1), the performance rises significantly, particularly at the 300’th trial where the

performance difference between Prey-1 and Prey-2 is almost 50%. This difference

is sustained, despite reducing to around 40% towards the end of the experiment (i.e.

at the 500’th trial).

For Prey-1, the performance improvement can be attributed to the acquisition

and use of plans at the PGS level. However, we must analyse the plan/rule usage

statistics in order to determine whether plans have contributed to this performance

improvement. Figure A.38 shows the statistics for plan/rule use. Indeed, these graphs

do indicate that plans are used, and like Cntl-2, plan are used significantly. Although

rule use dominates plan use for all four agents, the difference is only marginal. Total

executions per trial stabilise at around 60. The plan use histogram shown in Figure

A.39, again, follows a similar trend to the other experiments discussed thus far.

For the Prey-2 experiment, we only present statistics of rule use (Figure A.40) since

only FALCON is activated. In these graphs, rule use averages around 70-80 action

executions per trial, which is 10-20 actions greater than in the Prey-1 experiment,

where there was a total of around 60 action executions per trial. Hence, when PGS is

active (Prey-1) the agents behave more efficiently than when only FALCON is active

and rules are used (Prey-2).

For the Prey-3 and Prey-4 experiments, we change the prey behaviour once again;

this time to PreyBehav-2 (stationary prey). Wherever it has been randomly placed in

the grid at the start of a trial, it remains in that position throughout the trial. This
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Figure 5.33: Results: Success rates of Prey-3 and Prey-4 compared to Cntl-2.

prey behaviour is another instance of deterministic prey behaviour, albeit a simplistic

case where there is no dynamic element in the behaviour. However, it represents an

extreme case of deterministic prey behaviour that is useful to compare the FALCON-

PGS and FALCON configurations. In Prey-3, we run the experiment with this

stationary prey behaviour with both FALCON and PGS active. For comparison,

we also run the same experiment, but with only FALCON activated in Prey-4.

As can be observed from Figure 5.33, the performance for Prey-3 and Prey-4 is, as

expected, superior in comparison to the case when the prey behaves randomly (e.g.

in Cntl-2), and also to the “boundary runner” behaviour in Prey-1 and -2. The task

of the predators to capture the prey when it is stationary is much easier than the

other two prey behaviours (configurations PreyBehav-0 and -1), which explains the

significant increase in performance for Prey-3 and Prey-4. The performance of Prey-

3 (FALCON-PGS configuration), reaches 100% much faster than Prey-4 (FALCON

only), despite a slight drop in performance at the 500’th trial. Indeed, over the course

of the entire experiment, Prey-3 outperforms Prey-4.

Figure A.41 shows the plan/rule use for Prey-3. As can be seen, plan use tends

to dominate rule use for all agents. Plan use for agent 0 tends to hover around 20-30

action executions per trial, whilst rule use is lower at 10. Hence, the total action

executions per trial is around 30-40. Once plans start to be used, agent 1 stabilises,
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somewhat, to around 20 action executions per trial each for rules and plans, and a

total of 40. Agent 2 uses plans more than agent 1, but not as much as agent 0. Plan

use tends to follow rule use between trials 300 and 400, but plans begin to dominate

thereafter, where plans account for 30 action executions per trial, and rules around

15 action executions per trial. For agent 2, when plans are being used, both plans

and rules each account for around 15-20 action executions per trial; a total of 30-40

action executions per trial. Agent 3 follows a very similar trend to agent 0. The

rule use graph for Prey-4, shown in Figure A.43, shows that rule use is as high as

105 action executions per trial, and drops to as low as 40 action executions per trial.

When compared to Prey-3, the total action executions for Prey-4 is roughly the same,

if not slightly higher at certain stages of the experiment.

The plan use histogram for Prey-3 reveals a similar profile of plan use to other

experiments. Agent 3, again, has a similar plan usage frequency distribution to agent

0. There is no plan use histogram for Prey-4 as PGS is deactivated in Prey-4.

If we turn back to Prey-1 and Prey-2, the experiments in which a deterministic

prey behaviour (“boundary runner”) was configured, we note that when FALCON and

PGS are activated (Prey-1), the performance is substantially higher. Therefore, we

observe a pattern between Prey-1/Prey-2 and Prey-3/Prey-4: deterministic behaviour

of the prey renders the FALCON-PGS agent configuration superior in performance

to the FALCON-only configuration. However, we do not observe a similar trend

with plan use. In Prey-1, plan use does not dominate rule use in the same way it

does for Prey-3. Hence, we cannot make conclusions about plan use in relation to

deterministic behaviour of the prey.

5.3.10 Results: Multiagent Plans (Multi)

In the Multi-1 experiment, we experiment with a very different configuration than

all the previous experiments. Table 5.11 lists the configuration. In Multi-1, we have
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only one PGS module that “services” all four agents. It acquires a multiagent plan

that specifies behaviours for all four predator agents. To formalise, a plan, pi, has

plan elements ei,j, each of which has actions, ak
i,j, which pertains to agent k, plan i

and plan step j. A plan step, ei,j, is constructed as follows:

ei,j = {a1
i,j, a

2
i,j, a

3
i,j, a

4
i,j} (5.3.5)

Furthermore, the experiment setup is also slightly different. Multi-1 is executed

after a prior execution run of 500 trials with only FALCON activated. This ensured

that the quality of the acquired rules (codes) are sufficiently high enough to be used

as a basis for acquiring plans20.

Figure 5.34 shows that Multi-1 has lower performance than Cntl-2. However, it is

similar in performance to Cntl-1. Also, Figure 5.35 shows that plan use is very much

dominant. The number of executions per trial also slightly decrease towards the end

of the experiment.

Table 5.11: Pursuit domain: Multiagent Plans experiments (Multi) overview. The
configuration in bold text indicates the variation from the standard configuration
(Cntl-2).

20This arrangement is similar to waiting until the threshold number of codes, α, is reached in
Algorithm 10. Performing 500 prior trials with only FALCON activated is an early, less developed
approach to addressing the same problem: namely that the rules must have sufficient quality before
plans can be acquired.
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Figure 5.34: Results: Success rates of Multi-1, Cntl-1 and Cntl-2.

Figure 5.35: Results: Plan use histogram for multiagent plan of Multi 1.
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5.3.11 Summary

The pursuit domain is more complex than the minefield navigation domain, and

has allowed us to explore a wider array of aspects of PGS, FALCON, and various

configurations and their relationship to the environment.

We defined numerous configurations of the agent and the domain. We then

proceeded to run experiments with pertinent combinations of the configurations that

have provided useful data to support our claims, and raise other issues that are

relevant to our study. The agent configurations include adjustments to:

1. Whether PGS and/or FALCON is activated.

2. Goal-clue tuple configurations.

3. Configuration of the PGS module, including variations to the PGS algorithm,

variations in representation of context, etc.

4. Heterogeneous configuration of agents: Activating and deactivating learning in

each individual agent such that there is a heterogeneous multiagent system.

5. Allowing communication of knowledge to occur between predator agents.

6. Multiagent plans: One PGS module that acquires plans that specify behaviours

for all four agents, under various configurations. That is, a single plan library

exists that stores plans for all four agents. Each plan specifies sequences of

actions for all four agents in a single plan body.

We varied just one domain configuration:

1. Behaviour of the prey. Does the prey move randomly (non-deterministically),

or does it have a deterministic behaviour or strategy?
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The experiments were grouped into several categories, each with a specific purpose.

We list these categories, highlight their purpose and briefly summarise the outcomes

from analysis of the data obtained from the experiments:

Control experiments

These experiments are the standard configuration in which we activate/deactivate

PGS and FALCON modules. They serve as a benchmark for other experiments in

the case study, as well as a source for making inferences about PGS, FALCON and the

domain. When FALCON and PGS are both deactivated such that the agents behave

randomly (Cntl-3), the performance is 0% success rate, which indicates the domain

is non-trivial and random behaviours will not achieve success. When only FALCON

is active for all agents (Cntl-1), the performance is adequate. However when both

FALCON and PGS is activated (Cntl-2), the performance is substantially better than

the FALCON-only case. The plan use compared to rule use in Cntl-2 shows that plan

use is substantial and roughly equals rule use when plan use stabilises. The total

action executions per trial in Cntl-2 is below that of Cntl-1, demonstrating that when

PGS is activated, the agent requires less steps (action executions) to achieve its goals.

When analysing the plan use frequency distribution, we observed an unexpected trend

of skewed distributions where the set of plans in the plan library acquired early on

in the experiment (i.e. the plans close to the vertical axis) were used the most in a

majority of experiments. Also, these plans tended to be single step plans (i.e. plan

length = 1).

Varied initial conditions

Our endeavours to find out why the FALCON-PGS configuration in the previous

control experiments lead us to make changes to random aspects of the experiments,

namely to the initial conditions of predators and prey. We varied these conditions in
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order to determine whether or not the superior performance of FALCON-PGS was due

to random factors (or ‘luck’). The data analysis from these experiments proved that,

in fact, random factors did not have a bearing on performance. The performance in all

Init experiments proved to be substantially superior to the FALCON-only experiment

(Cntl-1).

Goal-clue tuples

We then modified the goal-clue tuple configuration by removing one goal-clue tuple

from the standard set of goal-clue tuples, G. Reducing the number of goal-clue tuples

caused the performance to drop. The results from the Goal-1 and Goal-2 experiments

proved that, indeed, goal-clue tuples do have a bearing on performance. Also, the

characteristics of the plan acquisition process changed as a result of truncating G.

PGS module configurations

We also varied specific aspects of the PGS module configuration. In Mod-1 we

explored the effect of generalising the context of plans, such that acquired plans

can potentially be applied to more situations. As predicted, the performance was

below the standard case without generalisation (Cntl-2). The effect on plan library

size and plan use was minimal. Hence, our overall conclusion from our analysis of

this configuration was that it yielded no advantage, and hampered performance.

In Mod-2, we implement a configuration of the PGS algorithm that tries to acquire

longer plan structures. Although this experiment did not outperform Cntl-2, we

observed that plan use dominated rule use, whereas normally this was not the case

in Cntl-2. Furthermore, the plan use frequency distribution was more spread out,

indicating that more plans are used than in the standard case. An analysis of plan

lengths of each plan library confirmed that Mod-2 does indeed yield longer plans.

In Mod-3, we employ the use of additional plan pruning mechanisms in an effort to
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truncate the plan library and remove superfluous plans. The performance was slightly

below the standard case, despite high performance at certain points in the experiment.

Plan/rule use shows that, in total, less steps are required per trial, indicating that plan

execution is resulting in more efficient behaviours. Mod-4 combines the configurations

of Mod-2 and Mod-3. Mod-4 outperforms both Mod-2 and Mod-3, indicating that

these configurations complement each other to yield superior performance.

In Mod-5, we alter the plan reward policy and found that this caused a lowering of

performance, but little effect on other characteristics such as plan/rule use and plan

usage distribution. In Mod-6 and Mod-7 we restrict the plan library size to 200 and

300 plans, respectively. In both cases we observe a significant drop in performance

and dominant rule use, but a more spread plan use distribution. In Mod-8, Mod-

9, Mod-10, and Mod-11 we experiment with priming the knowledge base in various

ways prior to running the experiment. In all three cases we observed similar levels

of performance and behaviour to Cntl-2, and in all cases the performance levels were

marginally lower than Cntl-2, at best. In Mod-12, we implemented a complete priming

solution that went beyond the configurations of Mod-8 to -11. However, the results

were well below that of Cntl-2 and were almost negligible. This has shown that

priming the knowledge base in complex domains, such as the pursuit domain, is not

a straightforward process. From our experiments, we have demonstrated that adding

knowledge through priming does not have an additive effect on performance, but can

have a negative effect. It is possible that other options for knowledge base priming

not discussed in this thesis could yield better results. However, since these other

options have not been explored, we cannot make any conclusions.

Heterogeneous MAS

In these experiments, we set one agent to behave randomly, and the other three

agents to behave with FALCON and PGS activated under varying conditions. In
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Het-1, we set the three learning agents with FALCON and PGS activated, and the

fourth agent behaving randomly. As expected, the performance was well below Cntl-

2. The agents used more action executions per trial than in Cntl-2. The plan use

frequency distribution was also slightly more spread out for a few agents than in

Cntl-2. In Het-2, we use the same configuration as in Cntl-2, but we prime the three

learning agents with the knowledge base (plan library) obtained from the agents in

Cntl-2. The performance, however, was still well below Cntl-2 and only marginally

higher than Het-1.

Communication

In these experiments we activate the communication feature of PGS under varying

configurations. In Comm-1, we alter the standard Cntl-2 set-up by activating com-

munication. The performance was, unexpectedly, below Cntl-2. It is possible that the

communicated knowledge may in fact be causing behaviours of low performance. The

communicated knowledge may actually be noisy data that is disrupting the receiving

agents’ performance. Despite the lower performance, we observe that plan use is

significantly lower in Comm-1 than in Cntl-2, suggesting that the communicated

knowledge is improving the agents’ efficiency. Furthermore, the plan use frequency

distribution is more spread out in Comm-1 than in Cntl-2, also suggesting a correla-

tion between communication of knowledge and a more diverse use of plans.

In Comm-2, we use the Het-1 configuration and add communication. Although

performance of Comm-2 was below Cntl-2, which is reasonable considering that

Comm-2 has a heterogeneous MAS and Cntl-2 does not, we observe that Comm-2 does

in fact substantially outperform Het-1, leading us to conclude that in heterogeneous

MAS, communication does yield performance benefits. We also note from Comm-2

that the plan use frequency distribution is more spread out when an agent receives

communicated knowledge that result in the agent having a “richer” plan library than
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an agent that has acquired the plans through its own internal processes.

Finally, Comm-3 explores the heterogeneous MAS configuration with three primed,

learning agents, and communication activated. The performance of Comm-3 is slightly

better than Comm-2. Also, the plan use frequency distribution is less spread out than

Comm-2.

Prey Behaviour

In these experiments, we vary the prey’s behaviour to be deterministic, as opposed

to non-deterministic and random as was the case in previous experiments. In Prey-1,

where the prey adopts the “boundary runner” behaviour, the predators fair much

worse than in Cntl-2. This is due to the prey’s increased “intelligence” in achiev-

ing its own goal and running toward the boundary, thus increasing the predators’

difficulty in achieving their goal, and resulting in a lower performance level than

the standard case. However, when compared to the FALCON-only configuration

(Prey-2), Prey-1 performs much better. The activation of PGS in Prey-1 has yielded

higher performance. In Prey-3 and Prey-4, where the prey remains stationary, we

observe a similar pattern in which the FALCON-PGS configuration outperforms the

FALCON-only configuration. Therefore, we were able to infer that when the prey

has deterministic behaviour, the plan acquisition and plan execution occurring in

PGS (i.e. FALCON-PGS; Prey-1, Prey-3) yielded superior performance than when

no plans were used (i.e. FALCON-only; Prey-2, Prey-4).

Multiagent plans

In Multi-1, we experiment with a configuration where there is one PGS module for all

four agents, which acquires a single plan for all four agents; a multiagent plan. In this

experiment, we noticed that the performance was below the standard case (Cntl-2),

but was very similar to the FALCON-only case (Cntl-1). The plan use in Multi-1
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dominated rule use by a significant margin, and a margin that was higher than any

other experiment.

5.4 Case study results summary

A discussion of the empirical work and architectural developments of PGS will be

presented in the following discussion chapter (chapter 6). Conclusions, with respect

to the research questions described in chapter 1, will then be drawn from these

discussions in section 6.7.

In this section, we summarise the chapter outcomes:

1. The minefield navigation domain has demonstrated the concept of PGS, as

described in chapters 3 and 4.

2. The minefield navigation domain is of sufficient complexity to warrant the use of

plans as a representation, and PGS as a means of acquiring plans. However, the

complexity was not high enough to explore all the features of PGS, specifically

multiagent aspects, communication, complexity of the domain and dynamic

environmental elements. In the pursuit domain, we were able to explore these

aspects of PGS.

3. Due to the relative simplicity of the minefield navigation domain (compared

to the pursuit domain) we were able to explore a solution involving defining

a priori plans in a BDI agent implementation. This allowed us to compare

the FALCON and FALCON-PGS implementation to a standard BDI solution.

This was not possible in the pursuit domain because the a priori plans that we

attempted to define were not successful.

4. The results from the minefield navigation domain indicate that a priori plans

in a BDI agent, and also acquiring plans through PGS, yields comparable or
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superior performance to using rules and acquiring them through a learning

module such as FALCON.

5. In the pursuit domain, the control experiments have also shown that combining

PGS and FALCON is advantageous.

6. The goal-clue tuple configuration has a significant effect on performance. We

found that removing either goal-clue tuple resulted in lowered performance

levels.

7. We experimented with various modifications to the basic PGS algorithm:

• Generalisation, or abstraction, of context had a negative affect on perfor-

mance. This is most likely due to the difficulty of context generalisation.

• Restricting plan size to a minimum allowable length also resulted in lower

performance, but a more even plan usage distribution across the plan

library.

• An additional plan pruning mechanism resulted in slightly lower perfor-

mance, albeit with a lower number of required steps per trial.

• Combining the above two modifications (i.e. plan pruning mechanism and

plan size restriction) had an additive effect on performance and behaviour

characteristics, suggesting that they are mutually inclusive modifications.

• Restricting the plan library size also resulted in lower performance, but

again a more spread plan use distribution.

• We also experimented with priming the knowledge base. Contrary to

expectations, performance levels were not improved due to priming. In

fact, the greater the degree of knowledge base priming, the lower the

performance levels.
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8. We experimented with different heterogeneous multiagent configurations, in-

cluding communication. When deactivating both PGS and FALCON for one of

the four predator agents, we observed a marked reduction in performance.

9. In a heterogenous multiagent arrangement, when communication was activated

the performance improved. Priming the knowledge base improved performance

slightly in the heterogeneous configuration with communication activated.

10. We also experimented with communication under the homogeneous settings.

Under these settings, we unexpectedly encountered lower levels of performance.

We explained that this phenomenon could be caused by communicated knowl-

edge being out of context with the receiving agent. The subsequent execution

of this knowledge yields lower performance as a result of it being out of context.

11. We also varied the environmental properties by adjusting the prey’s behaviour

to be deterministic, as opposed to random (non-deterministic), in the pursuit

domain. We noticed a significant improvement in performance as a result,

which is consistent with certain characteristics of plans that make them suited

to deterministic environments.

12. We then experimented with a configuration involving one PGS module that

acquires a single plan for all four predator agents (Multi-1). Performance levels

were lower than the standard case (Cntl-2), but plan use was significantly higher.

In fact, relative plan use was in this experiment was the highest of all the

experiments.
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Discussions and Conclusions

In this chapter we will discuss our empirical work and findings. We also compare the

PGS architecture to previously studied architectures in section 2.4. We then discuss

possible further work.

6.1 Empirical work

Of the two domains we have explored in our case studies, we place greater emphasis

on the pursuit domain. We have conducted a more thorough investigation in the

pursuit domain, and the higher complexity of the pursuit domain has allowed us to

demonstrate more aspects of PGS. Table 6.1 provides an overview of the groups of

experiments in this domain that we refer to in the following discussions.

6.1.1 PGS algorithm configurations

The Cntl series of experiments has essentially demonstrated that PGS is feasible and

that there are performance advantages in using PGS and plans. The lower number

of executions per trial also shows that PGS produces more efficient behaviours.

Modifying the goal-clue tuples, G, (section 4.3) had a major impact on performance

and execution characteristics of the plans, which shows that the configuration of G

233
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Table 6.1: Pursuit domain: Discussion overview, where the “lightning flash” icon in
the table indicates which experiments (left, vertical column) have been referred to in
which particular section to follow (top, horizontal row).

has a major influence on these factors.

Generalising plan context did not yield any performance gains. The complexity

of generalising a plan’s context is quite high, and our efforts in the Mod-1 experiment

was ultimately not adequate to produce better performance levels. Despite the Mod-1

experiment, and the standard plan context generalisation feature of PGS (achieved

through the filter subfunction, section 4.5), generalising a plan context is an area
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we have not successfully implemented in our case studies. We discuss other avenues

to achieve effective plan generalisation in section 6.5.

We experimented with a modification of PGS that was geared towards acquiring

longer plans. Although performance was not improved, we noticed that plan use

dominated rule use and a more diverse set of plans was used. A similar effect was

noticed with a modified plan pruning mechanism that truncated the plan library at

certain intervals during the experiment. Combining both of these modifications had

an additive effect where positive aspects of each were combined. This is an indication

that longer plans and smaller plan libraries have a positive effect on plan execution and

plan library usage. This observation is concurred by work in reinforcement learning

(McGovern and Sutton, 1998; Sutton and Barto, 1998).

We also experimented with changing the initial plan reward values. This had

little effect on performance or the other plan and library characteristics. From

this observation, it seems that initial plan reward is not a major factor. In fact,

it is the plan confidence, which is modified as part of ongoing plan reinforcement

and penalisation, that has a significant effect. This brings us back to our previous

discussion that plan reinforcement and penalisation, as well as plan management, are

important processes that are required for the promotion of effective behaviours.

We also experimented with a single PGS module that acquired plans which specify

behaviours for all four agents. This configuration did not outperform the standard

case, but was better than the FALCON-only case. The plan use dominated rule

use by the largest margin of all the other experiments. This is due to the fact that

the multiagent plans specify actions for all four agents, so the selection of a plan

guarantees execution of actions for all four agents. In the standard case (i.e. one PGS

module per agent), for any given execution cycle there can be anything between 0 and

4 predator agents executing a plan, whereas in the multiagent plans configuration it

is either 0 agents or all 4. Hence, the high number of plan selections in the multiagent
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plan experiments resulted in a greater number of action executions from plans.

6.1.2 Communication and Heterogeneous MAS

Our empirical work has shown that when agents communicate knowledge as plans

through PGS, the performance improves under particular configurations (Het-1, Het-

2, Comm-1, Comm-2 and Comm-3). Furthermore, the plan usage was more diverse,

which is due to a greater number of high confidence plans in the agents’ library

received from communication. Our experiments also involved deactivating one agent’s

learning capabilities in order to achieve MAS heterogeneity. From our findings, we

can infer that PGS provides greater advantages in the case when agents with varying

types of learning and levels of ability are combined. Indeed, the advantage of plan

communication was evident when communication was activated in a heterogeneous

MAS and a substantial performance increase was observed.

Furthermore, even in a homogeneous MAS, communication could allow each agent

to share knowledge and thus improve the knowledge of agents on an individual

and collective basis. Our experiments with this configuration did not produce the

level of performance improvements that we expected. However, we observed that

communicating knowledge fragments is not a straightforward process, and that the

communicated knowledge must correspond to the receiving agent’s requirements and

conditions. If these issues are better handled, we may observe better performance

improvement as a result of knowledge communication. We discuss this issue in section

6.5.

6.1.3 Primed knowledge versus Experiential knowledge

In standard BDI agents, plans are defined a priori during design time, and the plan

library remains static during execution. There is no adaptation as a result of the

agent’s experience, or any other factors. Our PGS model makes a fundamental
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departure in this regard: no plans defined a priori are required prior to execution, and

the plans are acquired as a result of experience gathered during execution. However,

as shown in our experiments, the knowledge base can be primed where PGS would

then operate to improve the predefined plan base.

In the minefield navigation domain, we ran experiments where there was a be-

haviour specification for the agent represented as BDI plans and no acquisition of

new knowledge during execution. As we observed in the analysis of the experiment

results (Cntl-1, Cntl-2 and Cntl-3), the JACK BDI system1 performance was superior

to FALCON and our preliminary FALCON-PGS implementation. However, in the

case of the minefield navigation domain, the specification of the plans was relatively

straightforward. There was only one agent, and the environment factors—in both

the static and dynamic cases—was relatively easy to determine for the purpose

of plan specification. Hence, the BDI implementation in the minefield navigation

domain was useful for the purposes of comparison to the FALCON and FALCON-

PGS implementations.

We also explored priming the knowledge base of agents in the pursuit domain

(Mod-8—Mod-12). In the case of the partially primed knowledge base, the agent was

required to ‘fill in the gaps’ and acquire additional plans. We found that performance

reduced marginally, but nonetheless followed a similar, if not underperforming, trend

to the normal, non-primed case (Cntl-2). When priming the knowledge base, the

performance was negligible, and far below that of the partially primed knowledge

base. Our inference from these results is that selecting plans to prime the knowledge

base must be done carefully, as the priming plans may contribute to lower levels of

performance. The plans used to prime the knowledge base must match the agent’s

requirements and conditions. This is similar to communicating agents, where we also

1The JACK specification can be found in appendix B.3.1.
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inferred that communicated knowledge fragments must also be done with care and

consideration of the receiving agent’s requirements and conditions. As described in

the previous section, communication yielded greatest advantage when the receiving

agent did not have its own experiential knowledge acquisition capability.

In the pursuit domain the determination of plans is by no means straightforward

due to the relatively higher degree of complexity of the domain. This complexity

can be attributed to the presence of multiple, cooperating agents, and the complex

objectives and tasks of the agents. We observe through comparisons of the minefield

navigation and pursuit domains that the complexity of a domain is dependant on the

number of dynamic elements in the environment, as well as the individual complexity

of each element. From our experiments in priming the knowledge base in the pursuit

domain, we have observed that: (i) it is difficult to implement a competent behaviour

specification by hand in complex domains, and (ii) priming the knowledge base with

plans does not necessarily have a positive effect on performance.

In fact, we were unable to implement a competent behaviour specification by

hand in the pursuit domain2, unlike our much more successful attempt at specifying

a priori defined BDI plans in the minefield navigation domain. This provides support

for the motivating point in using automated knowledge acquisition architectures such

as PGS: in complex domains (such as the pursuit domain), acquiring knowledge using

automated means is not only more effective, but may be the only solution when the

behaviour specification cannot be determined a priori (“by hand”). Priming the

knowledge base in such domains may also contribute to lower performance, as we

have observed in our pursuit domain experiments.

2We were not able to explore all options in priming the knowledge base by hand. Indeed, it may
be possible that a set of plans can be defined and implemented that would yield high performance.
However, it suffices to say here that considerable effort was made to find such a specification, and
our inability to find it demonstrates that it is difficult and non-trivial to hand-code plans in the
pursuit domain, thus vindicating the general endeavour of automated plan acquisition in complex
domains.
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6.1.4 Deterministic elements in the environment

If dynamic elements of the environment are deterministic, then PGS outperforms the

FALCON-only configuration significantly. On the other hand, if dynamic environ-

mental elements are non-deterministic, the performance of PGS is very similar to

the FALCON-only configuration. We have observed this phenomenon in the pursuit

domain where we have set the prey’s behaviour to deterministic and non-deterministic

behaviour, and which reinforces the characteristic of plans described in the literature

that make it more amenable to deterministic elements (Prey-1—Prey-4). Moreover,

these results have shown plans as being superior to single-action representations (in

our case, rules) for deterministic environments. We also found that plan use was used

approximately equally to rules when deterministic prey behaviours were set.

We can generalise this observation by stating that the presence of deterministic

elements in the environment tends to result in more effective use of plans, as op-

posed to the presence of non-deterministic elements. This idea is not a new one:

any learning approach requires a certain degree of regularity for learning to occur

(Sutton and Barto, 1998), and particularly when using higher level representations

(e.g. macro actions, McGovern and Sutton, 1998). However, our empirical work

has served to highlight this phenomenon in PGS, and particularly linked it to the

characteristics of plans. In fact, we have shown in our data analysis in the “Prey”

series of experiments that plans (as acquired and executed by PGS) outperforms rules

(as acquired and executed by FALCON).
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6.2 Challenges of plan learning and PGS

6.2.1 Behaviour discrepancy

There is a discrepancy between behaviours generated by FALCON-PGS and FALCON-

only experiments in both the pursuit and minefield navigation domains. This is

evidenced by different performance levels between FALCON and FALCON-PGS con-

figurations (see Figures 5.3, 5.4 for the minefield navigation domain; and 5.9 for the

pursuit domain). This suggests that PGS generates action sequences (through its

execution of plans) that do not match those sequences generated by FALCON. There

are several reasons for this: plan selection independence, differences between plan

selection and single action (FALCON) selection, differences between plan selection

and acquisition, and the presence of outdated plans.

The discrepancy in behaviours between FALCON and FALCON-PGS, and more

generally the bottom level and bottom level-PGS hybrid configuration, is actually

expected. When acquiring plans, PGS adds additional information about the un-

derlying action sequences. Namely, a particular plan context and the goal that is

being achieved. When this plan is later selected, the situation (context) in which it is

executed might be different from the original actions executed by FALCON. Indeed,

the use of the plan in different situations may produce more effective behaviours (as

has been shown in our experiments). The challenge is to ensure that the plan is

executed in an appropriate manner. A plan must be executed for the correct goal. If

it was encoded to accomplish goal Ga, then it should not be executed to accomplish

goal Gb. Furthermore, the plan must be executed in the appropriate context. If it

was acquired in context e1, then it must subsequently executed in a related context

e2, such that e2 → e1
3. In our pursuit domain experiments, we have encountered

3For example, suppose we have three contexts in the pursuit domain: e1, e2, and e3. e1 relates
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cases where plans are being executed in the correct context (e.g. Cntl-2), and cases

where plans are not being executed in the correct context (e.g. Het-1 and Het-2).

6.2.2 Uneven plan usage distribution

An uneven plan usage distribution was observed that is an undesired characteristic

of plan library utilisation, evident in all our case study experiments:

• Cntl-2 (standard FALCON-PGS configuration): Figures 5.11(b) and 5.11(c).

• Mod-1 (context generalisation): Figure 5.16(b).

• Mod-2 (contiguous plan acquisition): Figure 5.18(b).

• Mod-3 (plan library pruning) Figure A.11.

• Mod-4 (Mod-2 and 3 combined) Figures 5.22(b).

• Mod-8, 9, 10, 11 (KB priming) Figures A.21, A.23, A.25, and A.27.

• Het-1 and Het-2 (heterogenous configuration): Figures A.29 and A.31.

• Prey-1, 2, 3, 4 (deterministic prey behaviour): Figures A.39 and A.42.

We observed in some experiments that plan usage distribution was more spread

out:

• Comm-1 and Comm-2 (plans acquired through communication): Figures A.33,

and A.35

• Mod-6 and Mod-7 (library size restriction): Figures A.17 and A.19

to the prey agent being surrounded by predators on the left and right at two grid spaces away. e2

is the prey surrounded from the front and back at two spaces. And finally, e3 is the same as e2, but
at three spaces away. From these contexts, it can be said that e1 → e3, but e1 9 e3, because e2

surrounds at different sides than e1 and e3.
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This characteristic of plan usage affects performance and other characteristics of

system behaviour. The skewed plan use distribution indicates a preference for the

use of less effective plans over more effective plans. This is evident in the distribution

being skewed towards a greater use of plans generated early on that are less effective,

rather than plans generated later on that are more effective. This contradicts the

superior performance of PGS in many experiments, but is an indication that perfor-

mance may improve with a better plan usage distribution that employs the use of

more effective plans. A positively skewed plan usage distribution may be achieved

with an improved plan library management subsystem. Some parallel work on the

PGS implementation has been completed by Pfau et al. (2008), where the issue of

plan usage distribution has been addressed. We discuss this later in future work,

section 6.5.

Some possible causes for this skewed distribution are:

• The plan reinforcement/penalisation subfunction is causing the early plans

to be used more often by increasing the confidence values for certain plans

excessively. This would be an implementation issue, and not an issue with the

PGS architecture itself. The assumption in the PGS architecture is that the

reinforcement/penalisation subfunctions are accurate and ‘fair’ across all plans

in the plan library.

• The reward subfunction is not making an appropriate measure of the plan’s

expected utility (see section 3.4.1). This is complicated by the differences

between computing the reward value for a single action, and reward value of a

plan that specifies a course of actions. How is reward compared between that

of one action (from single actions at the bottom level) to that of many actions

(from plans at the top, PGS level)?
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6.2.3 Excessive plan acquisition

In all experiments, there are a large number of plans acquired, which affects per-

formance of the system. Excess plans were not adequately pruned from the library,

which may require further changes to existing plan library pruning processes. We

have experimented with a plan pruning mechanism that is in addition to the pruning

mechanism already present in the standard PGS algorithm. Despite our efforts in

augmenting the standard PGS algorithm, the plan library size was not significantly

reduced, and the behavioural characteristics, including performance, of the experi-

ment did not significantly improve. The lack of success we have experienced with

managing plan library size highlights the complexity of the problem. Managing the

plan library size remains a significant issue, and one that we have not completely

resolved in this thesis.

In addition to plan library pruning, an improved plan generalisation process that

produces plans that are applicable to a wider range of situations may also reduce the

number of plans acquired. More general plans have greater scope of use, and thus

PGS will have a lower incidence of new plans being acquired due to an increased use

of existing plans within the plan library.

6.2.4 Complexity of plan acquisition

Plan acquisition in situated agents is difficult because of the richness of the repre-

sentation involved. The complexity of acquisition plans is complicated by the fact

that there are multiple actions a plan executes. There are complex relationships

between actions in a plan: the more steps (actions) there are in a plan, the greater the

possible combinations of actions, and the greater the complexity of plan acquisition.

The effectiveness of the plan is dependant on the appropriate aggregation of multiple

actions into the plan body. If one action in a plan results in a reduction in the

agent’s utility or reward, then the agent’s ‘misbehaviour’ will be compounded in
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subsequent actions, thus rendering the entire plan ineffective. In fact, the effectiveness

of subsequent plans may also be affected by the sequence resulting from the execution

of this one ‘bad’ action. Hence, we can see that plan acquisition requires careful

consideration of complex relationships between actions.

In addition to initial plan acquisition, there must also be a plan management

capability that will penalise and ultimately remove poor performing plans from the

plan library, as well as reinforce plans that perform well. However, this reinforce-

ment/penalisation strategy does not operate in a similar way to reinforcement learning

strategies, such as those found in FALCON for instance. Rather, a plan’s confidence

levels are adjusted with respect to the specific subgoal it is trying to achieve. Through

our experimentation, we have found that it is very difficult to attain an effective plan

management strategy that adjusts these values effectively. In our implementation

of PGS, we consistently encountered very large plan libraries, and the plan usage

statistics confirm that many plans are, in fact, not used. This presents issues regarding

increased space and search time requirements that also impacts real-time performance

levels.

6.3 Design principles for configuring PGS

In this section we provide brief guidelines and requirements for configuring the PGS

module to operate with a bottom level module. We firstly discuss the architectural

predisposition of PGS to a modular coupling with different bottom-level modules.

6.3.1 PGS and other bottom-level modules

In our empirical work presented in this thesis, we have explored only one bottom-level

module–FALCON. Although it has not been explored in these experiments, the PGS

module could potentially operate in conjunction with other learning modules at the
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bottom level.

The interaction between the top (PGS) level and the bottom level, which in the

case of our experiments was FALCON, was via state, si, action, ai, and reward, ri,

parameters. If these data elements are accessible at any given discrete time step, then

PGS can operate with the learning engine. Specifically, the si and ai values must be

able to be grouped together into a tuple such that the specified action, ai, is grouped

together with the state in which the action was executed, si. Furthermore, the reward

value, ri, must be the perceived reward when ai is executed in state, si. Through these

specific parameters, it may be possible to combine PGS with other low-level learning

modules in a similar way to what has been achieved with the FALCON module.

If the three data elements, (si, ai, ri), can be isolated in any given cycle, and

concisely and efficiently presented to PGS, then we can move forward with configuring

the goal-clue tuples that access these three parameters. As discussed in section 3.4.3,

for the purposes of assigning reward values to plans, the reward value should be

available to the top level from the bottom level to ensure effective cooperation between

both levels.

The domain expert must consider these fundamental parameters, as well as the

problem faced by the agent at an abstract level. This abstract level consists of

the goal-clue tuple configuration, which is the most important consideration for the

domain expert. This aspect of PGS has a substantial bearing on the agent’s levels

of performance, as well as the type and quality of the acquired plans. The goal-clue

tuples can reflect, in some way, the internal characteristics of the bottom level such

as the learning parameters. However, this is not strictly a requirement: the domain

expert is able to define any type of goal-clue tuple, and with no real limit to the

number of goal-clue tuples. The objectives of the goal-clues specified could be to

maximise performance, but could also aim to increase qualitative aspects of system

performance, such as the clarity of the acquired plans for human operators. Indeed,
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the exclusive aim of running PGS could be to simply generate plans. As discussed

in section 2.2.2, plans allow humans to effectively comprehend the agent’s behaviour

and internal knowledge.

6.3.2 Configuring goal-clue tuples

Defining goal-clue tuples is a process of configuring the agent’s plan acquisition

objectives. This is achieved by determining the agent’s overall objectives, and also

to break down these objectives into sub-objectives, or subgoals. The knowledge

acquisition approach of PGS also assists the domain expert in orchestrating plan

acquisition. By essentially viewing the overall problem as subproblems, the domain

expert is able to effectively isolate specific aspects of the problem.

As we have stated previously, the domain expert is able to define any type of

goal-clue tuple. However, there should be congruence between the goal-clue tuple

configuration and the bottom-level learning configuration. For arguments sake, let’s

consider the minefield navigation problem. If, say, we had specified the goal-clue

tuples to hit mines and move away from the target, as opposed to avoiding the mines

and reaching the target, it would be expected that the resultant competing objectives

of the top and bottom levels would conflict and cause the agent’s behaviour to degrade.

The goal-clue tuples specified for the minefield navigation and pursuit domains in

our empirical work both are congruent with the corresponding bottom-level learning

configuration. Indeed, we have specified the goal-clue tuples according to our intuition

of the agent’s goals, and the learning parameters at the bottom level, which is also an

amalgamation of the subgoals “avoiding mines” and “reaching target”. We have also

shown in the pursuit domain, specifically in the Goal-1 experiment, that truncating

the set of goal-clue tuples can result in behaviours that are not entirely effective, but

at the same time not entirely ineffective. Hence, it is the type of goal-clue tuples that

are defined that is of most importance.
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We present the following guidelines that should be considered when specifying

goal-clue tuples for PGS:

1. Consider the goal(s) of the agent(s). List the goals, and try to break

them up into subgoals. For example, in our minefield navigation domain,

the main goal is to “reach the target without hitting a mine”, and the subgoals

are “move towards target”, and “avoid mines”.

2. For each subgoal, consider its congruence with various learning con-

figurations that may exist at the bottom level. Are they consistent with,

or do they oppose, the objectives of the bottom level acquisition processes? For

example, in our own case studies using the pursuit domain, the two subgoals

“minimise distance” and “minimise exposure” were consistent with parameters

used in the calculation of reward values at the bottom-level (FALCON).

3. We now have a set of goals. We must now specify the triggering condi-

tions, or clues, that will fire when recording a sequence of actions.

These triggering conditions will monitor the agent’s state for cases that relate

to the goal that the clue pertains to. For example, in the minefield navigation

domain, for the “avoid mines” goal-clue tuple, the clue condition would be when

an agent is adjacent to a mine. The clue would then manage the monitoring and

recording of executions at the bottom level, that would go towards achieving

the goal of avoiding mines, which is most critical when an agent is adjacent to

a mine.

The above steps are a general guide for specifying the goal-clue tuples. However,

it is expected that there will be some iteration over the steps in order to refine the

goal-clue tuples. Indeed, the effectiveness of the goal-clue tuples are perhaps best

gauged through some experimental runs and inspection of the performance and the
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acquired plans during these runs, as we have done in our own case studies presented

in this thesis.

6.3.3 An example: Pursuit domain using a different learning

algorithm

In the absence of an extensive study to see how PGS could be generalised (see section

6.3.1) and as a further demonstration of the aforementioned design principles, we will

now go through a hypothetical ‘walk-through’ of configuring a PGS module using

another similar domain and bottom-level module.

Figure 6.1: The pursuit domain environment of Kok and Vlassis (2003). The
environment can be configured to be toroidal or non-toroidal, the number of predators
and prey can be configured, as well as many other attributes such as capture method.

Kok and Vlassis (2003) have defined a flexible and robust simulation environment

of the pursuit domain, similar to the one that has been used in our own case studies.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the simulation environment. The environment is completely

configurable, and the number of agents as well as many other attributes can be

specified. The simulation environment allows other control and learning modules to
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interface with the agents over a standard object-oriented interface using Java, C/C++

or any other language.

An example implementation using Q-learning has been developed and tested

(Kok and Vlassis, 2004). Specifically, the Q-learning approach was applied to co-

operative multiagent systems based on context-specific coordination graphs, and in

which rules specify the coordination requirements of the system for a specific context.

These rules can be regarded as a sparse representation of the complete state-action

space, since they are defined over a subset of all state and action variables.

Although the internal learning heuristics of this approach are different from the

ART-based FALCON learning approach used in both the minefield navigation and

pursuit domains in our case studies, the “sparse” rule representations exist as a state-

action interface into the internal learning module, which is, indeed, similar to what

is used in FALCON. Hence, in this case we are able to isolate the state and action

parameters for use in PGS. The reward value is also available in the form of Q-values

that are associated to the rules in the state-action space.

The reward values from the Q-learning bottom level are not as easy to obtain as

the state and action information. The value of each rule contributes additively to a

global Q-value and is updated based on a Q-learning rule that includes the actions

for all agents in the one rule. In the approach of Kok and Vlassis (2004), the global

Q-value is also represented as the sum of local Q-functions. The update of the Q-

function of an agent is based on the rewards and Q-values of its neighbouring agents

in the graph.

The reward value of an action in a given state is distributed between the local and

global Q-values. Therefore, in order to associate a reward value to a single action,

an additional aggregation function over the local and global Q-value tables must be

specified in order to enable an effective combination with PGS. This type of function

can be obtained from within the selection processes of actions, and can be directly
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accessed to obtain the reward value and passed up to PGS along with state and action

data.

Defining the goal-clue tuples is very similar to what has been done in our own

pursuit domain case study. Each agent must operate independently through a dedi-

cated interface, hence the PGS configuration in which there is one PGS module per

agent (as has been done in the majority of our own pursuit domain experiments), is

adequate. As we have mentioned in previous discussions, any set of goal-clue tuples

can potentially be defined, but the ability of the goal-clue tuple to achieve effective

plan acquisition largely depends on the correlation of the goal of each goal-clue tuple,

the underlying learning process in the bottom level, and the overall objectives of the

agent.

We have now shown the potential for applying PGS in another similar domain

with a different bottom-level, thereby adding weight to our argument that PGS is a

modular system that can combine with a different bottom level, provided that state,

action and reward values are present at regular points in time during the execution

cycle.

6.4 Comparison with other architectures

In this section we compare PGS with other architectures studied in chapter 2. Specif-

ically, we will highlight the differences that distinguish PGS from other knowledge

acquisition approaches by referring to Table 2.2 in section 2.4. We repeat this table

below in Table 6.2, and add a final row for PGS.

6.4.1 How does PGS compare?

Let’s look at the alternative architectures to PGS. As we have discussed in sections

2.4.4, 2.5.2 and 3.3.3, CLARION is one of the architectures that has had a major
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Table 6.2: A table summarising criteria fulfilment of different architectures, as well as
PGS. The grades have been adapted from expansive discussions in section 2.4, page
56.

influence on our design. However, it differs from PGS in one important aspect:

it does not use plans, or a plan-like representation. If we look at the “Explicit

temporal knowledge representation” column, there are five other architectures that

meet this criterion well: PRODIGY, PARIS, DyKnow, Intentional Learning, and

Garland and Alterman’s approach. With the exception of Garland and Alterman’s

approach, these architectures also have strong “knowledge reuse and modularity”. Of

these five architectures, only Intentional Learning operates within the BDI model; the

other architectures have some form of temporal, plan-like representation without the

additional architectural features of BDI such as intentions and desires. If we look at

the “Goal Orientation” column, we see that only PRODIGY and Intentional Learning

poll strongly from these five architectures. These architectures fulfil “Accessibility”

well, but only PRODIGY fulfils “Real-time and online performance” well.

If we look at the “Levels of Abstraction” column, we see that only three of the

short-listed architectures mentioned above register good scores. Of all the criteria,

levels of abstraction has polled the lowest total score across all architectures (22).
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If we look at this criterion, we observe that CLARION, as well as PARIS and Neu-

rosymbolic Integration, are architectures/approaches that fulfil this criterion well. We

observe that architectures that have strong goal orientation, that explicitly represent

temporal knowledge, with high accessibility and real-time/online performance, do not

utilise different representations that achieve varying levels of abstraction.

We have developed PGS in light of the analysis of these various approaches, and se-

lected particular architectures to take cues from. Specifically, we have achieved levels

of abstraction in the way knowledge is represented, where plans (i.e. explicit temporal

knowledge) is the high-level abstract representation. Additionally, accessibility, goal

orientation, and knowledge reuse and modularity are criteria we have aimed to fulfil

in PGS. However, real-time and online performance is one criterion that has not been

well met by the short-listed architectures. This criterion has been specifically targeted

in PGS due to its primary motivation as a plan acquisition capability for situated,

resource-bounded, BDI-based agents, where adequate real-time, online performance

levels are specifically required.

As we touched on in section 3.5, PGS also differs from other approaches in that it

is integrated with the BDI model. Plan acquisition occurs within the BDI execution

cycle, and hence affords performance advantages. Another aspect where PGS differs

from other approaches is its modularity. We have discussed the possibility that

PGS can be combined with a bottom level that supplies information appropriately

(section 6.3). PGS then can be seen as a ‘pluggable’ module that can combine with

different knowledge acquisition and/or reasoning modules to achieve a knowledge

transformation process (section 2.1) that produces plans as the output.

6.4.2 Architectures and approaches of particular influence

Several architectures and approaches are of particular significance to PGS: they either

have had an influential impact on the design and development of the architecture, or
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have some particular similarities worth noting. These architectures are:

1. Intentional learning (section 2.4.10), based on the fact that it is built around

BDI and achieves plan acquisition.

2. CLARION (section 2.4.4), based on the “levels of abstraction” design, and

the idea of acquiring high abstract knowledge from low abstract knowledge (or

data).

3. Garland and Alterman (section 2.4.11), based on the execution monitoring ap-

proach. Prior executions are recorded into plan-like structures which describes

“how-to” knowledge that saves deliberation time on subsequent executions.

We will now discuss how these architectures might apply to the pursuit domain

in order to provide a more concrete basis for comparison with PGS.

Intentional learning

There are some similarities between the intentional learning approach and PGS, as

discussed earlier by Karim et al. (2006b). Both approaches require domain expert

input to facilitate the acquisition of plans. In intentional learning, meta-level plans

(learning plans, or meta-plans) must be defined by the domain expert. These meta-

level plans actually define the process of acquiring plans in terms of plans themselves.

The plan hypotheses, which are also defined by the domain expert, achieve seeding of

plan structures, which are populated through the plan acquisition process. Similarly

in PGS, the goal-clue tuples are seeds for the acquisition of plans defined by the

domain expert. From the goal-clue tuples, plans can be acquired with domain expert

defined goals. The point of difference is that the source of data to generate the

plans in PGS comes from an external process (i.e. the bottom level), whereas in

intentional learning the data source originates from within the meta-level plans and

plan hypotheses.
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To apply the intentional learning approach to the pursuit domain, the meta-plans

must be specified by the domain expert before-hand. For these meta-plans to be

effective, the domain expert must know a set of hypothetical structure of appropriate

plans. For example, if there is a plan for the predator to move in a straight line

towards the prey, then a possible hypothetical plan would have a looping structure

that specifies the execution of one action for a finite number of iterations. However,

this is a simplistic example. The agent may have more complex behaviours requir-

ing more complex plan structures (Subagdja and Sonenberg, 2005; Subagdja, 2007;

Subagdja et al., 2009). This may complicate the configuration process. Moreover, it

may be difficult, or indeed impossible, to identify effective plan hypotheses in complex

domains. In the case of PGS, the possible plan structures are not required to be

defined by the domain expert. Rather, the domain expert must provide goal-clue

tuples which specify what sub-goals the agent is trying to achieve, and the specific

conditions (clues) under which these goals are relevant.

CLARION

In the case of CLARION, the acquisition of knowledge at the top-level will require a

bottom-level that is able to acquire low-level knowledge. The process of knowledge

transformation from the bottom to top level is similar to what is achieved by coupling

PGS and a bottom level. As CLARION is based on neural networks, these neural

nets must be configured to allow the agent to behave effectively in its environment.

However, with CLARION, acquired knowledge is represented as rules at the top-

level, rather than plans. There are some differences and similarities to how plans are

acquired in PGS, and how rules are acquired in CLARION. CLARION utilises a rule

extraction process where the neural network nodes at the bottom-level are aggregated

into the condition and action components of a rule at the top-level (Figure 2.8). The

rules are linked to constituent neural net nodes, but can be directly invoked without
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any activation from these neural net nodes. Similar to CLARION, the plans are built

from the state-action tuples that occur at the bottom level. However, plans in PGS

are acquired from a different process of execution monitoring (which we discuss in

the next paragraph), whereas rules in CLARION are acquired from direct analysis of

the neural net nodes.

To apply CLARION to the pursuit domain, a neural network must be built to

learn the required tasks. The rule extraction process is domain independent, and

hence no specific top-level configuration is required. The process of building this

neural network may be a complex task that requires significant domain expertise. In

the case of PGS, an appropriate bottom-level module can be integrated with top, PGS

level. This precludes the need to construct the PGS bottom-level with a particular

representation or learning approach, and allows the designer to choose almost any

type of module, provided it meets some requirements (discussed in section 6.3).

Acquiring coordination knowledge: Garland and Altermann

In this approach, prior executions are monitored and stored for future retrieval,

thus saving deliberation time (detailed in section 4.3, and also mentioned in section

3.4.4). Procedural knowledge is acquired around so-called coordination points,

which are stages in deliberation where input from another agent in the MAS

must be taken to complete the deliberation. Communication between agents then

occurs to progress past these impasses. The idea of recording deliberations has

informed the PGS architecture proposed in this thesis. The differences are that

where Garland and Alterman will later utilise a recorded execution trace, if it

exists, unconditionally, in PGS we make decisions based on the expected utility

of the recorded plan and the recommended bottom-level action: the plan is used

only if its expected utility is greater than the bottom-level action. In PGS the

monitoring of executions of the bottom level and subsequent execution of acquired
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plans are interleaved with normal behaviour executions. At any given moment

in time, a plan can be acquired whilst an action is executed, which is similar to

Garland and Alterman.

For the pursuit domain, there is no explicit coordination between agents in

the standard configuration. However, using this approach, communication between

agents can be used to coordinate, rather than share knowledge, as is the case in

our pursuit domain experiments involving communication (section 4.9.3). The use

of Garland and Alterman’s approach to improve coordination between the predator

agents is actually a reformulation of the original problem specification. Incorporating

explicit coordination behaviours is separate from the original problem which has

simple perceptions of the environment, and no coordination between agents. A

shortcoming with Garland and Alterman’s approach in the pursuit domain is that

deliberations are based on a first-principles planner, which is less adept at adaptive

behaviour than a lower-level machine learning approach, such as neural networks

(Brooks, 1985, 1990, 1991). PGS integrates with a different module at the bottom

level, and hence an appropriate learning approach to the pursuit domain can be used,

rather than a first-principles planner which may not be easy to define, or effective at

acquiring behaviours.

6.4.3 Revisiting alternatives to BDI adaptivity

In section 2.2.4, we described related work in the literature that goes towards achiev-

ing BDI adaptivity. We now revisit the approaches not already discussed in the

previous section, and compare them to PGS.

The approach of Guerra-Hernandez et al. (2001, 2004) firstly learns new plans, and

then attempts to reformulate these plans (using ILP techniques) when a plan failure

occurs. PGS lacks plan reformulation, and does not use a particular algorithm like

ILP to generate these plans. Rather than plan failures, plan acquisition is triggered
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by the lack of an appropriate plan for a given context. When this situation arises,

plans are acquired through execution monitoring of the bottom level.

Another approach that uses ILP techniques is that of Phung et al. (2005). Knowl-

edge is acquired through transformation of acquired beliefs (BeliefSets) from the

agent’s environment interaction. In this approach, the ILP module operates alongside

the BDI model, implemented in the JACK programming language (AOS, 2003, 2004),

to produce “Virtual Beliefs”. A priori “Background Knowledge” is also used. These

features are similar to PGS, where a separate module provides the initial input data

for plan acquisition, and domain expert knowledge in the form of goal-clue tuples is

required to facilitate the plan acquisition process.

The BDI extension developed by Norling (2004) refines the numerical grading

of plans through the plan context. Meta-level plans that incorporate a Q-learning

algorithm are used to rank plans through the agent’s experiences. However, unlike

PGS, this approach does not formulate the plans; they must be defined a priori.

Hence, this approach is limited by the number and effectiveness of the a priori plans.

6.5 Future directions

Both the PGS architecture and heuristics presented in chapters 3 and 4 have scope

for improvements. We now discuss avenues for possible future work.

6.5.1 PGS algorithm and configuration

We have identified plan management as an area that deserves close attention, and

that has potential to improve performance. Within this endeavour, there is possi-

bility for generalisation of plans. The definition of plans of Bratman et al. (1991),

Pollack (1992) and Rao (1997) stipulates that plans ought to be general, and hence

this endeavours to go towards achieving this definition. Generalisation can take
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the form of plan aggregation in which similar plans are combined to form a more

generalised plan. We have also highlighted other research in section 4.10 that has

attempted to dynamically leverage existing plans in an increasingly wider context

scope (Meneguzzi and Luck, 2008), by altering plan context and making it more

generalised. As an example of how plans might be aggregated, consider two plans

with the same goal and plan bodies: p1 = {Ga, c1, r1, ba}, and p2 = {Ga, c2, r2, ba}.

We can combine these plans into a new plan: p1,2 = {Ga, c1 ∨ c2, average(r1, r2), ba}.

Such a process would typically occur as an off-line process, where all plans in the plan

library would be inventoried and grouped together for aggregation.

This is a hypothetical process for generalisation that we have not explored, and

there are other possibilities for plan context generalisation that may improve plan

usage and agent performance. Plan generalisation has potentially many benefits to

the plan acquisition and execution processes:

• Fewer plans can express the same behaviours through generalisation, thus re-

ducing the plan library size.

• When agents communicate plans that are applicable to a wider range of sit-

uations, the utility of the communication itself is improved due to this wider

applicability. This may increase the likelihood that the communicated plan will

result in positive behaviours by the receiving agent.

Improved plan reinforcement/penalisation is also an aspect of plan management

that may directly reduce excessive plan generation, and increase performance through

appropriate identification and promotion of high performing plans. This aspect of

PGS is relatively underdeveloped, and there is scope to apply other techniques for

the reinforcement, penalisation and general management of plans in the plan library.

The goal-clue tuple ‘process’ is also an area that is worth developing further.

The utility of the plans being acquired initially has a large bearing on performance.
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Further investigation of different goal-clue tuple heuristics, and perhaps consideration

of other artifacts besides goals, could have a positive impact on performance.

In PGS, we have made some significant departures from, and simplifications to,

the BDI execution cycle of Rao and Georgeff (1992, 1995). The simplifications and

departures have been made to facilitate development of the PGS architecture, and

our empirical analysis. As discussed in section 2.2.2, it is our ultimate aim to achieve

our research aims in the context of the full BDI specification. We list these aims, and

suggest avenues of development of PGS that might achieve these aims:

Multiple plan interleaving and concurrent intention fulfilment Rather than

selecting one plan during plan selection, PGS can select multiple plans with

different goals. By interleaving multiple plans, multiple intentions are also

managed. The decision to choose multiple plans would be based on the current

situation, and specifically the number of goals that are relevant to the situation.

As described in section 4.7, there can be more than one relevant (‘active’) goal

for any given situation. The associateToPlan subfunction (Algorithm 3)

manages multiple plan acquisitions. However, the selectPlan subfunction

(Algorithm 9) must be modified to enable consideration of multiple active

goals (Ga). The subsequent interleaved execution of these plans must then

be managed by PGS, and is a complex and critical problem to be addressed in

this regard. The manner in which plans can be interleaved might be defined

a priori by the domain expert, or it can possibly be learned through trial and

error through randomised interleaved executions of these plans.

Acquisition of more complex plans The PGS architecture presented in this the-

sis acquires plans as sequences of actions. To acquire complex structures such as

loops and conditional branches with the plan body, PGS must be able to identify

these structures from the actions being executed, which are invariably processed

sequentially by PGS. To achieve this, a post-processing subfunction would be
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required that extracts these complex structures from the sequence of actions.

For example, five identical actions occurring in sequence can be replaced by a

loop that iterates five times for the particular action. To incorporate conditional

branches into a plan body, PGS might combine two or more plans that have the

same goal and context, but are similar over only a porion of the plan body. The

two or more plans can be combined into one plan, and a conditional branch can

be inserted at the point of difference between the plan body of the original two

or more plans. Plan hypotheses, where particular plan structures are defined

a priori, can facilitate the acquisition of complex structures in a similar way

to the intentional learning approach (Subagdja, 2007)4. The task of acquiring

complex plan structures is difficult (Sun and Sessions, 2000), and may require

significant processing to successfully achieve.

6.5.2 Parallel developments

Aside from the proposed modifications to PGS, Pfau et al. (2008), and Pfau (2008)

have explored and developed the PGS implementation in parallel with the work

presented in this thesis. Variations to experiment configurations in the pursuit domain

have also been explored in their work. In particular, the following issues have been

explored:

Uneven plan usage. The Java code of the PGS implementation was improved and

restructured through simple adjustments. Different plan recording policies were

implemented. Plan selection was randomised to avoid local maxima, as in our

experiments where uneven plan usage distribution was observed (section 6.2.2).

Also, some performance benefits were observed from these alterations.

4PGS and intentional learning have been juxtaposed by Karim et al. (2006b), and further
exploration may reveal opportunities to combine these approaches to achieve the acquisition of
complex plan structures in PGS.
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Plan context abstraction and plan confidence. The context of plans were al-

tered to be more abstract by making generalisations on the predators’ positions

over a multi-dimensional, asymmetric Gaussian in the state space. This had

the effect of reducing the number of acquired plans and increasing the plans

utility in a greater number of situations, and thus increasing plan usage. This

addresses the excessive plan acquisition aspect observed in our experiments

(section 6.2.3).

Plan reinforcement. Different strategies for plan reinforcement have been explored,

such as using Q-values from FALCON as opposed to the reward values.

Experimentation using additional domain configurations in pursuit domain.

Different deterministic and non-deterministic prey behaviours were experimented

with, and performance was observed and discussed. The prey was made to move

in a fixed square around the grid, in the same direction. The prey was also made

to deviate non-deterministically from this path at irregular intervals.

Focus on knowledge base priming. Priming plans that are defined a priori were

developed and specified in the plan library. Performance benefits were observed,

and additional experiments were conducted with different domain configurations

to explore the benefits of these a priori plans. One of the benefits observed was

a faster increase in performance levels.

Work on the Taxi domain. In his master’s thesis, Pfau (2008) has extended the

PGS implementation to the Taxi domain5. This grid-world domain involves an

agent learning to maximise performance in picking up passengers on the grid

and delivering to a specified location. There are barriers in the grid-world to

5This is in addition to other experimentation involving variations of the pursuit domain originally
explored in this thesis.
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increase the complexity of the task. The ensuing experimentation work revealed

similar properties of PGS under a similar domain to the domains explored in

our case studies in this thesis, in particular the minefield navigation domain

which is very similar to the taxi domain.

6.5.3 PGS applications

There are many opportunities to explore the boundaries of what PGS is capable of.

It may be instructive to actually explore the application of PGS in other domains and

combined with other bottom-levels. Empirical exploration of other domains, such as

real-world domains, and larger-scale multiagent systems and environments may also

reveal additional characteristics of PGS, and raise further research questions.

The idea of using PGS to acquire knowledge from humans as opposed to an

artificial learning module was not explored in this thesis, but may reveal a useful way

of utilising the PGS architecture. Figure 6.2 illustrates the basic idea. In chapter 2

we discussed how plans are intuitive for humans to understand. It may be possible

to utilise PGS to acquire human tacit knowledge while the human behaves through

performing actions in the environment. PGS could interact with the human subject

as it does with a bottom-level learning module as implemented in our case studies.

The knowledge could then be used by an agent to behave as a surrogate of the

human, or perhaps be fed into an expert system. The general idea of automatically

acquiring knowledge from humans is potentially beneficial in many applications, which

is motivation for further investigation of the feasibility of using PGS in this manner.

In section 2.2.3 we discussed the advantages of communicating plans, and in

section 3.2.1 we discussed the scope for achieving implicit coordination via commu-

nication of knowledge within our proposed architecture, which we illustrated with

an example. Essentially, the communication strategy involves the sending agent

sharing plans selectively such that the receiving agent’s behaviour is influenced by the
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Figure 6.2: High-level plan acquisition architecture with a human at the bottom-level
as the source of acquired plan (adapted from Figure 3.4).

communicated knowledge. This differs from explicit communication that requires the

sending agent to specifically provide directions to coordinate behaviours. In other

words, an explicit coordination strategy would be communicated as “perform plan

p1 at time t1 while I perform plan p2”, and an implicit coordination strategy would

be communicated as “in situation e1, perform plan p1”. These ideas are similar to

extensions to the BDI model proposed by Ancona and Mascardi (2003) in the Coo-

BDI architecture, where “external intentions” allow agents to execute plans from other

agents, and cooperation strategies that manages agents in a particular collaboration.

We have not explored these ideas in our empirical work, and doing so may reveal

some characteristics about interagent interactions via knowledge communication in
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adaptive agents.

6.6 Summary

One aspect of PGS that we explored was the possibility of combining it with different

types of bottom levels. Although our case studies involved experiments exclusively

using FALCON (a reinforcement learning engine) as the bottom level, we have demon-

strated that PGS can be combined with a learning module that can provide, at

discrete points in time, data pertaining to state, si, action, ai, and reward, ri.

Our empirical studies have demonstrated the complexity of plan learning. The

complexity can be attributed to the relationships between actions in plans: the greater

the number of plan steps, the greater the complexity. Due to this complexity, plan

acquisition inevitably will produce bad performing plans amongst good performing

ones. The plan acquisition system must be able to manage these plans effectively

such that good plans are reinforced, and bad ones penalised or removed.

Along with advantages in performance and human understanding of the acquired

knowledge, we have demonstrated that plans can be used as a representation for

interagent communication. Communication of plans, however, is not a straightfor-

ward process and must be done selectively, as communicating the plans that are not

appropriate to the receiving agent can actually degrade performance. We observed

the greatest benefit of communication to be in heterogeneous systems where agents

have varying degrees of learning ability.

In the minefield navigation domain, we found that knowledge base priming yielded

superior results to PGS acquired plans. However, due to the simplicity of the domain,

defining a priori plans was relatively straightforward. Conversely, it was more difficult

to define a priori plans in the pursuit domain. We studied variations in priming the

knowledge (plan) base prior to running experiments in this domain. One of these
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variations was to specify plans acquired from previous executions into the plan library

prior to an experiment. However, contrary to expectations, priming the plan base

in this way resulted in lower performance. We reasoned that priming the knowledge

base with plans acquired from prior executions could result in a mismatch of the

primed plans to the agent’s requirements. We also experimented with hand-coded

plans in the pursuit domain, and found that we were unable to specify an effective

set of plans.

We also made some observations in results obtained from varying certain deter-

ministic elements of the environment in the pursuit domain. When these elements

behave deterministically, PGS outperforms FALCON substantially. However, when

they are non-deterministic, the opposite is true. This observed phenomenon can be

related back to the properties of plans, specifically that plans are more amenable to

deterministic domains.

We faced numerous difficulties in our empirical studies, many of which remain

unresolved at an implementational level. We observed a behaviour discrepancy be-

tween what FALCON was producing in comparison to PGS. Furthermore, there

was a definite skew in the plan usage distribution towards plans acquired early in

the experiment, which goes against the hypothesis that the better plans should

be acquired later on in experiments, and that PGS should be using these plans

increasingly more. There were also far more plans acquired than are actually used,

indicating that plans are not adequately penalised and pruned. These issues are

essentially related to a substandard plan library management subsystem that does

not effectively adjust plan confidence, and remove inferior plans and promote superior

plans. Indeed, this aspect of PGS is critical to performance, as the use of a more

diverse set of plans will increase the chances of producing effective behaviours.

Finally, we suggested some guiding principles for configuring a PGS module.

Specifically, we recommended:
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1. Decomposing the agent’s goals into subgoals,

2. Considering the congruence of the subgoal to the bottom-level learning param-

eters, and

3. Specifying triggering conditions for each subgoal that appropriately stimulates

the recording of plans.

We also described how PGS might be applied to another learning example based

on a similar pursuit domain developed by Kok and Vlassis (2003, 2004), but with

a different learning module to FALCON at the bottom level. Furthermore, we

described how three architectures, which have influenced PGS in different ways or

have significant similarities, would hypothetically apply to a domain like the pursuit

domain. These architectures are: Intentional Learning, CLARION, and the execution

tracing architecture of Garland and Alterman (2004).

We suggest avenues for future work that explores additional and open-ended issues

not covered in this thesis. Specifically, we describe possible future developments in

the PGS algorithms and architecture, as well as suggesting other applications of PGS.

Finally, we will draw conclusions from the thesis in the following section, based on

the discussions in this chapter.

6.7 Revisiting the research questions

This section presents the contributions of the thesis in answering the research ques-

tions raised in chapter 1. To start with, recall the first research question:

1. How can plans be automatically acquired on-the-run by a situated, resource-

bounded agent based on the BDI model, and what type of architecture can achieve

this objective?
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This research question has been gradually answered through various developments

in the thesis. To start with, we discussed the notion of knowledge transformation as

a means to acquire high-level knowledge, and specifically plans. We reasoned that

combining a low-level learner with a high-level module that acquires plans from the

low-level learner would be a suitable approach to achieve this research aim. This

approach manages the required high-level deliberation and abstract representation

at the BDI level where plans are acquired, with sensori-motor modalities that are

appropriate at the bottom level. We chose to explore a two-level hybrid architecture

to achieve this combination.

After an extensive analysis of diverse architectures and approaches from cognitive

science and agent architecture research, the hybrid model that most strongly influ-

enced our PGS architecture was CLARION, a cognitive architecture developed by

Sun (2002). CLARION fulfils many criteria for our plan acquisition objectives, and is

a hybrid architecture consisting of a low-level neural network and high-level rule base.

Taking such an approach is appropriate for plan acquisition in BDI agents because

of the difficulty of achieving plan acquisition within the bounds of the BDI model, as

highlighted by discussions in sections 2.2.4 and 6.4.3.

The system, which we call PGS (plan generation system), is a hybrid architecture

consisting of two levels: a bottom, low abstraction level; and a top, high abstraction

level where plans are the knowledge representation. PGS acquires plans through

an execution monitoring process that transforms knowledge from the bottom to

the top level, and also manages executions of plans and bottom-level actions in a

switching mechanism where either a plan or an action is chosen for execution. We

have developed heuristics that govern this process, as well as the execution processes

for both plans and actions at the bottom level. The domain expert is required to

specify so-called ‘goal-clue tuples’ in PGS that specify conditions for when to acquire

plans, and the goals relevant to these specific plan acquisitions. These goal-clue
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tuple specifications allows the domain expert to break the plan acquisition task into

sub-goals, and thus simplify the process of specifying this information.

In our empirical work, we implemented PGS to combine with FALCON at the

bottom level. FALCON is a reinforcement learning module that uses rules as the

primary knowledge representation. Although we used FALCON in our empirical

investigations, the bottom level can potentially be other learning modules, provided

that the following data is available at any discrete time step, i:

• It can produce state information, si, about the environment and agent,

• An action, ai, can be taken at si,

• A reward value, ri, can be computed for taking action, ai.

We studied the PGS architecture in more detail to answer the second research

question:

2. What are the advantages of plan acquisition in this BDI-based architecture?

We noted that PGS breaks down the learning problem into subgoals, which is

consistent with the BDI model. Each goal-clue tuple specifies an independent plan

acquisition objective, thus breaking the plan generation problem into manageable

parts. This makes the a priori configuration of PGS—the knowledge acquisition

problem specification—easier, and expressed in an intuitive language of goals, clues

and plans. This could allow domain experts, who may not be familiar with complex

computational models, to have greater input in the configuration of PGS.

Communication of knowledge between agents in a multiagent system (MAS) is an

advantage of using plans. The architecture of PGS brings this advantage of plans to

bear, particularly for heterogeneous MAS. Communicating plans benefits agents that

implicitly coordinate behaviours, or share knowledge for the benefit of the group of

coordinating agents. In either case, the benefits are in improved performance of the
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individual agents, or the MAS as a whole. Agents may also have different low-level

representations, and abstracting this knowledge into plans through PGS will allow

communication of knowledge contained in each agent via the common ‘language’

(representation) of plans.

In summary, PGS achieves the following advantages in one architecture:

1. Utilises two representations.

2. Operates within the BDI model6.

3. Acquires plans7 in real-time and online.

Having developed the PGS architecture based on these attributes, we finally

explore them empirically in our case studies to find answers to the third research

question:

3. What characteristics of the plan acquisition architecture, the domain, the envi-

ronment and agent goals affect performance?

Our empirical work in the pursuit domain demonstrated how deterministic ele-

ments in the environment results in better performance than when non-deterministic

elements are present. In fact we demonstrated that PGS outperforms the bottom-

level-only configuration under such circumstances, confirming the amenability of

plans to deterministic environments. We also found that the degree of congruence

between the a priori defined goal-clue tuples and the underlying bottom-level learning

parameters affects performance. The more congruence, or ‘match’, the better the

performance. We also found that setting an allowable plan length affects performance.

6A simplified BDI model (section 3.4.2).

7A simplified plan specification (section 3.4.2).
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The larger the allowable plan length, the lower the performance. This is because larger

plans are more complex and match to fewer situations, and hence are applicable to

a smaller set of situations. The complexity of plan acquisition also increases with

greater plan length, thus reducing performance levels.

We also faced many challenges in our empirical work. We found that excessive

plans were generated in most cases, and the complexity of the domain affected the

number of plans acquired. We found that large plan libraries resulted in lower perfor-

mance levels. The more complex pursuit domain consistently yielded high plan library

sizes compared to the markedly less complex minefield navigation domain. Plan

management, which entails the pruning of plans from the library, and reinforcement

and penalisation of plans, proved to be very difficult to implement and master. We

showed that plan management is critically important to performance, and hence the

extra attention that it received in our development of PGS, and that we mention in

future work, was justified.

The types of domains which PGS is suited to are those in which humans are

required to effectively and readily understand the knowledge being acquired. BDI

plans are a suitable ‘language’ for representing such knowledge in situated, resource-

bounded agents where knowledge must be action-oriented. For a given domain, there

may be a capability that is able to acquire low-level knowledge that may yield superior

performance levels. However, this low-level knowledge may not be accessible (section

2.2.2), or allow high-level deliberation. In such a case, it may then be appropriate

to utilise PGS to transform the knowledge from the bottom level to the top, BDI

level (PGS) to allow easy understanding of the underlying knowledge acquired at

the bottom level. The only provision is that: (i) state-action-reward values (section

6.3.1) must be available to the top PGS level, and (ii) goal-clue tuples can be defined

a priori by a domain expert (section 6.3.2).
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Furthermore, if the domain contains multiple agents in a MAS where the agents are

required to communicate, they are required to communicate in a common language.

We have argued the case for plans as a suitable common representation in situated,

resource-bounded agents. Hence, using PGS in a MAS will allow agents to firstly

acquire plans, and then communicate them to other agents.
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Appendix A

Ancillary experimental data:

Pursuit domain

In this chapter we present the ancillary experimental data obtained in the case studies

in the pursuit domain detailed in section 5.3. The data shown in this chapter does

not provide critical information, and hence is placed in this chapter for the reader’s

reference. Descriptions and analysis of the data are given in the appropriate section

in chapter 5, and there are details in the accompanying captions of each graph. For

details on how to interpret these graphs, refer to section 5.3.2.

A.1 Control experiments: Cntl-1

290
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(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.1: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Cntl 1. Note: Cntl-1 is FALCON only,
so there is no plan acquisition and no plan execution, hence there is no data set for
plan usage in these graphs.
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A.2 Control experiments: Cntl-2

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.2: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Cntl 2. Note: The plan vs. rule usage
for agent 2 shows only rule use as plans were not used in agent 2.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 3

Figure A.3: Results: Plan use histogram of Cntl-2, except for agent 2 which did not
acquire any plans.
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A.3 PGS module configurations: Mod-1

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.4: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Mod 1.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.5: Results: Plan use histogram of Mod-1.
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A.4 PGS module configurations: Mod-2

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.6: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Mod 2.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.7: Results: Plan use histogram of Mod-2.
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(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 3

Figure A.8: Results: Plan length profile of plan libraries of Cntl-2. Note: Agent 2
does not acquire or use plans, hence there is no graph produced.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.9: Results: Plan length profile of plan libraries of Mod-2.
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A.5 PGS module configurations: Mod-3

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.10: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Mod 3.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.11: Results: Plan use histogram of Mod-3.
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A.6 PGS module configurations: Mod-4

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.12: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Mod 4.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.13: Results: Plan use histogram of Mod-4.
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A.7 PGS module configurations: Mod-5

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.14: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Mod 5.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.15: Results: Plan use histogram of Mod-5.
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A.8 PGS module configurations: Mod-6

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.16: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Mod 6.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.17: Results: Plan use histogram of Mod-6.
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A.9 PGS module configurations: Mod-7

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.18: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Mod 7.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.19: Results: Plan use histogram of Mod-7.
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A.10 PGS module configurations: Mod-8

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.20: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Mod 8.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 3

Figure A.21: Results: Plan use histogram of Mod-8.
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A.11 PGS module configurations: Mod-9

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.22: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Mod 9.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.23: Results: Plan use histogram of Mod-9.
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A.12 PGS module configurations: Mod-10

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.24: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Mod 10.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 3

Figure A.25: Results: Plan use histogram of Mod-10.
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A.13 PGS module configurations: Mod-11

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.26: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Mod 11.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.27: Results: Plan use histogram of Mod-11.
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A.14 Heterogeneous MAS: Het-1

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2

Figure A.28: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Het-1. Note: The plan vs. rule usage
for agent 3 is omitted as learning was disabled for agent 3 in this experiment, and
hence no plans or rules are acquired or used (i.e. the agent behaves randomly).

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2

Figure A.29: Results: Plan use histogram of Het-1. Note: The plan usage for agent
3 is omitted as learning was disabled for agent 3 in this experiment, and hence no
plans are acquired or used (i.e. the agent behaves randomly).
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A.15 Heterogeneous MAS: Het-2

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2

Figure A.30: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Het-2. Note: The plan usage for agent
3 is omitted as learning was disabled for agent 3 in this experiment, and hence no
plans are acquired or used (i.e. the agent behaves randomly).

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2

Figure A.31: Results: Plan use histogram of Het-2. Note: A histogram for agent 3 is
omitted as learning was disabled for agent 3 in this experiment, and hence no plans
are acquired or used.
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A.16 Communication: Comm-1

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.32: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Comm 1.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.33: Results: Plan use histogram of Comm 1.
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A.17 Communication: Comm-2

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.34: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Comm 2.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.35: Results: Plan use histogram of Comm 2. Note: For agent 3, plan
use dominates rule use because throughout the course of the Comm 2 experiment,
there are no rules learned through FALCON learning, but plans are acquired through
knowledge sharing communication from other predator agents.
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A.18 Communication: Comm-3

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.36: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Comm 3.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.37: Results: Plan use histogram of Comm 3. Note: For agent 3, plan use
dominates rule use because throughout in Comm 3, there are no rules learned through
FALCON learning, but plans are acquired through knowledge sharing communication
from other predator agents.
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A.19 Prey Behaviour: Prey-1

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.38: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Prey-1.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.39: Results: Plan use histogram of Prey 1.
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A.20 Prey Behaviour: Prey-2

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.40: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Prey-2. Note: As this experiment is
FALCON-only, there are no plans acquired or used, and hence no plan usage data is
available.
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A.21 Prey Behaviour: Prey-3

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.41: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Prey-3.

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.42: Results: Plan use histogram of Prey 3.
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A.22 Prey Behaviour: Prey-4

(a) Agent 0 (b) Agent 1

(c) Agent 2 (d) Agent 3

Figure A.43: Results: Plan use vs. Rule use of Prey-4. Note: There is no plan usage
statistics as in this experiment PGS is not activated, and hence no plans are acquired
or used.
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Implementation Background

B.1 PGS implementation

The source code for PGS and the pursuit and minefield navigation domains can

be found in the accompanying CD. The required software to execute the simulation

domains and the experiments are all included in the CD. A README.txt file explains

the installation and execution procedures can be found in the “PGS” folder.

We present the main method within the code: the doStep method. This method,

which is called during every execution cycle, exists within the domain execution en-

vironment. The input parameters for doStep are: (i) agt – the agent identification

number for the particular predator agent this method refers to, (ii) last and last –

FALCON specific parameters (not relevant to our experiments, but set to a default

value). The method is presented below:

private void doStep(int agt, boolean last, int phase) {

/** EXECUTE CHOSEN PLAN IF IT EXISTS

*/

boolean actionExecuted = false;

314
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if (phase == MNT.EXECUTE_PHASE || phase == MNT.SINGLE_HYBRID_PHASE) {

// *************** BEGIN PGS **************************

/*

* This method call will execute the next action, cycling

* through the actions in the action array before popping the

* next step.

*/

actionExecuted = pgs[agt].executeCurrentPlan(agt, last);

// If an action was not executed from previous method call, that

// means that either:

// 1) The plan step failed

// 2) Plan reached the end of execution

// 3) No plan is currently being executed

// So, if a plan step IS executed, we return because there is no

// use in processing a candidate FALCON action as an action has

// already

// been processed.

if (actionExecuted) {

return;

}

// *************** END PGS **************************

}

// CHANGE 2007-11-08

// Pruning of plan library (algo mod 2)
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if (pgs[agt].pgsAlgo == 2 || pgs[agt].pgsAlgo == 3) {

// Increment iterations counter

iterations++;

// If it is a mod of CYCLES

if (iterations % CYCLES == 1 && isPredsLearning[agt]) {

pgs[agt].pruneCustomPlans();

}

}

/*

* CHOOSE/LEARN FALCON ACTIONS

*/

int k;

double r = 0;

final int PERFORM = 0;

final int LEARN = 1;

final int INSERT = 2;

final int mode = 0; // 0-PERFORM 1-LEARN

final int type = 0; // 0-fuzzART 1-ART2

double this_Q = 0;

double max_Q = 0;

double new_Q = 0;

int[] this_Expose = new int[2];

int this_Bearing;
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int falconAction;

// Set state (consists of EXPOSURE (this_expose)

// and BEARING (this_bearing))

maze.getExpose(agt, this_Expose);

this_Bearing = maze.getBearing(agt);

agent[agt].setState(this_Bearing, this_Expose);

// Select an action, randomly select if it is not "valid"

int[] new_pos = new int[2];

falconAction = agent[agt].doSelectAction(maze);

maze.virtual_move_agt(agt, falconAction, new_pos);

act_valid = maze.is_valid_agt_pos(agt, new_pos);

while (!act_valid) {

falconAction = maze.selectRandomAction();

maze.virtual_move_agt(agt, falconAction, new_pos);

act_valid = maze.is_valid_agt_pos(agt, new_pos);

}

// *************** BEGIN PGS ************************

// Add state to PGS, formulate and select a plan

// For all phases except LEARN_PHASE

if (phase == MNT.RECORD_PHASE || phase == MNT.EXECUTE_PHASE

|| phase == MNT.SINGLE_HYBRID_PHASE) {

/*

* ADD STATE TO PGS STATE LIBRARY

*/
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double hypFALCONReward = maze.getRewardForAction(agt, falconAction, new_pos);

// Add state information to authorAgent before doing anything

// else

double reward_diff = pgs[agt].getLastReward() - hypFALCONReward;

currState = new Vector();

// Vector position 0: agent num

currState.addElement(new Integer(agt)); // all states created by

// Vector position 1: bearing // agt 0

currState.addElement(new Integer(this_Bearing));

// These two elements are used for goal relevance determination

// - they are the delta expose and delta targetDistance values

// Vector position 2: delta explore

currState

.addElement(new Integer(maze.getPrev_expose() - maze.obtainExpose()));

// For purposes of calculating delta target distance

// currState.addElement(new

// Integer(maze.getTargetDistance(agt)));

storeTargetDistance(agt, maze.getTargetDistance(agt));

// CHANGE: SaminK: 2007-06-25

// Here, instead of taking delta over just the last time-step,

// we can

// take delta over more timesteps. A separate method will

// perform this

// function as it is potentially quite complex.
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// Vector position 3: delta target distance

currState.addElement(new Integer(deltaTargetDistance(agt)));

// Vector position 4: exposure

currState.addElement(this_Expose);

// CHANGE: SaminK 20-6-2006

// Add another state element used by StateAction.context

// this state info. is a more complete picture of pred/prey

// positions

// Vector position 5: pred prey positions

currState.addElement(getPredPreyPositions());

// CHANGE: Store only the relative positions of predator w.r.t.

// prey

// NOT the absolute positions. This is more general than

// absolute positions

// currState.addElement(getPredPreyRelative(getPredPreyPositions()));

// Add the target distance

// Vector position 6: target distance

currState.addElement(new Integer(maze.getTargetDistance(agt)));

// CHANGE: SaminK 15-02-2007

// Back to one pgs per authorAgent

pgs[agt].addStateAction(currState, new FALCONAction(falconAction,

hypFALCONReward, FALCONAction.getActionName(falconAction)),

falconAction, hypFALCONReward, reward_diff);
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// In record phase, we will generate plans on every possible

// occasion during RECORD phase.

if (phase == MNT.RECORD_PHASE

&& agent[agt].getNumCode() >= PGS.CODE_THRESHOLD) {

pgs[agt].associateCurrSAtoPlan();

}

}

/*

* ****************************************************************

* State-action tuples (currState) determined, and put into PGS. Now we

* either associate to plan, or suggest a plan and execute it.

* ****************************************************************

*/

// PGS algorithm alternative -- ID = 1

if ((pgs[agt].pgsAlgo == 1 || pgs[agt].pgsAlgo == 3)

&& phase == MNT.SINGLE_HYBRID_PHASE) {

if (isPlanAcquired) {

isPlanAcquired = pgs[agt].associateCurrSAtoPlan();

// If the action was successfully acquired, then execute the

// action and continue the loop

if (isPlanAcquired) {

// Execute Action...

this.executeFALCONAction(agt, falconAction, this_Q, max_Q, new_Q,

PERFORM, LEARN, INSERT, mode, type, r, last, this_Expose,
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this_Bearing);

// PGS analysis stuff

pgs[agt].planNOTUsed();

// Continue loop (return)...

return;

}

// Otherwise, carry on with the rest of the PGS/FALCON

// processing

// else {

// // do nothing -- continue

// }

}

}

/*

* SELECT A PLAN AND EXECUTE FIRST ACTION IF PLAN FOUND and if in either

* "plan execution phase", or a "single hybrid phase"

*/

if ((phase == MNT.EXECUTE_PHASE || phase == MNT.SINGLE_HYBRID_PHASE)) {

/**

* TODO: suggestPlan is a critical method. Need to look at it

* more closely to see if it is selecting an appropriate plan...

* also need to monitor how well confidence levels are being

* updated.

*/
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pgs[agt].suggestPlan(pgs[agt].getLastAction());

// execute next action

actionExecuted = false;

actionExecuted = pgs[agt].executeCurrentPlan(agt, last);

if (actionExecuted) {

return;

}

// else continue and use the FALCON action.

// CHANGE: Samink 6-3-07

if (agent[agt].getNumCode() >= PGS.CODE_THRESHOLD) {

/**

* TODO: associateCurrSAtoPlan is a critical method. Need to

* look at it more closely to see if it is generating

* appropriate plans, and that they are receiving peroper EU

* values...

*/

isPlanAcquired = pgs[agt].associateCurrSAtoPlan();

}

}

// ***************** END PGS ************************

// Execute Action...

/*
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* If all PGS processing has not resulted in a PGS action being

* executed, then proceed with executing and processing original

* falconAction...

*/

// Execute Action...

this.executeFALCONAction(agt, falconAction, this_Q, max_Q, new_Q, PERFORM, LEARN,

INSERT, mode, type, r, last, this_Expose, this_Bearing);

// PGS analysis stuff

pgs[agt].planNOTUsed();

}

B.2 Experiment data

All the data from the experiments can be found in the CD as well. The “Experi-

ments” folder contains numerous archived files containing the data. There is also a

spreadsheet document (in OpenOffice format1), “experiments.ods”. Each tab shows

the graphs and data from each experiment (e.g. Cntl-1, Het-1).

B.3 Minefield Navigation domain

B.3.1 Handcrafted BDI specification

The BDI specification used in the minefield navigation experiments is a complete,

a priori (i.e. predefined) set of BDI plans. We used the JACK agent programming

1OpenOffice version 2.4.0 is suitable to render this spreadsheet document.
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language (AOS, 2003, 2004).

JACK supports BDI concepts and functionality. Architecturally, JACK consists

of several constructs: agents, capabilities, events, plans and beliefs (see Figure B.1).

Agents are at the highest level of abstraction, and represent entities with autonomous

behaviour within the system. Plans are executed when a relevant event occurs, which

are posted as a result of many reasons, mainly from goals becoming active, a percept

trigger or from within other plans. Plans are specified a priori by a domain expert at

design time to handle specific scenarios.

Capability

handled by

posts

Plan

Other
Events / Goals

Event / Goal
has

Agent

Belief

Figure B.1: JACK agent-programming language constructs

Figure B.2 illustrates the JACK design. Events, represented as envelopes in the

design, are triggered in certain conditions in the environment. The plans themselves

have context conditions based on these triggering events. The events and the plan

context combine to form the plan’s overall context. A specific plan is executed in

response to the event. Once the plans completes execution, another execution cycle

iteration occurs, and the process continues.
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Figure B.2: JACK minefield navigation design


